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ABSTRACT

Cultural heritage has become a significant part of the cultural economy. Often
criticized for its top down approach led by experts, and reflecting a western, elite
class interpretation of heritage, the cultural heritage management industry has been
trying to place the people at the centre of heritage conservation practices over recent
years. This change of paradigm is, in part, due to the recognition of heritage as a
significant aspect of everyday life, as well as a fluid yet undeniable attribute of
identity and sense of place. In Hong Kong, a fast changing and transient city, the
need for heritage conservation has only been recently fully acknowledged. In 2007,
the authorities launched a new public-private partnership, known as the
Revitalisation Scheme. Mei Ho House was integrated in the first batch of the
scheme as the last remain of the first generation of public housing in Hong Kong.
The building was transformed into a youth hostel with a museum displaying
people’s life in the post-war public housing estates. The present thesis investigates
this seemingly successful conservation project on the premise that heritage is a
dialogue between the material world and the individual. It discusses the legal and
cultural context of heritage conservation in Hong Kong, and explores the meaning
of vernacular architecture in Hong Kong and the discourse suggested by the
museum. The visitors’ response is also scrutinized as a significant part in the
heritage-making process.
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Introduction

When I visited Hong Kong for the first time back in 2007, I was attracted, like
many, to the pictures of the spectacular skyline of Hong Kong Island. It was a short
stay, barely a week. Besides a quick cross-harbour trip to Tsim Sha Tsui to snap the
skyline, I almost only explored Hong Kong Island. Later, when I came on my
second trip, I started to explore other neighbourhoods across Kowloon. That is how
I got lost in the lively streets of Yau Ma Tei, Mongkok and Sham Shui Po, to name
a few. If the street level felt very different from my previous experience in Hong
Kong, the urban landscape of Kowloon also offered a striking contrast: few tall
iconic towers to use as a landmark for directions and no urban canyon so deep that
the sunlight never seems to reach the ground. On the contrary, the buildings
bordering the narrow streets on each side of Nathan Road, much lower than the
towers on the Island, looked surprisingly human, albeit their obvious age and
decayed aspect. They seemed somehow alive: clothes hanging from the windows,
with different sort of additional features on every floor (such as verandas and air
conditioners), with their entrance door permanently open and with their small shops
located on the ground and upper floors. This can possibly be, as Chu & Uebegang
(2002) point out about Yau Ma Tei, because such neighbourhoods still feature local
traditions such as business clustering or street food. These make the neighbourhood
represent a rich testimony of the socio-cultural heritage of the grassroots population
in Hong Kong. In some areas these buildings would constitute the major part of the
landscape, replicating themselves on entire blocks, making me feel like I was in
1

what would seem to be Hong Kong’s ‘old town’ although I was outside of the
historical core of Hong Kong. I was fascinated by what these buildings were telling
me about past and present life, and was delighted by the fact that there still existed
a somewhat visually harmonious urban area in Hong Kong.
When I started my research project, I originally intended to explore the vernacular
architecture of Hong Kong’s urban core areas. My idea was to do a study of a
building or a group of buildings as described above, also referred to as composite
buildings (Lee & DiStefano, 2011b) (see chapter 4). It turned out to be a more vast
and more complicated project than I thought, and rapidly, many obstacles in terms
framing and feasibility led me to choose another case study – Mei Ho House. Mei
Ho House was a much better project to connect with. On a personal level, people
in my family have been running youth hostels as long as I can remember. I partly
grew up in the former youth hostel of Lausanne, my home town, before it was
demolished. My uncle still runs the Geneva youth hostel to this day. Because of
that, I have a personal interest and attachment to youth hostels. On top of that, Mei
Ho House still meets my interest for the grassroots and post-war architecture in
Hong Kong as it was built in 1954 as a public housing block. The present work is
the fruit of my research on Mei Ho House.

Introducing Mei Ho House
Mei Ho House was introduced in the first batch of the Revitalisation Scheme in
2008, a then newly-launched programme aiming at preserving government-owned
buildings through a partnership with the non-profit sector. Mei Ho House used to
be part of the Shek Kip Mei Estate, which is actually the first generation of public
housing in Hong Kong built in 1954 (Mark I Block; see Wai, 2014). It is located in
2

the district of Sham Shui Po, in the North-western part of Kowloon, where the
poverty rate remains one of the highest amongst Hong Kong’s districts
(Government of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region, 2017, p.78) . Mei
Ho House consists of two wings of residential units linked together by communal
sanitary facilities, which earned it the “H” block nickname. It is now the only
remaining block of the estate and the only H-shaped public housing block in Hong
Kong. As such, it was listed as a Grade 1 building by the Antiquities Advisory
Board (AAB) in 2005, before being downgraded as a Grade 2 construction in 2010
(Leisure and Cultural Services Department, 2012).
The units, sometimes accommodating up to 8 or 9 family members (History of
Estates 2009), were about 120 square feet (around 11 square meters) and laid out
back to back, with an open-air corridor running through the wings where people
could cook and do laundry. There were no lifts – people had to use the staircases
situated at the end of each wing. The buildings only provided the basic utilities with
only six toilets and two water sources on each floor, for a total of 384 units
(Conserve and Revitalise Hong Kong Heritage, n.d.). In the 1970s, due to
overcrowded conditions, the Housing Authority revamped the estate, creating
larger units and turning parts of the corridors into private balconies. Modern
sanitary and kitchen facilities were installed. Under demographic pressure, the
Housing Authority further decided the redevelop Shek Kip Mei Estate in the 1990s,
demolishing all the dilapidated blocks, except Mei Ho House. The building
remained occupied until 2004.
When Mei Ho House was included in the first batch of the Revitalisation Scheme,
the Hong Kong Youth Hostel Association’s (HKYHA) application was selected,
after examination by a committee composed of both governmental and non-
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governmental experts, the Advisory Committee on Revitalisation of Historic
Buildings (ACRHB). HKYHA was founded in 1973 as a non-profit and, most
importantly, non-government funded association. It operates 7 youth hostels
throughout Hong Kong, Mei Ho House being the only one located in a core urban
area. HKYHA’s positive record in hostel management and care for unprivileged
groups worked in the project’s favour (Cheung & Chan, 2011). Mei Ho House was
converted into a hostel and a museum at the cost of HK$220 million, fully funded
by the Government. The hostel has 129 rooms, including twin or double regular and
“themed” rooms, whose decoration recreates the atmosphere of the 1950s, as well
as family rooms, dormitories, and rooms for people with disabilities. The central
bar between the wings now hosts lifts and common areas. A restaurant, laundry
room and souvenir shop can be found on the ground floor. The museum occupies
part of the ground and first floor of the right-hand wing.
A temporary exhibition had been held in 2005 to both celebrate the jubilee of the
“public housing revolution” (Chu, 2007) as well as to preview what the future Mei
Ho House museum, named “Heritage of Mei Ho House”, would look like. A
committee of volunteers, including heritage professionals and architects, was set up
to supervise the design of the final exhibition (A. Chan, personal communication,
September 22, 2018). The current museum occupies a section of the ground and
first floor of the right-hand wing. The lower floor of the exhibition retraces the
history of Mei Ho House and the life in public housing in Hong Kong from the
1950s to the 1970s, mostly through stories and the display of everyday life
documents and belongings from the previous tenants, who were included in the
conception of the museum. On the upper floor, 5 units were preserved as sample
rooms to provide the public with a more immersive experience. The last section
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details the revitalisation project along with the history of the Hong Kong Youth
Hostel Association. It explains that the project aims at increasing job opportunities,
promoting local social values and enhancing public participation. Mei Ho House
opened to the public at the end of 2013. Over the years, multiple educational
activities have been set up in parallel, such as open days, talks, alumni network, and
learning programme with local schools to build a platform aiming at connecting the
younger and older generations, as well as local people from Sham Shui Po, Hong
Kong people, and foreigners alike. As of May 2016, it has drawn over 591,300
visitors (Legislative Council Panel on Development, 2016), the number having
reached 700,000 in 2018 according to HKYHA, amongst which around 30% are
second-time visitors (A. Chan, personal communication, September 22, 2018). The
project won a UNESCO Honourable Mention in 2015 (Hong Kong Youth Hostel
Association, 2015), which is the third project under the Revitalisation Scheme to
win a UNESCO award out of four – the other projects include the Savannah College
of Art and Design in 2011, Tai O Heritage Hotel in 2013 and the Old Tai Po Police
Station in 2016 (Commissioner for Heritage’s Office).

Research questions
Unlike a number of other heritage conservation projects, including recent ones, the
revitalisation of Mei Ho House did not trigger a flow of criticism. Even if some
voices were not entirely satisfied (Chung, 2011), the project is said to have drawn
wide public support (Cheung & Chan, 2011). The first aim of this research is to
explore why it was not controversial, or at least, not as controversial as other cases.
Some reasons, mostly related to questions of governance, can be easily identified,
and are explored in the first chapter of this contribution.
5

However, the issue of heritage-making is not only a matter of governance. As
discussed in the theoretical framework below, heritage is often understood and
reduced to its materiality. Yet, heritage is also a complex social and human process.
The question is then, what does heritage ‘do’? What are the properties of heritage
that, in this particular case study, but potentially at a larger scale (Harvey, 2015),
allow consensus? What does the revitalisation of Mei Ho House do and represent
for Hong Kong? If it did not create huge debates, this example may be considered
as successful. But is it really successful, and why? The absence of controversy may
be linked with other absences. What is not being said, and, furthermore, what is
hidden by and in the heritage process? In order to answer these questions, I will
draw extensively on the work of Smith (2006) and her concept of Authorized
Heritage Discourse (AHD), as well as that of Harrison (2013), who conceives
heritage as a dialogue, as discussed in the following section.

Theoretical framework
Critical heritage studies
There have been many attempts to provide a satisfactory and comprehensive
definition and theorisation of heritage. According to Waterton and Watson, (2013),
heritage theories can be divided in three areas: theories ‘in’, ‘of’ and ‘for heritage’.
For a long time, the focus was on theories ‘in’ heritage, that is theories about the
heritage object itself and its materiality, which pervaded neighbouring fields like
history and archaeology. Heritage was definitely a thing from the past, whose
aesthetics and materiality were its most significant features (Choay ([1992] 2007).
In the 1980s, some key contributions, including that of Lowenthal (1985) and
Hewison (1987), highlighted, in a fairly pessimistic way, the brutal commercial turn
6

experienced by heritage. Heritage had become manufactured: a pure product
designed for the consumption of tourists. This commodification of heritage was
seen as simply a decline of culture. These theories ‘of’ heritage tried to understand
and explain heritage as a phenomenon. However, this view, although widely
acknowledged, generated a lot of discussion and provided ground for heritage to
open to interdisciplinarity, or theories ‘for’ heritage, revolving around concepts of
power, semiotics, identity and meaning-making, with, for instance, the work of
Urry (1990) in tourism studies, Walsh (1992), Hall (1997; [1999] 2008) and Dicks
(2004) in cultural studies, Samuel (1994) in history, and Harvey (2001) and
Graham, Ashworth, and Tunbridge, (2000) in Geography.
Growing out of critical discussions on identity, cultural tourism, commodification,
and representation, these have marked what Harrison (2013) coins the rise of
critical heritage studies, or the recognition of heritage as a social and cultural
phenomenon. Drawing on Foucault, Urry (1990) opposes the idea of passive
consumption by arguing that tourists, as individuals with their own background, cocreate heritage through their ‘gaze’, they extract heritage from reality in what
constitutes the tourist experience. In a similar vein, Walsh (1992) explores how the
past is represented in museums and how this impacts visitors, Hall (1997)
investigates the meaning production of different elements that surround heritage
(practices, pictures, texts), and Dicks (2004) analyses the various ways culture is
being displayed in the society to explore the communication process between
culture and the people. Samuel (1994) argues that historical knowledge has become
a very elitist field and suggests dislodging it from its pedestal in order to
democratize history and heritage. Harvey (2001) demonstrates the evolution of the
idea of heritage over time and argues that heritage is a continuous process. Building
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on this, Graham et al. (2000) explain how heritage is subjectively interpreted, and
how this subjectivity may result in a lack of agreement as to what constitutes
heritage, or what they call “heritage dissonance”. Dissonance occurs when the
common past, which presupposes a sense of belonging to the community that needs
appropriating the place where the community lives, finding its expression in
heritage, is interpreted differently according to different stakeholders.

The Authorized Heritage Discourse
In her book Uses of Heritage, Smith (2006) builds upon the discussion of heritage
as a cultural process and suggests that, even though all the aforementioned debates
have had a significant impact in widening the understanding of heritage, the field
of heritage, in both theory and practice, is pervaded by what she calls the
Authorized Heritage Discourse (AHD), a concept she has widely developed (2008,
2011, 2015, 2017; see also Smith & Campbell, 2011; Smith, Shackel, & Campbell,
2011b; Waterton, Smith, & Campbell, 2006). The AHD is a discourse that is rooted
in Western European conservation debates. It shapes our thinking and
understanding of heritage and focuses on monumental and material forms of
heritage. “Embedded in this discourse,” she says, “are a range of assumptions about
the innate and immutable cultural values of heritage that are linked to and defined
by the concepts of monumentality and aesthetics” (p.4).
The implications of such a discourse are various. As Smith (2006, p.29f) explains,
the AHD makes use of the ‘past’ as a rhetorical device. As the ‘past’ is a broad,
vague notion, it needs experts to decide what it is. The AHD is “also a professional
discourse that privileges expert values and knowledge about the past and its
material manifestations, and dominates and regulates professional heritage
8

practices” (p.4). These experts assume the role of caretakers of this past in order to
transmit it to the next generation in an unaltered form. Moreover, as the heritage
discourse is closely tied to national identity, it does not leave room for subaltern,
challenging views of the past. It promotes and supports the values of the elite with
a complete disregard for the heritage of other groups (ethnic minorities, women).
Therefore, the AHD sees heritage as something to be passively experienced,
something that does not require any form of engagement, and this works to exclude
unconventional (intangible) forms of heritage. As a consequence, heritage is often
reduced to a site-specific problem that can be managed, with no linkage to the wider
cultural context. This can be seen in international instruments and charters about
heritage, where the rhetoric of such instruments betrays the AHD (see Waterton,
Smith, & Campbell, 2006) in museums or in multiple heritage sites. The AHD
places authenticity at the centre. Although such a concept cannot be reduced to a
simple definition, it allows experts to legitimise their vision of heritage (Smith,
2006, p.125). Ultimately, the AHD assumes that heritage is ‘there’, that it pre-exists
and just needs to be identified and managed in order to be acknowledged as such,
with little to no challenge to the already established views of the past and present.
However, for Smith, heritage does not exist per se. She begins the first chapter of
her book with the bold statement that “there is, really, no such thing as heritage”
(p.11). “Heritage is heritage because it is subjected to the management and
preservation/conservation process, not because it simply ‘is’ [emphasis in the
original]” (p.3). Moreover, heritage cannot be assumed to have any universal
character. She suggests that the way we can understand heritage, what it is and what
it does, is through the discourses that surround it. “Heritage is a mentality, a way of
knowing and seeing” (p.54), which leads her to claim that “all heritage is ultimately
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intangible” (p.307; see also Smith, 2011). For Smith, heritage is deprived of any
materiality. It is a cultural and social process that has no physical boundaries, and
works at multiple scales (see also Harvey, 2015). It is an experience to be lived and
performed through the various acts of remembering, negotiating, building, and
(re)creating meanings and identity.

Dialogical heritage
Smith’s argument of an AHD is considered a “significant advance” (Robertson,
2012, p.6) towards the democratisation of heritage and the valuation of alternative
forms of heritage, and has been considerably explored and added to, especially in
the works edited by Benton (2010), Harrison (2010) and West (2010). If I subscribe
to the view that heritage is performative, that it is a cultural and social process that
involves a series of mental and emotional actions and reactions, I do not fully agree
with the claim that all heritage is intangible. By stating that we can only know
heritage through discourse, Smith implies that there is no reality to heritage unless
people give meaning to it, and that the material world is merely a symbol of that
process. It is true that, as exposed above, the Western tradition from which the AHD
emerges has given specific values to concrete objects, to the point where the said
values come to be seen as inherent to the objects, even universal (Otero-Pailos et
al., 2010). However, the issue with the claim that heritage is necessarily intangible
is, as Harrison and Rose (2010) rightfully point out, that it

replicates the mind-matter dualism in suggesting that the material world has
no values or meanings in and of itself. The old story that the world is on top
of an elephant that is on top of a turtle invites the question of what the turtle
10

is on top of, and receives the answer that it is turtles all the way down.
Similarly, the idea that the world is only present to us through language
suggests that it’s language all the way down. (p.264)

For Harrison and Rose, if Smith’s argument has helped shift the notion of heritage
away from its pure material conception, it still does not overcome the dualism of
tangibility/intangibility. Using indigenous Australian ontologies as an example,
Harrison (2013) suggests considering heritage as a dialogical process which
emerges from “the relationship between people, objects, places and practices”
(p.229) where human beings are not the sole source of heritage-making, but are
joined by elements of the environment. This dialogue between people and ‘things’
works to maintain the past alive in the present, and that is what constitutes heritage.
It is “both tangible and intangible, embodied, material, and equally mindful and
emergent” (Harrison & Rose, 2010, p.266). Within this view, the materiality of
heritage is as important, and at the same time as insignificant, in the heritagemaking process.
According to Smith (2017) who rejects this view, the problem of heritage as a
dialogue is that it focuses on the moment the dialogue occurs and consequently
overlooks the context in which this dialogue occurs, as well as its consequences.
This, she argues, presents the risk of nurturing the AHD instead of challenging it.
When constructing her argument of heritage as a process, she refers to a study about
visitors to the World Heritage site of West Lake, in Hongzhou, China where the
moment and the place seem play a key role. Analysing part of an interview, Smith
(2017) writes: “As the woman is standing on the Broken Bridge, … she is engaged
in a process of remembering and constructing a sense of place and connection to
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the past” (p.24). Further on, “the site becomes a cultural tool in collective and
individual processes of remembering”, although “this is not to say that the meanings
so constructed come from an ‘agency’” (ibid.) of the site the woman is visiting. She
then explains that the heritage-making process does not stop at this moment. It has
consequences that matter as much.
In the present work, I will draw on both views, with some reservations. I subscribe
to the view of an AHD that pervades our understanding of heritage, even nowadays.
I also subscribe to the view that heritage is both tangible and intangible. However,
I would not go as far as arguing that heritage is intrinsically immaterial and the only
product of the human mind. Heritage is a process, but, as Harrison (2013) points
out, “even in the case of ‘intangible’ heritage, the expressions and traditions … are
practices that involve bodies, objects and landscapes in fundamental ways” (p.113).
In the same vein, Bagnall (2003) argues that visiting heritage sites is a performance
that calls for emotions and imagination, but where physicality is the source of such
performance (physical sensations, layout of the heritage site, etc.). I would not
completely follow the somewhat metaphysical idea that things are active agents in
the heritage-making process either. Heritage is indeed as dialogue, but one that
occurs at multiple levels in time and space. People both receive an education and
develop an identity through which they integrate heritage-related values, such as
sense of belonging, national pride, and so on. When at a heritage site, the dialogue
starts. People become active agents of the heritage-making process in response to
stimuli generated by the confrontation with what is being made as heritage. This
dialogue may continue beyond the confrontation, as visitors keep producing
meanings and memories in relation to heritage, or experience another confrontation,
and is not necessarily limited to one particular moment. This is all the more relevant
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when doing research as well, as such activity constitutes a long-time dialogue
involving multiple triangular return trips between the researcher, the object of
research, and the respondents.

Methodology
As the brief discussion about critical heritage studies above suggests, the field of
heritage studies is very interdisciplinary, and borrows theories and methods from
many other fields. “Archaeology, history, sociology, anthropology, museum
studies, cultural studies, tourism, architecture, geography and memory studies are
all fields that have produced key contributions to [heritage studies]” (Waterton &
Watson, 2013, p.25). This interdisciplinary nature is reflected in the present thesis,
not only because heritage is multidisciplinary, but also because of the case study
approach taken. As Seale (2012) notes, case studies do not constitute a method in
themselves, but allow data to be gathered in a multitude of ways, using different
methods. Moreover, Mei Ho House itself is hybrid with a hostel, a museum and
different common areas.
Before I explain my methods, I would like to briefly highlight that I am aware that
the AHD is a Western-derived concept, with a focus on European and Anglophone
heritage. Smith (2006, 2011, 2017) herself admits that her research on AHD only
applies to Western contexts. Therefore, one could ask what the relevance of such
framework in Asian contexts is. If it could be argued that my work appears as ‘AHD
as a method’ applied to Hong Kong, the fact that Hong Kong, as a former British
colony, has maintained most of its colonial administrative structure and the fact that
international heritage practices have been heavily influenced by the AHD in part
justify such use. There have been attempts to shed light on non-European
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conceptions of heritage, with examples in China, Japan or Southeast Asia. Yet, as
Smith (2017) argues,

in order to challenge Western-centric conceptions of heritage, heritage
studies need to turn a critical and reflexive eye back on to European and
wider Western contexts to understand how heritage is used to address
multicultural and cosmopolitan issues. While, yes, this makes European and
Anglophone concerns the focus of debate and study once again, I do think, if
we are to meet the critical challenges being offered by non-European
conceptualization of heritage, any analysis of Anglophone or Western
practices that aims at understanding how heritage practices either do or do
not engage with cosmopolitan issues are important for opening up the arena
of ongoing debate. (p.23)

There is a significant body of literature about Hong Kong as a city, including from
the point of view of the social sciences. A lot has been written about Hong Kong’s
politics and search for identity in the wake of the handover and beyond (Abbas,
1997; Hui, 2002; Lee, 2007; Lawson, 2002; Mathews, 1997; Mathews et al., 2008).
A good part of it focused on governance and urban issues (Lee & DiStefano; 2011a;
Ng, 2006, 2008; Yung & Chan, 2011, 2012, 2016). Even narrowed down to the
specific topic of heritage, there are still numerous contributions. One of the methods
I used was to consolidate this literature in order to contextualize and situate my own
research within the field. For this task, I also made use of official documents (see
chapter 1 in particular). Due to its intricate administrative structure, the Hong Kong
Government has many different Departments who provide a fair amount of
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archives, reports, and other type of documentation which are most of the time
available online. Although this may appear as a top-down approach, which is the
case, it is needed inasmuch as “a critical and engaged understanding of the power
and authority of competing heritage discourses, and the relative power and authority
that underpins them, is necessary before negotiation can commence” (Smith, 2006,
p.38). Hence, it would not be fruitful to conduct research without a full
understanding of the context and the competing forces and discourses at work.
Another important method I employed was critical discourse analysis (CDA). I used
this method to ‘read’ Mei Ho House, including the youth hostel, the museum, but
also its architecture and what has been done in terms of renovation. Heritage is first
and foremost visual and one way to read the visual is through CDA. Simply put,
CDA is essentially interested in representation, in language and texts as fertile
ground for the production of social meanings (Tonkiss, 2012). Fairclough ([1995]
2010) explains that CDA not only constitutes the analysis of a text through
linguistics, but also as a way to combine the theoretical framework of discourse and
that of social practise. The notion of text is not limited to the sole linguistic forms
though. If text is traditionally seen as a piece of written or printed language,
Fairclough argues ([1995] 2010) that we should move beyond such limited
understanding. As he explains, texts are “multi-semiotic” (p.4) and associate
language with other semiotic elements (visual, auditory). There is therefore no
objection to the consideration of visual materials, such as museums and exhibitions,
as a form of text, to be scrutinized through the lens of CDA. Actually, CDA is
particularly relevant to study heritage. Heritage can be the origin of social changes
because of its intrinsic political nature and its link with power (Harrison &
Linkman, 2010; see also Smith, 2006).
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Furthermore, Shirato and Webb (2010) drawing on Barthes note that if the visual
can be approached like a language, it lacks the structure that can be found in
linguistic systems. That is why reading visual material cannot be reduced to simple
observation, but is the adjustment of what we materially see to “whatever
constitutes the ‘truth’ of a society” (p.35). In other words, in order to achieve a
deeper understanding of visual materials, we need to contextualise, to know the
social and political climate in which the visual integrates. As Rose argues, visual
materials can be used to investigate “specific views of the social world” and
uncover “the socially constituted forms of discursive power” (2016, pp.192-193).
Yet, reading visual texts does not only require an exercise of contextualisation.
Some texts are tied with the experiential, the sensory, due to their multi-semiotic
dimension. In this case, seeing involves the intervention of feelings and senses, and
calls on the entire body (Shirato and Webb, 2010). For instance, in her exploration
of an industrial museum in Dundee, Scotland, Grek (2009) begins her analysis with
an introductory video show meant to provide historical context to visitors. The first
element she notes is that the narrator’s voice is a male voice, and that he speaks
with a local accent. She argues that the use of a local narrator enhances the local
sense of pride amongst local visitors, while it charms the others Grek identifies as
essentially economic migrants visiting their hometown. This highlights that the
reading of visual material, here a video show, requires more than the simple use of
our eyes. It involves all of our senses. Interestingly, Smith (2006) fully embraces
the utility of CDA for heritage studies, but her emphatic critical stance on how the
AHD influences visitors prevents her from actually looking at what is offered by
heritage sites (West, 2010).
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Participant observation was also a large part of my fieldwork. As Walsh (2012)
explains, this type of ethnographic research allows the researcher to first detect
problems to be further researched later with the help of other methods. Moreover,
it is particularly adapted for geographically self-contained settings and cases
(p.251). When defining the object of my research, one of the reasons that made me
choose Mei Ho House, besides the personal link I have with youth hostels
mentioned earlier, is precisely that it is self-contained, making the present research
project more feasible within the time frame. I went to Mei Ho House countless
times. I visited the museum as many times, first to map out the space, then to
decipher the discourse of the exhibition through its textual and visual material, but
also to observe what was going on there. Different types of visitors had different
attitudes towards different sections of the exhibition. Some would comment certain
images or objects, while other would be more focused on taking pictures or would
simply pass quickly through the museum. I read brochures, press reports, and read
comments on social media. I also took the opportunity to hang at the café, have a
drink or some food. I spent three nights in one of the themed rooms of the hostel,
in order to explore the place, which is normally not accessible to non-guests (only
the ground floor is accessible to the public). It gave me the opportunity to have a
closer look at the room, furniture, and decoration, as well as feel the atmosphere,
as the interior and exterior design of the building and its different features are part
of the establishment’s communication.
Finally, I did interviews, as people represent a significant part of my research. I
chose to do qualitative interviews, due to the more personal aspect of heritage (its
link with identity and memory), but also because of their open-ended character and
more humanistic dimension, as qualitative interviews are generally done face-to-
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face (Phellas et al., 2012; Byrne, 2012). In order to make the present thesis more
readable, I will return to my experience with visitors’ interviews in chapter 5 in
more details as it is methodologically different, but I would like here to share my
views on a specific aspect of this part of the fieldwork. Besides visitors, my initial
intention was to interview people (managers and volunteers) from HKYHA and
from the relevant governmental departments who have been involved in the
revitalisation project, or who were in charge of it at the time I began my research.
Unfortunately, all my requests for interviews have been denied. HKYHA argued
that since “there isn’t any track record of collaboration with student for academic
research in our organization so far since our establishment, … we are not able to
nod our head at your invitation for the time being” (N. Lam, personal
communication, September 28, 2016). They offered to send me a copy of the alumni
book in English, as well as to enrol in a guided tour, which I had already done.
Their position remained the same even after further negotiation. As for the
Government, they simply sent me back to HKYHA for further information, joining
a few links to official documents and reports to their communication.
This lack of access, then, led me to revise my project, allowing me to focus on other
aspects, making the project more coherent. Discussions with managers from
HKYHA, the Government or volunteers would have been more appropriate in a
Cultural heritage management-focused research project, while my approach
revolves around the public and what heritage ‘does’. I was naturally disappointed,
as I wanted to know how Mei Ho House had survived unlike the other blocks from
Shek Kip Mei Estate, and how the decision to include it into the Revitalisation
Scheme was made. But I realised that it was not so important eventually, for two
reasons. First, the fact that Mei Ho House was never destroyed may not have a
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specific explanation. Heritage conservation, as Choay ([1992] 2007) and Harrison
(2013) explain, as it is understood today, is the fruit of modernity, and is a
somewhat recent phenomenon. Many monuments and heritage sites, including the
most impressive and grandiose ones, have made it through history by pure chance.
The Palace of Versailles could have been entirely destroyed after the French
Revolution. The Coliseum in Rome was in part dismantled for its bricks to be
reused. Natural and human disasters such as earthquakes, wars or dictatorial
political regimes have led to the disappearance of significant and less significant
heritage sites while leaving others standing. It is likely that Mei Ho House’s
ongoing existence is simply the result of history.
Second, as a cultural process and dialogue, heritage conservation, to some extent,
speaks for itself. I may not be able to have a definitive answer as to why Mei Ho
House survived, how the project was managed, and what the persons in charge had
in mind, but the result is there. I can look at Mei Ho House from multiple angles
and see and analyse what has been done, without the bias of interpretation from
heritage experts (see chapter 5). Moreover, I have conducted this research while
being based in Hong Kong for three years, which also constitutes part of my
fieldwork and my methods. I have lived in Hong Kong, read local media, had
multiple conversations with locals, friends or simple acquaintances, and became
more aware of the local political and social context and tensions. I believe this
immersion has greatly enlightened my understanding of Hong Kong and Mei Ho
House.
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Structure of the dissertation
The present dissertation is organized along three different lines. The first one is
about contextualization and encompasses the next two chapters. Chapter 1 provides
a chronological and critical overview of cultural heritage management (CHM) in
Hong Kong from its origins to present time, in order to identify the AHD at work,
an AHD that focuses on a British versus Chinese dichotomy represented through
materiality and monumentality. It describes the legal and administrative
framework, as well as the role of different actors in the field. If this appears as a
top-down approach which may be at odds with the idea of heritage as social and
cultural process, such analysis is required, as explained in the methodology section.
Chapter 2 explores the relation between heritage, public housing and collective
memory in Hong Kong. Nonetheless the fact that these relations have been
underexplored in heritage studies, especially in Hong Kong, the comprehension of
the dynamics between these three areas lays the ground for a better exploration of
the heritage-making process.
The second line covers chapters 3 and 4. In chapter 3, I explore the discourse offered
by the museum at Mei Ho house. Through an exploration of the exhibition, the
chapter identifies an overarching discourse related to the context examined in the
previous chapters. The representation of the working class depicted by the museum
is imbued with nostalgia, making use of both pleasant and unpleasant memories in
order to emphasis the material and economic progress that underpins the ‘success
story’ of Hong Kong as a global, modern city. This discourse works to depoliticize
heritage in order to gain consensus and support an AHD that sees the working class
reality as something from the past. However, a deeper exploration of the exhibition
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reveals some cracks in this discourse, where social issues of gender and class still
show through.
Chapter 4 focuses on the youth hostel part of the revitalisation of Mei Ho House.
Departing from Abbas’ (1997) classification of Hong Kong’s urban space in three
different spaces (merely local, placeless and anonymous), it analyses the
significance of vernacular architecture and how the revitalisation of Mei Ho House
nurtures a discourse based on upward social mobility through its aesthetics. It also
describes how the renovation of the youth hostel seemingly overcomes the recurrent
dichotomy observed in the understanding of heritage in Hong Kong, by bringing
colonial and local components and aspects together, and interrogating Abbas’
(1997) segmentation of Hong Kong’s architecture.
Finally, chapter 5 represents the third line. This chapter approaches heritage from
the point of view of interpretation and performance. It focuses on the visitors’
experience at Mei Ho House and the way they perform their role in the heritage
making-process. The findings show that some patterns, such as en educational
aspect, identity construction and dissonance can be identified. Moreover, if all
respondents gave different answers, respondents from abroad tended to be more
talkative than local respondents. Hence, this chapter also asks the question of using
the individual as research method in the field of heritage, opening the door for
further debate, while reminding the reader that this specific methodology issue is
not its main objective.
It is hoped that the present contribution will bring a new light on heritage literature
in Hong Kong in different ways. First, if other scholars have tried to challenge
Western-based conceptions of heritage, including in Southeast Asia, this is one of
the first contributions to study built heritage in Hong Kong using the AHD and
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dialogical heritage as a framework, in other words, to take a critical heritage studies
approach. Most of the existing literature on heritage in Hong Kong comes
essentially from other disciplines such as urban planning and governance,
architecture, or history. Second, it is also one of the only few works to focus on a
project led under the Revitalisation Scheme. Third, it looks at multiple aspects of
one specific heritage case study, while research on heritage in Hong Kong is
essentially comparative, assessing one aspect in multiple projects, or only focusing
on politics and power. Mei Ho House is a fairly unique project itself, precisely
because of its multidimensionality bringing together heritage, public housing, youth
hostels, and museums. Finally, this research constitutes an assessment of a still
standing heritage asset, while a fair amount of publications dealing with heritage in
Hong Kong have aimed at deciphering the power structures surrounding the
destruction of heritage assets. If it is important to learn from our mistakes and
understand what went wrong, it is just as essential to learn from our successes if we
are to reproduce them in the future.
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Chapter 1: Cultural Heritage Management in Hong Kong

Introduction
Cultural heritage does not perpetuate itself. It needs to be maintained and taken care
of. It requires management. Cultural heritage Management (CHM) is usually
understood as the process of engaging in activities related to the implementation of
heritage conservation practices heritage such as law making, grading or
revitalisation (du Cros & Lee, 2007). However, as Harvey (2001) notes, the study
of CHM involves the exploration of its history “not starting at an arbitrary date …,
but by producing a context-rich account of heritage as a process” (p.320).
Therefore, it is essential to recount the context in which the development of CHM
in Hong Kong took place, for it may allow us to comprehend the AHD at work. The
aim of the present chapter is to understand what Hong Kong’s CHM practices reveal
of the philosophical underlying of the AHD, through the consolidation of existing
work on the aforementioned topic, as well as the use of archives and official
documents and reports. This chapter also aims at providing the reader with a solid
background of CHM in Hong Kong.
I will first begin with a brief theoretical discussion of CHM. Literature shows that
the practice of conservation nowadays almost always results in a blend of global
and local factors, including in Hong Kong. Then, after reviewing the early context
of the emergence of CHM in Hong Kong, I will provide an overview of the existing
legal and administrative instruments that frame conservation of heritage in the
Special Administrative Region, as legislation constitutes a decisive part of any
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CHM system (Lee & du Cros, 2013). Even though some of these instruments have
been enacted after the handover to China, the framework in which they inscribe
remains essentially that of the colonial era. In contrast, the post-handover era saw
an important shift in the debates on heritage. The initial vision of heritage as
architecturally monumental became progressively challenged by a focus on social
and cultural values. The response of the Government to this shift takes the form of
the Revitalisation Scheme, a public-private partnership (PPP) meant to promote
adaptive reuse of publicly owned buildings by non-profit organizations. I will
therefore address the significance of the non-profit sector in Hong Kong in relation
to CHM, as this sector is now an official actor in this arena although its role tends
to be overlooked in the heritage management literature about Hong Kong. Finally,
I will discuss how CHM in Hong Kong illustrate a blend of locally nurtured, yet
globally influenced particularities.

Cultural heritage management as a practice
Cultural heritage management is the systematic overseeing and implementation of
conservation of cultural heritage assets (du Cros & Lee, 2007). It reveals a particular
understanding of heritage reflected in the way conservation is put into action. As
Smith (2006) points out, “heritage is heritage because it is subjected to the
management and preservation/conservation process, not because it simply ‘is’
[emphasis in the original]” (p.3). CHM is not just a formula for the management of
pre-existing heritage assets waiting to be magnified. It is a component of heritage.
It contributes to its identification and imbues it with a particular meaning. Cultural
heritage assets are extracted from the mundane as a consequence of their
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designation as heritage. In other words, CHM contributes to the creation of heritage
as it is being performed.
Therefore, the establishment of rules, the selection of heritage, but also the
techniques used on built heritage will reflect the values of the AHD at work (OteroPailos et al., 2010). In a universalized and interconnected world, CHM is now
influenced by a variety of global and local factors. Although it has become a global
phenomenon, it is yet far from being homogenous all around the world (du Cros &
Lee, 2007). Significant differences can be seen depending on locations and cultures
in which CHM is conceptualized and the AHD will reflect these differences.
International non-governmental charters, such as the Venice Charter or UNESCO’s
World Heritage Convention, have had a significant impact on local heritage
conservation instruments and philosophies, as a result of their increasing
international recognition and adoption by developed and developing countries alike
in the post-colonial era. They symbolize the then mindset that heritage is universal,
something that is the shared property of the nations altogether and that it should be
protected homogenously worldwide. The establishment of international charters
meant to ensure worldwide collaboration in heritage conservation (Harrison, 2013).
However, one must not underestimate the importance of local factors. What is
considered to be the best way to protect heritage relies on a set of ideas, traditions,
and practises that are locally embedded and is reflected in the way government
apparatuses and public institutions are structured. Some of the international heritage
documents have been adapted into regional instruments (for instance the China
ICOMOS Principles. See Ahmad, 2006; Taylor, 2004) or have seen the creation of
local management committees to cope with diverging views on heritage and
conservation philosophies.
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The way authorities and the society interact is also a crucial local factor (Schofield,
2008). From a top-down approach point of view, principles and practices endorsed
by experts will tend to be imposed by the state onto to local authorities and
communities, with little to no space for contestation. From a bottom-up approach,
the ideas, conceptions and expectations of the local community will have an impact
on the decision making process, inasmuch as there is a willingness from those who
have the means to implement conservation (decision-makers and financial
supports) to be involved in collaborative CHM. Whether the process will be more
top-down or bottom-up will depend on the nature of the government apparatus in
which CHM is implemented. The degree of intervention of the public sector,
transparency, collaboration, and level of professionalism are key elements to look
out for, as these elements will impact the meaning of heritage conservation (du Cros
and Lee’s, 2007; Samuel, [1994] 2008).

Cultural heritage management in Hong Kong under colonial rule
Initial steps towards conservation
Throughout its history, Hong Kong has been shaped by two “discursive systems”
(Cuthbert, 1995): traditional Chinese culture and British colonial rule. As a
consequence, Hong Kong presents a blend of inter-cultural factors mirrored in the
CHM throughout the colonial, transitional, and post-colonial phases (Cody, 2002;
Henderson, 2002). The creation of the Antiquities and Monuments Ordinance (Cap.
53) is traditionally referred to as the starting point of cultural heritage practises in
Hong Kong (DiStefano et al., 2011a). However, CHM in the Pearl River Delta
region can be traced back to the 1930s when excavation and inventories of
archaeological artefacts began. There is nonetheless little documentation about that
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period, at least in English. Thus, the following account mostly draws, for the earliest
developments, on du Cros and Lee’s (2007) work on the emergence of CHM in
Hong Kong, Macau and Guangzhou.
Inventory works were the initial conservation practises in Hong Kong. They were
principally undertaken to the initiative of the community and individuals with a
special interest in history or archaeology. These enterprises were carried on until
the emergence of the University Archaeological Team in the mid-1950s and, later
on, the creation of the Hong Kong Archaeological Society in the late 1960s (Bard,
1999). However, in spite of its links with England and the presence of qualified
historians, Hong Kong was notably short of heritage-related bodies compared to
Britain. One possible reason for the absence of such bodies, according to du Cros
and Lee (2007), besides the tendency of the British Government to disregard the
cultural assets of its own colonies, was the lack of a shared, strong local interest for
heritage. A large portion of the Hong Kong population were newly arrived
immigrants from the mainland who were more preoccupied with fulfilling basic
needs than listing and preserving historic relics. Interestingly, traditional temples
and ancestral halls did not seem to be viewed as relics. They were and still are
frequently used by the population, wholly embedded in the everyday life rather than
regarded as heritage assets requiring a specific treatment. Because of this, the
concern for preservation was focused on Western-style constructions and occurred
under the impetus of non-local personalities. As du Cros and Lee (2007) explain,

in Hong Kong, traditional-style residential buildings located in highly
populated areas, where many of the newer immigrants had settled, had been
replaced with more modern buildings and streetscapes comprised Western
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materials, such as concrete, without much of a backward glance.
Consequently, the first … to show an interest in Western-style heritage
management were not indigenous. Often, in Hong Kong, initiatives were put
forth by non-Chinese to document and preserve heritage assets before the
wrecker’s ball fell. (p.35)

Furthermore, the end of the 1960s and the early 1970s saw a large number of
Chinese immigrants come to Hong Kong in order to escape the Cultural Revolution
in the Mainland. This resulted in the development of serious social tensions in the
colony. With an economically flourishing yet politically strained context, the
British authorities did not wish to support discourses or representations that would
promote any form of localness, in the fear that it would undermine the colonial rule.

The Antiquities and Monuments Ordinance
The first and so far only piece of legislation about heritage conservation in Hong
Kong, the Antiquities and Monument Ordinance (the Ordinance), was enacted in
1971, and is still applicable today. Although being presented to the Legislative
Council (LegCo) in 1971, it was not until 1976 that the ordinance could be fully
implemented, making Hong Kong one of the last countries in South East Asia to
adopt a heritage legislation (Bard, 1999). This time gap is only the last unforeseen
development of a long and laborious process that began almost twenty years earlier.
The legislators had indeed been commissioned to work on a heritage protection law
in 1957. Inspired by other legal instruments from the Commonwealth, the project
was first impeded by concerns from the antiquities business sector. Having become
an international commercial centre in Asia, Hong Kong evolved into a hub for the
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trade of art and antiquities. Cultural goods and artefacts from all over the region,
including Mainland China, were being sold in and exported from the colony. The
private collectors and antiques merchants were worried that if Hong Kong ever
returned to China, they would have to face measures from Beijing stopping the
dissemination of national cultural items, and possibly forcing their repatriation.
The drafting of the legislation was carried on in the 1960s at a very slow pace.
Besides the antique dealers’ concerns, the Government wanted to avoid
interferences between conservation and the rapid urban development that Hong
Kong was experiencing at the time. As a result, the lawmakers formulated a
definition of “antiquities” that covered any man-made item, building, or structure
dating from before 1800 (this cut-off date is a feature unique to Hong Kong’s
legislation. See du Cros and Lee, 2007). Eventually, the ordinance was passed by
the LegCo in August 1971. Despite the creation of a Provisional Antiquities
Advisory Board (PAAB), whose first meeting took place in 1972, a few more years
were necessary for the executive body to be allocated the necessary resources to
become fully operational in 1976. Once properly established, it undertook
substantial work of recognizing and assessing Hong Kong’s heritage, a work
needed for the the legislation to be effective.
The Antiquities and Monument Ordinance aims at preserving objects of historical,
archaeological and paleontological interest. Those objects enter either one of two
categories (Cap. 53, section 2): the antiquity, that is a relic or “a place, building,
site or structure erected, formed or built by human agency before the year 1800”;
or the monument, which is defined as “any place, building, site or structure, which
the Authority considers to be of public interest by reason of its historical,
archaeological or paleontological significance”. Section 3 of the Ordinance
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stipulates that “the Authority may, after consultation with the Board and with the
approval of the Chief Executive, by notice in the Gazette, declare any place,
building, site or structure …, to be a monument, historical building or
archaeological or paleontological site or structure”. It is the highest level of
protection, the only one that is legally binding. Once a monument is declared, it
cannot be demolished, removed, obstructed, or defaced without an authorization
from the authorities. Any declared asset receives equal treatment. As of July 2018,
there are 117 declared monuments across the whole territory, compared with 72 in
2000 (Declared Monuments in Hong Kong, 2016).
Some administrative guidelines supplement the legislation in the form of a grading
system. The system is based on three levels: Grade 1 for buildings of outstanding
merit for which every effort should be made to preserve if possible; Grade 2 for
buildings of special merit for which efforts should be made to selectively preserve
them; Grade 3 for buildings of some merit for which preservation in some form
would be desirable and alternative means could be considered if preservation is not
suitable. These guidelines intend to provide a systematic way of identifying what
constitutes a declared monument. Only buildings with a Grade 1 will be considered
for future potential declaration (“proposed monuments”) (Cap. 53, section 2). A set
of criteria serves as a reference in the assessment of buildings, such as historical or
social value, architectural merit, rarity, group value (is the building is part of a
cluster showing similar values or not?), and authenticity (Yu, 2008). Because this
system is purely administrative, it is by nature non-statutory. Therefore, it is not
included in the legislation, which means that the graded buildings, unlike those that
have been declared, can still be modified, altered, or even demolished once graded.
This, in turn, can lead to a building being downgraded or even losing its grade.
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The implementation of the Antiquities and Monuments Ordinance is supervised by
the Antiquity Advisory Board (AAB), a panel of experts appointed by the Chief
Executive consisting of historians, architects, planners and engineers, set within the
Home Affairs Bureau, directly under the Leisure and Cultural Services Department
(LCSD). The Board’s executive branch is the aforementioned Antiquities and
Monument Office (AMO) whose mission officially includes increasing awareness,
understanding and appreciation of Hong Kong’s cultural heritage, encouraging
public participation, fostering a sense of belonging and identity, and promoting
tourism through innovative adaptive reuse of Hong Kong's heritage, on top of the
conservation itself. However, the AAB only assumes an information and advisory
function to the Government. It can only propose monuments for declaration and
provide recommendations. The final decision belongs to the Secretary for Home
Affairs with the approval of the Chief Executive (Cap. 53, section 3).
From a legal point of view, critics argue that the Ordinance is outdated and needs
to be revamped, in order to include the multiple dimensions of heritage (Lung,
2012). It indeed appears that only tangible heritage is considered worth of
protection, with no mention of intangible heritage at all. The use of the word
‘significance’ is also problematic. The concept, in the field of heritage, has its origin
in the positivist tradition whereby the significance of a cultural heritage asset is
immanent, as opposed to being attributed by a socially constructed process. It’s
only later, around the 1980s and 1990s, that the idea of social significance, the fact
that significance changes through time as heritage is an intergenerational
mechanism, became more important (Byrne, [2001] 2008), along with the
emergence of more humanistic values that impacted the way urban environments
were approached (Taylor, 2012). However, in Hong Kong there is no clarification
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as to the meaning of historical, archaeological or paleontological ‘significance’.
With an absence of formal categorization, one may have a harder time figuring the
historical significance of the ordinary when comparing with more iconic and older
constructions (Lee & DiStefano, 2011a).
Besides, no clusters of historic buildings can be designated as conservation areas.
The legislation focuses on single items, taken as such, in isolation of their
surroundings. According to du Cros and Lee (2007), this view derives from the
main sources of inspiration in the drafting of the Antiquities and Monument
Ordinance, that is regulations from the Commonwealth, in particular from places
where archaeology was pervasive in the development of heritage conservation, such
as Australia or Israel, with little influence from the British example. Furthermore,
the nebulous definition of heritage (i.e. the ‘significance’ criterion) actually poses
a serious threat on Hong Kong’s heritage. The limitation of the scope of cultural
heritage legislation leads to conceptual separations that favour the subjugation of
heritage assets to surrounding forces and induces an easier bypass of the legislation.
As Cody (2003) states, it places heritage “on the margins of concern rather than
where it should be, at the centre” (p. 737). It must also be added that the Ordinance
appoints the Government as the sole authority in determining the historical
significance and selecting what heritage is worth being preserved. In spite of the
values promoted by the AMO, the Ordinance does not feature any public
consultation or collaborative approach amendments, although some steps were
taken in recent years by the Government towards an improvement of public
participation in conservation projects1. The Chief Executive remains the ultimate

1

In 2005, the Hong Kong Heritage Discovery Centre in Kowloon Park was created
to raise people’s awareness about heritage issues through permanent and temporary
exhibitions. The public can also watch the AMO’s meetings in a videoconference
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decision maker in what constitutes a very top-down process. A revamping was once
considered by the Government, but it was abandoned eventually, on the ground that
it would simply constitute “a protracted exercise” (Yu, 2008, p. 43) that would only
postpone potential successful results in conservation.
Under this regime, the tendency has been to either museumise or commodify
heritage. One of the earliest example of museumisation is the Flagstaff Museum of
Teaware. Built in the 1840s, it is one of the oldest colonial buildings in Hong Kong.
It is now located in the Hong Kong Park. It used to be the residence of the
commander of the British forces. When the British military withdrew from Hong
Kong, the building was handed to the Hong Kong Government by the British
Crown. After a few years of discussion, it was decided to turn it into a museum
dedicated to a specific aspect of Chinese culture: tea. The permanent exhibition
showcases different techniques of brewing and serving tea within different Chinese
ethnic groups, while some temporary exhibitions offer a more artistic approach,
displaying tea ware designed by contemporary artists for instance. The museum
opened in 1984 and was declared a monument in 1989. The external architecture
has been renovated according to its original design (Cavaliero, 1997), but inside the
monument, the only architectural features that have survived the transformation,
according to a documentary shown in the permanent exhibition, are the fireplaces.
Even the staircases were displaced in order to facilitate the flow of visitors. The
museum of Chinese medicine (Kom Tong Hall) also illustrates this tendency,

room, with no possibility to intervene or ask questions nonetheless. In 2007, the
LegCo announced in its legislative brief that it would create a public-private
partnership (see below) in order to develop more creative conservation projects for
Government-owned buildings.
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although the latter was turned into a museum well into the post-handover era (Lu,
2009).
In terms of commodification, one of the most obvious example is the Former
Marine Police Headquarters in Tsim Sha Tsui, now ironically called “1881
Heritage”. Declared a monument in 1994, the site was designed for a tourismoriented redevelopment, after being left vacant for many years once the Marine
Police moved to its new headquarters. It is now a high-end shopping venue and
boutique hotel that has triggered a lot of criticism about its loss of character and
mercantile aspect (Yung & Chan, 2016). Other post-handover examples of this
trend supervised by the Urban Renewal Authority (URA) (see below) include the
rehabilitation and transformation of shophouses in older urban areas, such as The
Pawn or the Mallory Street and Burrows Street shophouses in Wan Chai,
respectively turned into a high-end restaurant and an art centre who have been
criticised for going against social inclusiveness (Chu, 2010; Yung, Langston &
Chan, 2014).

Additional legal instruments
Other legal ordinances supplement the Ordinance, mostly adopted or revamped
after the handover, although these documents are not necessarily focused on
heritage preservation. The Town Planning Ordinance (TPO), enacted in 1939 and
significantly amended in 2004, aims at controlling urban development. If
redevelopment is to take place on a site which includes a historic building, the
approval of the Town Planning Board is required. The Environmental Impact
Assessment Ordinance (EIAO), enacted in 1998, takes heritage into account as it
requires a Heritage Impact Assessment (HIA) in the early stage of capital work
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(meaning government-funded) in order to assess the potential threat to a heritage
site. And finally the Urban Renewal Authority Ordinance (URAO) which served as
legal basis for the creation of the URA in 2001, a quasi-governmental organisation
whose objectives are to prevent urban decay, encourage the rehabilitation and
revitalisation of dilapidated buildings, and accelerate urban redevelopment in order
to provide a better living environment. Its mandate is to perform the rehabilitation
work on graded as well as ungraded buildings. Promoting an inclusive approach,
the URAO requires that the public be consulted before finalising urban renewal
projects. However, the analysis of several government-led urban renewal projects
uncovers harmful consequences. For instance, a lack of adequate information about
the historic sites and a crucial absence of public participation mechanisms have
been observed (Yung & Chan, 2011), along with the reduction of public
accessibility after rehabilitation, a gentrification process resulting in an increase in
housing valuation, and the dislocation of social networks.
As we can see, there are multiple legal instruments and administrative entities
directly or indirectly involved in the preservation of Hong Kong’s cultural heritage.
If it can be in part justified by the interdisciplinary nature of heritage (Lung, 2012),
such a dispersed framework fails to provide an adequate protection. This profusion
of legislation is rooted in the very executive-led nature of the Government
organisation (Chung, 2011). Since the foundation of Hong Kong as a British
colony, the objectives of the colonial authorities were to maintain stability, ensure
economic prosperity, and perpetuate colonial rule (Ho, 2004; Scott, 2010). The
Government reluctantly provided minimal public service in fear of a budget deficit.
The state apparatus was divided into administrative Bureaus, which were in turn
subdivided further into administrative Departments. The system began to expand
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massively after World War II, growing more and more intricate, and also saw an
increasing number of local officers enter the Administration as the handover
became closer. The Basic Law, Hong Kong’s mini Constitution resulting from the
negotiations between the United Kingdom and China, has nonetheless retained
most of the colonial features in the post-1997 era. The unaltered, centralised
organisation of the administration maintains a very hierarchical and “disarticulated”
system (Scott, 2000), with little lateral coordination between the various
administrative entities. Coupled with a conservative understanding of heritage, this
situation revealed itself to be very problematic for the practice of CHM.
In their exploration of the influence of international charters in CHM in Hong Kong,
du Cros and Lee (2007) also see a lack of consistency. Their interviews with
heritage professionals suggests that no specific set of principles is usually referred
to in conservation practices. However, their work shows a somewhat recurrent
although not necessarily prevalent use of the Australia ICOMOS Charter for Places
of Cultural Significance, 1979, known as the Burra Charter. This element is
interesting, for the Burra Charter derives its philosophical grounding from the
International Charter for the Conservation and Restoration of Monuments and Sites,
1964, or the Venice Charter (Waterton et al., 2006). As Smith (2006) argues, the
Venice Charter embodies an AHD where the authority of the experts resides in
defining what is a monument and how to conserve it. The document conveys values
of objective, inherent splendour and aesthetics worth being preserved, values that
are to be identified by professionals. The international recognition of the Charter,
Smith suggests, contributes to its reinforcement as AHD, for it maintains its
authority through its repeated use by experts who need to be acknowledged as such
in order to use it. As Byrne ([2001] 2008) notes, “heritage is a discourse which non-
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professionals need to learn if they want their views to register with officialdom”
(p.165). Building on this, the Burra Charter, enacted 15 years later in an attempt to
embrace of more participative and inclusive approach to CHM practices,
perpetuates the Venice Charter’s AHD through its linguistic construction as a
critical discourse analysis of the text reveals that the community participation
promoted by the document actually means a rather passive attendance (Waterton et
al., 2006). Therefore, given the definition of heritage by the Antiquities and
Monuments Ordinance, coupled with references to the Burra Charter in the practice
of CHM by professionals in Hong Kong, it can be argued that CHM in Hong Kong
so far reflects an AHD based on materiality, greatness and expertise where the
community has virtually no say in the matter.

Dissonance and public-private partnership in post-handover
Hong Kong
From conservation to dissonance
The context of transition has provided ground for Hong Kong’s cultural heritage to
be seen as evanescent. Abbas’ (1997) exploration of selected aspects of Hong
Kong’s culture such as cinema, architecture, literature or photography, brings him
to qualify Hong Kong as a “culture of disappearance”, a culture constantly facing
the risk of disappearing due to the acceleration of human and financial flows while
being pressured to build its own cultural identity. If some see in the rise of
preservation in Hong Kong a response in decolonization, Abbas only sees a
manifestation of mere nostalgia, where we do not witness a “return of past memory,
but a return of memory to the past” (p.83). Images of the past tend to be deliberately
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sanitized for the sole purpose of their aestheticisation (Chu, 2007). Building on the
idea of a lack of actual presence and the opposition between Chineseness and
Britishness, Cody (2002) draws a picture of Hong Kong’s heritage as a “hologram”,
where the authorities have tried to capitalize on the nostalgic or “safe” memories of
the indigenous past, such as the relocated and sanitized version of the Bird Market
in Mongkok, while, on the other hand, turning some manifestations of British
colonialism, or “dangerous memories”, into mere transit and circulation spaces, like
the Cenotaph in Central. Yu (2008) notes that a number of historic buildings have
been simply turned into cultural or commercial spaces, with not much care for
innovation (see above). Either way, an analysis of the evolution of conservation
practises and legislative tools betrays a narrow and ad-hoc way of doing things
(Cody, 2003; Lee & DiStefano, 2011a; Lung, 2012). Similarly, Teather and Chow
(2003) suggest that the listing of Declared Monuments by the Antiquities and
Monuments Office, if it represents some elements of Hong Kong’s identity, does
so thanks to an opportunistic process rather than a well-thought-out designation
policy.
The major consequence of this narrow approach in conservation translates into a
dissonance (Graham et al., 2000) among the different stakeholders. In the late 1990s
and post-handover era, a series of dissonance cases have nurtured intense debates
about heritage, resulting in a shift regarding the values that people would attribute
to heritage, while simultaneously turning heritage into a political instrument. The
struggle over the Ping Shan Heritage Trail plainly illustrates this dissonance as well
as the way the meanings of heritage may be contested. As Cheung (1999; 2003)
explains, four different actors had different views on the trail, composed of
monumental (in the sense of having particular aesthetics and architectural values)
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constructions representing traditional Chinese architecture. The AAB designed the
trail. The Hong Kong Tourist Association (HKTA) saw in it a unique feature of
indigenous culture in Hong Kong - something exotic. For the local tour agencies, it
was an occasion for foreign and local tourists to (re)discover one part of Hong
Kong’s identity. Finally, for the Tangs, the indigenous clan who owned the majority
of the heritage structures, it represented their ancestors’ resistance to the British
colonial authority. Although this case finds its roots in the pre-handover period, it
prefigures, as Chan & Lee (2017) argue, the politicization of heritage to come.
A few years later, Lee Tung Street in Wan Chai, also nicknamed Wedding Card
Street due to the cluster of printing shops that used to be located there, saw the
confrontation of a local community and the URA. The latter wanted to redevelop
the area, which was synonymous with the demolition of the entire street in order to
build luxury condominiums and shops. Some local residents refused the
compensation offered by the authority to leave their house, being thus lambasted as
greedy by the public opinion (Sham, 2016). The community committee teamed up
with professionals and architects, and came up with a counterproposal that,
according to them, suited the neighbourhood better, allowing the preservation of at
least some parts of the older houses (Lee, 2012). After the proposal was dismissed
by the URA, the committee constructed a discourse which defined Wedding Card
Street as part of Hong Kong’s cultural heritage (Lu, 2016). Local heritage was then
understood as the network of shops and sense of community that had developed in
the street over decades than the pure physical presence of pre-war tenement
buildings. But even so, this effort did not prevent the site from being torn down in
2007. This event marked, as Lu (2016) suggests, a definitive political turn in the
heritage discourse in Hong Kong.
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Similarly, Ku (2010) identifies a new opposition discourse around the future
renovation project of the Central Police Station Compound, which, due to its prime
location in the business district, is very appealing to the supporters of a commercial
approach. This new discourse revolves around “humanistic values regarding
heritage, history, arts, and the community” (p.382). But the peak of this discursive
turn remains the disappearance of the Queen’s Pier and Star Ferry Pier. Both were
located on the waterfront in Central. While the Star Ferry Pier was a regular pier
people used to take the Star Ferry, the oldest boat connection between Kowloon
and Hong Kong Island, the Queen’s Pier was only used by Governors and the
British Royal Family. When the Government announced in 2006 its intention to
destroy the Piers in order to make room for land reclamation and the redevelopment
of the harbour front, the outraged reactions from the public were prompt (Pang,
2017). The piers, although lacking monumental assets and architectural merits
according to the authorities, were considered to be part of Hong Kong’s collective
memory by the protesters. They were indeed not simple public spots, but meant
something to the population. They provided a space, in a city famous for its density,
where people could meet, gather, and express themselves, including the foreign
domestic helpers. Students, activists, and Hong Kong elites all became active in
debates, political manoeuvres, protests, and sit-ins. These events intensified over
the next few months, trying to convince the Government to preserve the piers, but
it all fell on deaf ears. The situation escalated to the point where some activists
chained themselves to the Queen’s Pier, in a desperate attempt to prevent its
destruction.
These case studies help reveal how heritage can become the object of negotiation
and a site of contestation, as well as a political tool to empower the local
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communities and challenge the developmentalist ideology of the authorities
(Cheung, 1999; Douay, 2010, 2011; Henderson, 2008; Lu, 2016). They demonstrate
how, despite a supposed lack of public education when it comes to the appreciation
of what makes heritage (Yung & Chan, 2011), local identity can emerge from the
power relations surrounding heritage preservation (Cheung, 2003; Lu, 2009). The
shift from a monumentalist state-centred view to a people-centred view, producing
a new narrative of the everyday (Ku, 2012), demonstrates an attempt to challenge
the AHD from below. It also shows how the community, often reduced to a
monolithic entity within heritage studies, may contain dissonant internal voices (Lu,
2016). Yet, in spite of all these debates, it seems that little change was to be
observed in cultural heritage management in Hong Kong.

Non-profit organisations
The overview of CHM in Hong Kong would not be complete without a word about
the role of non-profit organizations (NPOs). Sometimes called “third sector”, in
opposition to the public sector (the government) and the private sector (or business
sector) (Loh, 2007), NPOs are defined as “the manifestation of self-organizing
efforts of communities of individuals based upon neither governmental authority
nor economic exchange, but collective interests that identify the communities”
(Lam & Perry, 2000, p. 356). As Lam and Perry (2000) further observe, there is no
legal definition of NPOs in Hong Kong, due to a rather loose legal framework,
making the distinction with the concept of NGO not necessarily obvious. In order
to map the non-profit landscape in Hong Kong, they use a “structural-operational”
definition (p.357), whereby organisations, in order to be considered NPOs, need to
meet the following criteria: they show an institutional structure, at least to some
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extent; they are independent from the government; they are not pursuing any profit;
they are autonomously managed; and finally, they work on a voluntary basis.
Whereas in the West the importance of the third sector tends to be used as an
indicator of the vitality of civil society in political terms, in Hong Kong it originally
emerged around ethnic or clannish grounds (Lee, 2012), and essentially focuses on
the provision of services to communities. Yet, its impact is far from trivial. As Lam
and Perry (2000) explain,

Although Hong Kong’s non-profit sector has been marginal to the
governance of the society, it has made significant contributions to social
service delivery in the society. The Hong Kong government does not directly
provide many of the social services it underwrites. The services are delivered
through a network of voluntary associations of various types. The
government is therefore dependent on hundreds of voluntary education,
health, social welfare, and other types of organizations to deliver services.
This creates a mutual dependence between government and voluntary
agencies to assure that services are delivered efficiently and effectively. A
consequence of the benign neglect of the colonial government was that
people in Hong Kong had to resort to collective action of some sort to resolve
collective problems in various domains of life (p.364).

The mutual dependence here mentioned also works the other way round. Many
NPOs in Hong Kong, particularly in the field of welfare services, heavily rely on
the Government as their main source of funding, sometimes in a proportion as high
as 90% of their subsidies, becoming hard to distinguish from the state apparatus
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(Central Policy Unit, 2004). If this could be seen as a threat to their autonomy,
further analysis actually suggests a certain level of symbiosis. For most of the
colonization, the Government had a rather laissez-faire kind of attitude regarding
NPOs. The public financial involvement in the third sector only really began along
with the provision of public housing in the 1950s (see chapter 2), while a certain
number of NPOs had been operating for a while. Adopting a strictly top-down
approach in order to associate the third sector with governmental policies, the
authorities also relied on the expertise of the NPOs in terms of service provision
and care for local communities, which in turn entitled them to a larger degree of
autonomy (Lee, 2005; Ma, 2010).
The third sector became actively concerned with governance and heritage in the
first decade following the handover (Loh, 2007). As noted earlier, it played a
significant role in the social protests in Wan Chai and at the piers. But some of these
organizations were also able to achieve their own conservation project. The Tung
Wah Group of Hospitals for instance, one of the oldest and most powerful NPO in
Hong Kong, won a UNESCO award for the conservation of a coffin home they
owned, with the particularity that the authorities, especially the AMO, were not
aware of the renovation. This is because the Tung Wah Group was financially
strong enough and did not need the support for the Government (Ma, 2010). On
another level, the example of the Dragon Garden in Tuen Mun District draws a clear
picture of how the third sector may rescue a cultural landscape in the absence of
recognition of cultural value from either the authorities or the private sector
(Nicolson, 2016). As the garden was going to be sold to a developer, the non-profit
sector helped raise people’s awareness about its cultural significance as an example
of green Chinese design. Yet, even though the garden was saved from demolition,
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its maintenance and preservation remain a (financial) burden for the Dragon Garden
Charity Trust in charge (Cheng and Ma, 2009).
This illustrates that neither the public sector nor the third sector can actually fully
implement an efficient and sustainable CHM on their own but can play a key role.
NPOs the size of the Tung Wah Group are rare. Without the financial support of
the authorities, conservation projects remain precarious. This is why I agree with
Ma’s (2010) conclusion that, although not perfect, a partnership between the state
and the voluntary sector appears to be “the most viable approach to achieve heritage
conservation” (p.102).

The Revitalisation Scheme 2008
If the idea of a partnership with the non-profit sector seems to have resonated
amongst the authorities after the clash over the destruction of Queen’s Pier, there
have been other previous examples of public-private partnership being established
for heritage conservation purposes. As Yung and Chan (2016) explain, both the
Former Marine Police Headquarters and the Central Police Station Compound
revitalisation projects are the fruit of such partnerships. In the case of the former,
the Government sold the land lease to the developer (for a discussion of the land
use system in Hong Kong, see chapter 2), which in turn, supported the renovation
and further operation costs. This gave the developer a lot of liberty to revitalise the
site according to its own plan. As for the latter, an NPO, namely the Hong Kong
Jockey Club, signed a tenancy agreement, giving the authorities the possibility to
add future restrictions to the project.
These partnerships were set to frame specific, large-scale revitalisation projects
with high visibility, mostly due to their strategic locations. Following the backlash
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caused by the destruction of the Queen’s Pier and Star Ferry Pier, the Hong Kong
Government publicly acknowledged the importance of revitalising historic
buildings, as well as the creative capital of the non-profit sector. Calling for an
innovative revitalisation of underused historic building owned by the Government,
the then-Chief Executive Donald Tsang announced the launch of the Revitalisation
Scheme in 2008 (Hong Kong Government, 2007), a scheme revolving around two
main concepts: adaptive reuse and public-private partnership. Adaptive reuse, on
the one hand, is the rejuvenation and adjustment of a building to a new utilization
that fits modern needs, provided that its original use has become obsolete (Yung &
Chan, 2012). It offers certain advantages, especially in terms of sustainability.
Adapting instead of destroying indeed reduces the amount of construction waste
while it also allowing a better maintain of the social fabric. However, its positive
impact on social and cultural sustainability, at least in the context of Hong Kong,
remains to be seen, as most adaptive reuse projects so far have seen the
disintegration of the said social fabric (Yung, Langston & Chan, 2014). PPPs, on
the other hand, are an interesting way to enhance urban governance. They bring
together the public and the private sector in the provision of public services where
expertise, responsibilities, and risks are shared between the partners. Unlike
privatization, the state’s involvement is not simply reduced to a regulating role, and
unlike outsourcing, PPPs are meant to be implemented long-term (Efficiency Unit,
2008). However, as Chan and Cheung (2014) note, PPPs are a lengthy process and
require a stable political and social context to be fully efficient.
Under the Revitalisation Scheme, the management of historic government-owned
buildings considered suitable for adaptive reuse is handed to a non-profit
organisation through an application process. The proposals are examined by a panel
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of non-official professionals coming from a relatively wide range of disciplines
(Lee & du Cros, 2013). Renovation work is financially supported, in part at least,
by the Government who concedes the use of the building for a nominal rental. The
role of the NPO is to maintain the historical and cultural significance of the heritage
asset, while also making sure that the project benefits the community and is
financially viable (e.g. not requiring further public funding) after the probationary
period. It clearly constitutes an attempt to establish a more inclusive approach to
urban governance than the CHM has shown so far (Chung, 2011). Along with the
launch of the Scheme, the Commissioner for Heritage’s Office (CHO) was created
under the Development Bureau (DB) in April 2008. Its role is to provide support in
the implementation of the Scheme and keep the implementation of heritage policies
under constant review. As of 2018, the Revitalisation Scheme consists of 5 batches
concerning the revitalisation of 25 heritage sites as various as shophouses and other
types of colonial architecture, decommissioned magistracy buildings or traditional
indigenous architecture.
The question is whether the Revitalisation Scheme will be able to mitigate the
weaknesses of Hong Kong’s CHM and reshape the AHD. It is definitely a step
forward in that it is based on taking action, creativity and partnership. As Chung
(2011) notes, “there was never any real discussion and consideration about public
opinion on the use of historic buildings that went beyond the mere display of
historic relics in museums and such” (p.983). The Revitalisation Scheme opens the
door for discussion as to what constitutes the best use of a heritage building. It
shows greater inclusivism, as if the authorities had made a step towards
acknowledging their own shortcomings (Lee & du Cros, 2013). Yet, its promising
features of innovation and inclusion are overshadowed on three levels.
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First of all, it was argued earlier that Hong Kong’s narrow vision of CHM does not
comprehend heritage at a larger scale, including the surrounding cultural landscape.
In his contribution, Nicolson (2016) highlights the importance of the linkage
between the building itself and the cultural landscape in which it integrates as a
source of heritage value. Assessing the cultural landscape can be a source of
enhancement for conservation policies. Although the notion of cultural landscape
is subject to discussion (see Nicolson, 2016), the Revitalisation Scheme still solely
consider individual buildings as objects of conservation, in line with the Antiquities
and Monuments Ordinance. It is expected that this shortcoming be mitigated by the
applicants’ projects who will consider the integration of the revitalised buildings in
their surroundings in their revitalisation proposals. However, some actors of the
revitalisation already call for a review of the scheme in this direction (Carvalho,
2015).
Second, it appears that with the creation of the CHO, the current configuration of
CHM in Hong Kong revolves around a tripartite system composed of the AMO, the
CHO and the DB, as Chan and Lee (2017) point out. As mentioned earlier,
decentralisation and lack of coordination – if not conflict of interest – are
characteristics of Hong Kong’s bureaucracy. Yet, this revamp does not seem to
bring any major change. If we take the DB, its objective is to optimise land use and
supervise urban planning and infrastructure development. Yet, the CHO is under
the authority of the DB, which raises interrogations about the possible outcome if
heritage conservation were to find itself on the way of urban development. Indeed,
the “[subsumption of] the CHO under the DB that prioritise land use for economic
development [make it] difficult to expect that cultural and historical values will be
given top priority” (Chan & Lee, 2017, p. 281). Besides, the AMO is the body
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whose objectives and tasks are the best defined, but is ironically the one situated at
the lowest hierarchical level and with virtually no power to stop demolition from
happening.
The third limitation of the Revitalisation Scheme is actually twofold. First, the
prioritisation of income generation may constitute an obstacle to sustainable
conservation. Indeed, the Revitalisation Scheme puts emphasis on the ability of the
applicant to manage the cost and maintenance of the project. Yet, applicants can
only be non-profit organisations, which sounds contradictory to this view. The
scheme suffers also from a lack of transparency. Voices argued that the selection
of applicants for some of the projects was made only on the applicants’ ability to
support the costs, and not on the most suitable, creative and culturally sustainable
project. It appears indeed that the criteria of selection are somewhat obscure. As
Chung (2011) explains, “decision making is … dominated by a few state actors in
an authoritative manner”, this blocking of public voices being “inherited from the
executive-led administration” (p. 985). Therefore, the question of whether the
Revitalisation Scheme can work as a way to reconcile the society with planning and
conservation in Hong Kong remains to be seen over the long run. Because of these
shortcomings, and considering the temporal and local particularities that formed the
political and social context in which the Revitalisation Scheme was launched (e.g.
the Wedding Card Street and Queen’s Pier events), it is viewed by some (Chung,
2011; Tang, 2016) as a cosmetic, tokenistic measure that simply reinforces the
(re)development paradigm and fails to restore the Government’s legitimacy, at least
when it comes to heritage matters.
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Local and global factors
The aforementioned Wedding Card street and the Queen’s Pier events, and even
the Revitalisation Scheme to some extent, illustrate an approach to planning that
puts economic imperatives at the top of the agenda. At that time, several cases of
urban (re)development and land reclamation generated contestation. In her
discussion on Hong Kong’s executive-led planning, Ng (2006, 2008) shows that
the city’s development nonetheless remains in the hand of experts whose vision
merely embraces technical aspects and growth, in a complete ignorance of the
public’s interest and participation. This statement holds true for heritage
conservation as well (Chung, 2011). The purpose of cultural regeneration in Hong
Kong, Tang (2016) argues, is to maintain this regime. What links these
contributions is the argument that this pro-growth regime, although seen in other
places, shows some characteristics that are typical of Hong Kong. As Chung (2011)
explains, the British established a system based on economic and social stability,
with development as one of the major driving force. As the society developed and
became wealthier, the situation became such that local history came to rest on the
narrative of economic success, giving “legitimacy to the economic approach to
governance” (p. 977). Therefore, it is viewed as local factor that shapes urban
planning and, by extension, CHM.
However, the debate around the sacrifice of heritage on the altar of
commodification remains passionate. In the twenty-first century, cultural economy
has become more prevalent than ever before, partly due to the rise of cultural
tourism and creative industries as a new significant aspect of the economy. But not
everyone sees the mechanism of this cultural economy in the same light. For Ku
(2010), if this new economy sure has given more importance to heritage in Hong
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Kong than in the past, it still merely consists of a way to “turn culture, arts and
heritage into business while passing the economic burden of restoration … to the
private sector” (p.384). For Yung and Chan (2016), cultural economy
acknowledges the role culture and heritage conservation can play in boosting
profits. For example, in the case of the Central Police Station Compound there is
no clear evidence that exchange value (what one pays to use or possess the space)
was favoured over use value (the utility derived from the use of the space), due to
its hybridity in terms of commercial and cultural use.
As we can see from this discussion, the regime which is focused on development,
growth and profit turns out to be a key element, a local particularity when dealing
with heritage and the wider topic of urban (re)development. But external influences
and factors have always been at the core of CHM in Hong Kong. As stated earlier,
the Antiquities and Monuments Ordinance and much of heritage governance show
Western influence as the product of British administration (du Cros & Lee, 2007).
Until recently, because of the lack of CHM updates in Hong Kong, much of the
literature took a localist approach, emphasizing local particularities (Henderson,
2008; Lu, 2009, 2016; Ku, 2012). However, it has been argued that simply looking
at policies in place is not enough (Barber, 2013). Because Hong Kong is a
globalized city, there is a whole network of knowledge that flows in and out.
According to Barber (2013), the Architectural Conservation Programme (ACP)
from the University of Hong Kong illustrates this point. Before it was established
in 2000, heritage professionals used to have a background that reflected the
archaeology-influenced vision of heritage. Now through the collaboration and
exchange possibilities the ACP offers, students and researchers can develop and
maintain a multifaceted understanding of heritage. As Barber (2013) sums up, the
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positioning of “heritage in a relational context, where local politics is influenced by
international connections and comparison” highlights the complex dimension of
heritage “as a global urban phenomenon, perhaps Eurocentric in its origin, but
shaped by local politics and circumstances” (p.13).

Conclusion
This chapter depicts a chronological and historical review of CHM in Hong Kong.
It provides a contextualisation for a better understanding of the complexity of the
topic. As explained, CHM in Hong Kong remains shy, hesitant, not to say
frustrating in terms of legal and administrative framework. There is only one
ordinance fully dedicated to heritage conservation and it has not gone through any
revamp since its enactment four decades ago. Regarding the executive branch, the
picture is not any better. A series of bureaucratic reorganisations has led to an
imbalanced triangle between the AMO, the CHO and the DB. The former has the
best defined attributions but has no binding authority. The CHO is in charge of
implementing the Revitalisation Scheme, yet it is under the authority of the DB,
whose prime interests is to find a way to maximize land use. The third sector,
finally, has seen its potential acknowledged by the Government, and is now
wholeheartedly committed to heritage conservation but remains under strict
scrutiny. Moreover, the system still favours an ad hoc policy, despite a growing call
to adopt a global, long-term and sustainable vision. In short, the CHM system in
Hong Kong remains fragmented, which provides a good excuse for the Government
to not take full action, as Lee and du Cros (2013) rightfully point out. The system
nurtures the status quo under the mask of evolution and maintains an AHD focused
on a Britishness versus Chineseness dichotomy which is short-term oriented and
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still emphasizes the material, monumental, and monetary aspect of heritage under
the authority of professionals raised by this very system. The recognition of a
cultural heritage asset as significant remains in the hand of experts and authorities
who seem to have little interest in including the voices of the community in the
heritage process.
The situation is yet not entirely negative. The Revitalisation Scheme, albeit dealing
with some limitations typical of Hong Kong, demonstrates some serious progress,
seems to see beyond the museumisation or extreme commodification of heritage,
and opens the door to greater discussion. Government owned buildings are
obviously likely to be former symbols of the colonial power and culture. Yet, the
inclusion of examples such as Mei Ho House, as we will see in the coming chapters,
may allow us to look further and anchor the debate about heritage into a ground to
which most people can relate. Moreover, by transferring the management of
revitalised buildings to the third sector, the scheme definitely calls for innovation
and action. The requirement of financial sustainability within a short amount of
time may be a symptom of Hong Kong’s old demons, an “old wine in new bottles”
kind of policy (Chung, 2011, p. 983), but it may also draw new energies and creative
minds that Hong Kong’s CHM desperately needs.
Admittedly, the present account is inherently from the top-down perspective, as its
purpose was to identify an AHD in Hong Kong. The cases leading to heritage
dissonance mentioned above are, except for the Ping Shan Heritage Trail,
unfortunately gone now. They have been demolished in the name of development
and modernity, and can only be discussed from a retrospective point of view. The
next chapter will deepen the exploration of the AHD at work in Hong Kong by
addressing and connecting heritage conservation, collective memory and public
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housing to understand why Mei Ho House has come to be nowadays considered as
a heritage asset.
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Chapter 2: Heritage, Public Housing and Collective
Memory

Introduction
The previous chapter dealt with the issue of CHM in Hong Kong and how the
practice of heritage conservation reflects an AHD that favours a professionalisation
of the discipline and dismisses an entire spectrum of subaltern discourses. Although
there have been attempts by the Hong Kong Government to update its conservation
policies, it seems that the AHD remains dominant in the minds of Hong Kong’s
heritage professionals. However, the fact that there is one prominent AHD does not
mean that there is an absence of other heritage discourses (Smith, 2006; Smith &
Campbell, 2011). The existence of official heritage practices, that is the CHM
emanating from government and regulations, implies the existence of unofficial
practices, which are not acknowledged, selected or classified by the authorities
(Harrison, 2010b). Yet, subaltern groups, (ethnic minorities, the working class,
women, children, homosexuals) also build their own heritage discourse, one that is
generally anchored in the everyday and the mundane. How come, then, has Mei Ho
House, a former public housing block, become an expression of heritage from
below and been integrated into an official heritage revitalisation programme?
In order to answer this question, this chapter deepens the contextualisation
undertaken in the first chapter as it explores an apparently subaltern heritage
discourse in Hong Kong, one that sheds light on a usually forgotten community in
traditional heritage narratives: the working class and one of its form of dwelling,
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the public housing estate. Public housing has only very recently entered the
academic field of heritage conservation. In Hong Kong, the 50th anniversary of the
initial public housing programme gave rise to different types of celebration,
including book publications, public speeches, and exhibitions. But why, while the
city keeps branding itself as a modern, international, globalized and multicultural
place, is public housing suddenly worthy of such attention? Regarding the Georgian
house architecture of England, Borsay (2009) notes that is has been ‘made’ into
heritage, since tastes and attitudes regarding that type of architecture have evolved
over time. If this might constitute part of the answer, there may also be a political
agenda behind such shift. In this chapter, I will discuss plausible reasons behind the
integration of public housing as a heritage asset in Hong Kong and how the AHD
accommodates this newcomer, by linking the working class, heritage, and
collective memory.
In the first half of the chapter, I will develop the notion of heritage from below, and
discuss the position of the working class and the public housing estates within the
field of heritage studies. In the second half, I will draw a picture of the public
housing system which explains the importance of the public housing in the history
of Hong Kong, as well as in the discourse presenting Hong Kong as a modern world
city. After that, the reading of two key texts will help us understand the way public
housing heritage was reclaimed by the AHD. In the first one, Smart’s (2006)
contribution, the birth of public housing programmes is given a new light that
challenges the official narrative. In the second one, which requires a brief
discussion to introduce the concept of public memory, Chu (2007) explains how
the collective memory of the working class in Hong Kong has been reshaped to fit
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a political agenda. This chapter will hopefully finish laying the contextual
foundation for the further exploration of Mei Ho House.

Heritage, class and public housing
Heritage from below
Heritage symbolizes a common past. This common past presupposes a sense of
belonging to the community that needs to appropriate the space where the
community lives. This appropriation can find its tangible expression in the built
heritage (Choay, [1992] 2007). This materialistic vision of heritage as simply the
materialisation of community identity has seen heritage become the product of
hegemonic national discourses whose purpose was to build and strengthen a
national identity within the new post-war world order, as the examples of Singapore
(Henderson, 2001a, 2002; Hamonic, 2005) or China (Su, 2011; Su & Teo, 2008)
show in Asia. As places where power normally resides, cities and their heritage
have been heavily shaped by these national discourses deciding what kind of
heritage to protect and what is left to the bulldozers. In urban contexts specifically,
Tunbridge (2008) notes about CHM that “the dominant group … will typically
mould the city in its own image … in its approach to conservation” (p. 236).
Consequently, as heritage is extracted from the ordinary urban fabric to become
nationalistic symbols and icons, the everyday and the vernacular have been widely
ignored by heritage practitioners, policy makers, and scholars for a long time.
This view by the dominants groups overlooks the fact that, if there is an official
heritage, there is also an unofficial one, a heritage from below in which the
vernacular exists as a way for people to articulate their own identity. The idea of
heritage from below rests on “the realisation that … there exist uses of the past in
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the present that … can function as cultural resources for counter hegemonic
expressions” (Robertson, 2012, p.1). The origin of heritage from below is attributed
to British historian Raphael Samuel (1994; see also Harrison, 2010a, 2010b;
Robertson, 2012). At the time, CHM was the subject of heavy criticism for its
penchant for commodification. Samuel’s (1994) assessment was that historical
knowledge had come to be the talisman of academic discussions or, in other words,
a pure object of expertise. Not only were experts the depositaries of historical
knowledge, but history itself had to be sharp, and address the great and the
extraordinary. At the same time, though, the emerging recognition of popular
memory, coming from below or the periphery, was capable of challenging the preestablished hegemonic discourses, and democratizing history and heritage
(Robertson, 2012). Building on this proposition, Hall ([1999] 2008), advocates an
integration of the ‘margins’ into the ‘centre’ (p.225). By that, he suggests that
nation-states should turn to the multiculturalism that has pervaded society to rethink
their identity and heritage. Minorities have their own rich history and heritage, and
including these in official knowledge could help change the way nations build their
identities. This mechanism, according to Harrison (2010a, 2010b), perfectly
illustrates the power heritage possesses in reshaping social relations within a
society.
Yet, as positive as it sounds, this philosophy needs to be further expanded. Indeed,
as Smith’s (2006) argues, following Pendleburry et al. (2004), it may represent a
threat to the broadening of heritage discourses. Taken narrowly, it could be
understood as simply requiring the assimilation of those who are at the margin, in
what constitutes a continuously top-down process. This assimilation would not
necessarily equate with an actual rethinking of the AHD, as it could merely serve
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as a tokenistic move, an example of “gestural politics” (Smith, 2006, p.38). As
discussed in chapter 1, what is crucial is that the system makes room for negotiation
in which subaltern voices can not only be heard, but most importantly be taken into
account, as their presence can enrich from below the way CHM is understood and
practised. Multiculturalism and ethnicity are one of these subaltern voices, but there
are a multitude of other potential subaltern discourses that deserve to be explored.
In the next section, I will take on the discussion of heritage and class as a source of
heritage from below.

Heritage and class
Until recently, heritage and class were rarely, if ever, directly addressed together.
The AHD represents an elite kind of heritage and completely overlooks that of other
layers of the population, especially the working class. So, too, does most of the
academic literature in the field of heritage studies. It seems that the working class
is considered as somewhat out of place in today’s discussions. In a post-industrial
world where economic liberalism theoretically gives everybody a chance to
succeed, where colonialism is officially considered a thing of the past, and where
human rights are being every day more hardly advocated, the idea of class draws
little interest and is not easily addressed in heritage interpretations (Smith et al.,
2011b), or only to be seen in terms of decline or ‘absent presence’ (Dicks, 2008).
Indeed, as Prangnell and Mate (2011) point out, much of the working class heritage
does not reside in the monumental, but in the mundane, the everyday, what appears
as insignificant to many. Moreover, the terms ‘working class’ sound stigmatizing,
reductive, if not irrelevant (Bailey & Popple, 2011). As West (2010) rightfully note,
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class relations themselves are no longer in the foreground of our sense of
personal or national politics. Modern democracies are much more interested
in two other key aspects of identity politics: ethnicity and religious
affiliation, which seem more pressing in the early twenty-first century. Class
and gender have dropped down the order of priority in terms of the ways
most of us think about the big issues of global politics. (p.273)

The discussion about the origins of heritage from below mentioned earlier is
consistent with this statement. West (2010) nonetheless nuances that “our lives are
still heavily influenced by all four categories (class, gender, ethnicity and religion)
which come in and out of focus as our personal contexts change” (p.273). The work
of Sham (2017) illustrates this prevalence of ethnic or religious issues over that of
class in the academic field in Hong Kong. In his exploration of the history of Hong
Kong as a port city, that is as a city with maritime connections to many places in
the world, especially Southeast Asia, he uses the example of the Happy Valley
cemetery cluster to show that the foundation of Hong Kong as a colony relies on
multi-ethnicity and multiculturalism, who reveal themselves through the urban
landscape, namely the cemeteries. The existence of different designated cemeteries
according to the religion or origin of the deceased shows the cosmopolitan
background of Hong Kong. Although he mentions the case of a few hundreds
Japanese civilian’s graves as an example of ‘ordinary people’, he admits that his
analysis does not challenge the “conventional historical narrative from the elites’
perspective” (p.98), as his argument essentially relies on the presence of graves of
prominent figures such as merchants, or founders of very important businesses in
Hong Kong. If his contribution challenges the cosmopolitan narrative promoted by
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the city, which barely exceeds an East-meets-West cliché, it relies on ethnic
grounds and does not address the problem of class within this narrative.
When it comes to heritage and class, the topic is generally addressed along the lines
of industrial heritage, in the light of economic development and the way elites have
benefitted and still benefit from it, setting aside the people and their stories (Smith
et al., 2011b; West, 2010). Large-scale industrial sites, such as disused factories or
mines, are being turned into high end loft style accommodation or cultural spaces,
thanks to their monumentality. These revitalisation projects essentially target
people with a certain level of income and education, with a complete disregard for
the darker side of the industrial era, where the sacrifice and struggle of the working
class were commonplace. This happens in Hong Kong too, where a former
industrial estate in Shek Kip Mei was transformed into a creative arts centre with
little to no connection to its working-class past (see Leung & Soyez, 2009).
However, this is not to dismiss industrial heritage as source of new approaches to
heritage narratives. The works compiled by Smith, Shackel and Campbell (2011)
show that the labour history of working class communities is a fertile ground to
create memories and reflect on the past to better face the future. Moreover, as Leung
and Soyez (2009) argue, industrial heritage can nurture local identities, in Hong
Kong and elsewhere, through its temporally and geographically stretched out
history tied to the beginning of the globalization process. Yet, it can only do so if
the memories of the people are included in order to develop a more comprehensive
understanding of heritage at large.
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Public housing estates as heritage
One element that is intrinsically linked with class is housing (West, 2010). The type
of housing, whether it is a palace, a mansion, a country house, or an apartment
block, will raise assumptions about the social status of people living in, and is
affected by broader social issues such as segregation and gentrification. Let us note
that housing as heritage is not an entirely new concept. House museums,
highlighting the residential structure of houses and the lifestyle of their original
dwellers have existed in the United States since the 1960s (Butler III, 2002). But
how are housing and heritage related?
Samuel (1994, p.306) suggests that heritage is linked with interests over how the
soil is or may be used. Furthermore, Setten (2012) argues that heritage inevitably
involves issues of ownership, literally and figuratively, from its roots as a way to
designate property transmission to the deconstruction of the assumption that
property is necessarily private and belongs to a particular owner through the claim
that heritage is the property of all (Gonzalez, 2014). In the house museums example
cited above, the tendency is to focus on the lives of affluent, wealthy, and essentially
white people (Donnelly, 2002). If this may be explained, in part, by the idea that
working class people had fewer possessions and smaller houses which were more
vulnerable to deterioration and urban redevelopment (West, 2010), it maintains the
traditional AHD. In her contribution, Setten (2012) offers an interesting discussion
on the relation between AHD, ownership and a particular type of farm dwelling in
Norway. She highlights how the designation of these houses as national heritage by
the local authorities has created tension between the private and the public sphere.
Indeed, it involves a designation encompassed by the AHD. The labelling of
national heritage allows the Norwegian people to symbolically claim it as their own,
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while the houses remain in the hands of private owners. What her work shows is
that housing heritage can be the object of multiple uses (home, identity maker,
narrative space) and works at different scales (Harvey, 2015), but it does not offer
a particular challenge to the AHD. It seems therefore that thinking of housing as
heritage, just because it connects with ownership, although insightful, is not
enough.
Public housing estates may help the discussion move further, but some
preconceptions need first to be overcome. Public housing estates have received bad
press for a long time. As the inherent product of modernity, they were meant to
embody progress and a higher quality of life for the masses in the post-war era. But
they have come to be considered as undesirable places to live in, and the
manifestation of the ghetto because of their demographics (ethnic minorities and
working class residents with a modest income and/or a lower level of education)
(Rørtveit & Setten, 2015). Moreover, they represent the antithesis of the AHD.
While the latter favours aesthetic and monumental values, public housing estates
lack of extraordinary aesthetic character and uniqueness. They symbolize an
absence of historical and other cultural values usually attributed to heritage, such
as identity building, sense of belonging, continuity through time and so on. Worse,
they may even be blamed for the disappearance of such values in historic cities, for
their construction has been equated as “sweeping away … the historical fabric”
(While, 2006, p.2399) in a merciless disregard for the past. Yet, vernacular
architecture, of which public housing estates are an obvious example, has benefitted
from the recognition of the everyday as a discourse that encompasses a wide range
of cultural practices. As Maudlin (2010) reminds us, even though vernacular
architecture is still defined in enclosed terms because of its perception as the
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expression of a specific status, in a specific place, at a specific time, it is a hybrid
concept with flexible, porous boundaries.
The literature about public housing estates is fairly plentiful, but usually from a
demographic, economic, or urban planning point of view. The contributions
addressing public housing and heritage are rather scarce. In the United Kingdom,
Pendlebury et al. (2009) explore a social housing estate that was listed as heritage
because of its particular architectural features. Interviews with residents show that
the AHD attached to the listing does not entirely control the discourse about the
estate and that people give greater importance to the sense of community. In a
similar fashion, Rørtveit and Setten’s (2015) work in a housing estate in Norway
shows that residents attach more importance to what the estate provides in terms of
continuity within progress rather than what it is deprived of. These contributions
highlight the fact that housing estates are not necessarily the barren concrete spaces
professionals tend to think of. They have the potential to be a source of alternative
discourse.

Land use and public housing in Hong Kong
As mentioned earlier, the tangible form of heritage can hardly be detached from
ownership and land use. Mei Ho House was included in the Revitalisation Scheme,
not only because it was considered suitable for adaptive reuse, but also because it
constitutes a specific type of urbanization and land occupation: public housing. In
order to refine the scope of this contextualisation, a discussion of the land use
paradigm and the significance of public housing in Hong Kong is needed, especially
as land use has been identified as one of the local factors that play a significant role
in the shaping of CHM (see chapter 1).
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As any visual research on the Internet will show, Hong Kong has become famous
for its verticality, thanks to the skyline on Hong Kong Island or the seemingly
endless repetition of residential estates built in the satellite towns that fill virtually
any available space in the hilly topography of Hong Kong. Abbas (1997) coined
this repetition the “anonymous” space. Yet, he notes that unlike what the term
suggests, that anonymous space may be one of the most meaningful for Hong Kong.
Due to the scarcity of land designated for construction, the density of housing
estates has dramatically grown over the years (Wong, 2009), from an average
between 20 to 30 floors in the 1970s, to as many as 50 in the beginning of the
twenty-first century, while many historical buildings located in the urban areas
continued to disappeared. The shortage of land has often been invoked as a reason
for the destruction of heritage assets in favour of development. Yet, as DiStefano
et al. (2011) argue, “today, enough land remains for new development, but it is not
where developers necessarily want it” (p.30), and it seems that, as seen in chapter
1, the disappearance of heritage results more from a lack of political will and longterm vision.
In historical accounts of Hong Kong, the economic and social rise of the city is
generally tightly linked with land use (Tang, 2008). When establishing what was to
become one of the most important commerce hubs in Asia, the British made it a
free port, with no possibility to generate income from custom taxes. However, Hong
Kong would not be a burden to the Crown. The colony had to be financially
autonomous and sustainable. This is where the utilization of land became crucial.
The land in Hong Kong is owned by the Government (with the exception of the St
John’s Cathedral compound which is a freehold). Urban planning is based on a
leasehold, or planning by contract, system (Lai, 2005), where land that is suitable
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for development is leased by the government to individual lessees through an
auction mechanism. The duration of the lease and its rent (initially for 999, 99 or
75 years, renewed for 50 years in 1997), as well as the rights and obligations of the
lessee are specified in contractual terms binding the Government and the initial
lessee, as well as the subsequent owners. The concession of land to the private
sector is one of major sources of income for the Hong Kong Government; it has
represented up to 30% of the tax income in some recent years (Augustin-Jean, 2007;
La Grange & Pretorius, 2016). Most of this revenue comes from the premium paid
by the lessee for the acquisition of the lease (Hong, 2003; Ng, 2006).
The situation however is more intricate than it seems. Indeed, Hong Kong possesses
a large public housing stock of nearly 1.2 million units, accommodating 45.6% of
the population, against 1.5 million units for the private estate sector, (Hong Kong
Housing Authority, 2016). Almost half of the population lives in public housing.
This ratio has been more or less stable since the introduction of the first home
ownership incentive scheme in the late 1970s (Wong, 1989). Public housing
undeniably played a decisive role in the rise of Hong Kong, which stands in
contradiction to the ideology of non-interventionism (laissez-faire thinking) on the
part of the state as the key to economic success – in 2017, the city ranked as the
freest economy in the world for the 23rd consecutive year (Yau, 2017). If it is true
that the tacit alliance between the Government and private developers has a lot to
do with Hong Kong’s growth and development (Douay, 2010, 2011; Tang, 2008),
for Augustin-Jean (2004, 2007), the prosperity of Hong Kong results as much from
the market forces as it does from public intervention.
In the middle of the twentieth century, Hong Kong saw an influx of cheap labour
force and foreign capital from mainland China fleeing the rise of communism
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(Pryor, 1973). Yet, due to the scarcity of building land, the situation became quickly
unsustainable. Anarchical industrial development was paired with a significant
expansion of insalubrious areas, not to mention actual slums. These areas could be
mostly found in what is today some of the urbanised parts of Kowloon, and the New
Territories, north of Boundary Street. Due to the lack of planning, these squatter
areas were very vulnerable to natural and human disasters, such as floods or fires.
On Christmas Day 1953, a fire broke out in an informal settlement in Shek Kip Mei
in the Northern part of Kowloon. The fire left more than 50,000 people homeless.
This dramatic event and the subsequent task of relocating those people, Hong
Kongers and Mainlanders alike, are usually seen as the trigger for the birth of public
housing programmes in Hong Kong, one the largest programme of its kind in the
world (Smart, 2006).
According to Yeung and Wu (2003), Hong Kong’s public housing programme
shows distinctive characteristics compared to public housing schemes in other cities
in Asia. The first one is the low mobility of its residents, due in part to the smallness
and density of the developed land. People can change activity without necessarily
having to move closer to their new job. The stability of rents, compared with the
private sector, is also a key element for people to remain in the same flat for an
extensive amount of time. This low mobility facilitates the creation of a strong sense
of belonging and attachment amongst the dwellers. The second is the continuous
regeneration of social estates, as population growth and obsolescence call for the
redevelopment of the older public residential blocks. Mei Ho House is no exception
and went through a redevelopment that gave more space to its residents by
combining pre-existing units into bigger ones. The third particularity is that the
resettlement of squatters made possible by official housing schemes allowed Hong
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Kong to officially get rid of squatter areas (but not of poor housing conditions),
unlike other Asian cities. Finally, the programme contributed to the promotion of
ownership in Hong Kong, as some specific schemes were launched to help public
housing tenants buy a home below market price, to continue what had been initiated
in the 1950s.
As industrialisation took place in Hong Kong, the rehousing of people subsequently
turned into a policy aiming at providing affordable housing to those who could not
afford to go to the private sector. The scale of the programme, more than 286 000
units built between 1955 and 1969, seems to indicate that other factors laid behind
this seemingly benevolent move (Augustin-Jean, 2007; Castells et al., 1990; Smart,
2006), for at least two reasons. First, the public housing programme did not put a
strain on public expenses. The government could act on the rarity of land available
and maintain artificially high prices for the parcels attributed to the private sector.
If the initial stages of the cleaning of squatter areas and the public housing schemes
were criticized for being a mere excuse to provide land to the private sector (Yeung,
2003a), the loss of income due to public housing programmes could be
compensated by the high revenue coming from the leaseholds (Augustin-Jean,
2007).
The second reason, developed by Castells et al. (1990), and supported by many
(Abbas, 1997; Chiu, 2003; Yeung & Wu, 2003), is that having a large part of the
population living in subsidized flats offered more flexibility in terms of workforce.
It allowed small businesses, as well as larger ones, to hire people at low cost and
create a situation of full employment, which was highly beneficial for Hong Kong’s
economy to boom. Having cheap labour also meant being able to absord the influx
of migrants from mainland China and give them work. The entrepreneurs could
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remain extremely competitive, even as the economy shifted from industry towards
a service and consumption oriented market. Moreover, as newly arrived migrants
were moving into public housing, after normally staying temporarily in informal
settlements upon their arrival in the territory, children of the previous generation of
public housing tenants could take advantage of home ownership incentive
programmes helping those who could not afford the private sector. And for those
who previously enjoyed these incentive programmes, they were now mostly able to
buy in the private sector (Ho, 2002). Even if the Asian financial crisis in 1997 and
other controversial political decisions induced some economic downturns in the
early post-handover era, public housing has remained at the core of public policies
and tends to demonstrate a rather strong engagement and impact of the government
onto urban planning and economic growth. In sum, this narrative establishes a
causal relationship between the provision of public housing and the economic
development of Hong Kong, and acknowledges Shek Kip Mei, the first generation
of social housing estates, as the milestone of this (r)evolution (Hong Kong Youth
Hostel Association, 2014; Yeung, 2003b).
Yet, if the theory of cheap labour due to large public housing programmes has been
widely accepted as a major reason of the economic success of Hong Kong during
its industrialisation, other interpretations may challenge the idea of how the
resettlement of squatters in Shek Kip Mei constitutes a key pillar of Hong Kong’s
success story.
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Challenging the ‘Shek Kip Mei myth’
In the book about Mei Ho House published by HKYHA called “We grew up in
Shek Kip Mei” (Hong Kong Youth Hostel Association, 2014), the first chapter
begins as follow:

The Shek Kip Mei Fire is an important part of Hong Kong history. It paved
the way for the establishment of the first lot of resettlement blocks in Shek
Kip Mei and the subsequent provision of public housing in Hong Kong. A
million citizens have benefited from the policy during these six decades.
(p.9)

The construction of the Shek Kip Mei Estate constitutes a nice narrative that can
easily be praised, being the starting point of a massive housing programme that
played a significant role in the development of HK as a modern city. It involves an
efficient, rapidly responsive, and benevolent colonial government dealing with a
diligent society, whose combined efforts were able to create a major world business
centre. This turning point has been largely explored and accepted. Yet, it is
challenged by Smart (1992, 2006), who calls it a myth on two levels. First, in this
account of local history, the reaction of the colonial authorities, that is the launch
of a large-scale public housing programme in response to the Shek Kip Mei fire in
order to resettle the dozens of thousands of squatters left homeless, appears as a
one-time, inevitable reaction. Yet, as Smart (2006) argues, the Shek Kip Mei
incident “did not involve an instant ‘momentous decision’ that set Hong Kong on
the path to providing homes for half its population” (p.114). On the contrary, his
exploration of historical official documents related to fires in squatter areas seems
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to indicate that the resettlement of squatters in public housing blocks could have
happened at different times, be it before or after the Shek Kip Mei fire. Smart does
not question the importance and scale of the Shek Kip Mei fire as a trigger for the
public housing programmes. As he explains, such a disaster was needed (p.183) to
give an impetus to the social housing programme, but this impetus could have come
from another disaster. There were some initial resettlement schemes prior to the
Shek Kip Mei fire that actually kept squatters in informal settlements. These
schemes continued, long after the Shek Kip Mei disaster.
The second point highlighted by Smart (2006), is that of the motives of the colonial
government. As his analysis shows:

The difficulty of resetting fire victims off the site created a context in which
increased density was the natural way of dealing with the various constraints.
This in turn produced an architectural solution that helped resolve the
problem of resettling many low-income squatters with a significant capacity
for politically inconvenient resistance while avoiding heavy financial
commitments. By adopting a scheme with minimal standards and maximal
density, the costs of producing resettlement housing could be accomplished
with both low rents and substantial space being opened up for more profitable
forms of development. The subsequent adoption of a continuing programme
of permanent multi-storey resettlement seems thus to have been the result of
the difficulty of the fire lane and squatter fire prevention efforts and the
success of multi-storey resettlement estates in breaking the bottleneck of land
development where squatters couldn't be cleared without places to put them.
(p. 115)
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What this accounts for is the adoption of a high density building programme. But it
does not resolve the long-term provision of housing by the authorities. Likewise, if
it sheds light on the need for public housing, it does not address the reasons behind
slum clearance-cum-resettlement. It would have been easier to simply clear squatter
areas without rehousing all these people. Why did that not happen? For Smart
(2006), this needs to be put into perspective with larger geopolitical issues at that
time for Hong Kong. What needs to be considered in order to provide a clearer
account of the birth of public housing is the squatters’ resistance. In the early 1950s,
the massive influx of migrants fleeing the establishment of the Popular Republic of
China brought with them a fair amount of social instability in the colony. In the
event of an eviction without resettlement, Smart (1992, 2006) suggests that people
would resist such policy, and stir up more instability in an already tense political
environment. As we will discuss further in chapter 3, Ip’s work (2002), building on
Smart’s interpretation, supports this argument by suggesting that architectural
design of large-scale public housing schemes is the manifestation of colonial values
and ideologies obsessed with order and sanitation.
The question then is, if the Shek Kip Mei fire does not, according to historical
interpretation, constitute the milestone it is described as, why is it still considered
so? Why is Mei Ho House the object of such a remembering process? Smart (2006)
brings two answers. The first is that, by considering that the public housing
programme as the only possible response to the Shek Kip Mei fire, it protects
another myth: non-interventionism. If the launch of a large-scale public housing
programme was the sole solution, it meant that there was no failing of the market
in providing housing to the population, which leaves the non-interventionism
ideology untouched. The second is that by relying on a myth, the Hong Kong
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authorities can nurture a sense of commitment and belonging amongst the
population that is expected to return previous official efforts. I would further argue
that the myth Smart is talking about serves as the base of a part of Hong Kong’s
collective memory, which in turn constitutes a rationale for the preservation of Mei
Ho House as a heritage asset. In the next section, I will address how that collective
memory is nurtured and how it is linked with heritage.

Shek Kip Mei as collective memory in Hong Kong
Collective memory is an intricate and complex phenomenon. It is experienced at
both the individual and the collective level. Like heritage, it is about the past,
produced in the present, and can be used for the future. Yet, the link between
heritage and identity has been given way more attention than the link between
heritage and collective memory (Smith, 2006). The following brief discussion will
highlight this relation.
Collective memory is usually described as the act of remembering, exercised by
multiple people who share a common experience, the degree at which the
experience is common varying according to each individual. One of the major
influencer in this field is Maurice Halbwachs who argued that memory is a social
act by definition that is also related to space and objects and it cannot survive if
confined to one’s mind (Benton & Cecil, 2010; Smith, 2006). People belong to
multiple social groups. Each one of these groups is circumscribed in space and time,
and produces a collective memory (Crane, 1997). Therefore, memory is a process
that needs to be activated, and this can be done through various means such as
language and oral stories, songs, artistic creations, or performances (Kavanagh,
2000). For Connerton (1989), what Halbwachs means by collective memory is
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simply the “fact of communication between individuals” (p.38). In other words, if
an individual’s memories are kept alive as collective memory, it needs to be done
in a social context.
Memory has frequently been put in opposition to history. Samuel (1994) suggests
that history is traditionally understood as objective, temporally linear, and based on
empirical evidence, while memory is seen as subjective, influenced by emotions,
and, as a consequence, scientifically unreliable. Yet, the terms are sometimes used
interchangeably in order to make history appear as warmer and more inviting
(Klein, 2000). Besides, collective memory is multiple, it exists in each social group
it is performed. On the other hand, history is considered unitary (Crane, 1997). The
delimitation can also be drawn by looking at the object of each notion. As Kammen
(1991) notes, history is more interested in “major, manifest political events”,
whereas memory may focus on “socio-economic trends, modes of living …, and
on-going forms of entertainment” (p.692). This recalls the traditional distinction
between tangible and intangible heritage (Benton & Cecil, 2010), where tangible
heritage tends to remain in the hands of experts who impose their interpretation of
the past to produce an AHD and intangible heritage is more about subaltern
communities and a humanistic comprehension of the past that may challenge or
unsettle the official view.
Another apparent contradiction is that of remembering and forgetting. The second
half of the twentieth century has been obsessed with memory. Harrison (2013) talks
about a “crisis of accumulation” (p. 166), where archiving and listing has become
somewhat overwhelming. He cites the example of international heritage lists. These
documents have seen their listing criteria updated to fit newer conceptions of
heritage, yet listings themselves have hardly ever been edited after a new criterion
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was introduced. If the view on heritage, memory, and the past is produced in the
present and changes over time, as it is now widely acknowledged, some dimensions
of heritage should logically become obsolete or irrelevant. I return to the relation
between memory and heritage below, but it seems that our world is obsessed with
the fear of not creating enough memories, or worse, the fear of forgetting. However,
forgetting is as natural a process as remembering, for it is considered part of the act
of remembering (Terdiman, 1993). Memory is selective as it allows us to overcome
past traumas or nostalgic feelings (Benton & Cecil, 2010). If we remembered
everything, we could not function as human beings as the overload of information
would prevent us from giving meaning to what we remember, and the same applies
to the society level (Harrison, 2013, after Augé).
It seems from what precedes that there are multiple similarities between heritage
and memory, the way they work, and their social roles. They both constitute social
acts of remembering and making sense of the past in the present, and are both key
component of the construction of identity (Smith, 2006). If this sounds tautological,
Courtney (2011) argues that their relationship is based on legitimation: “[h]eritage
represents competing claims to institutionalise memory between specific social
groups and events [and] provides legitimacy to reproduce social memory for future
generations. … memory is about an historical consciousness of social groups and
events, and heritage is about the right to take the meaning of those memories into
future civic space” (p.71). This bring us back to the dichotomy of memory and
history highlighted earlier. Since heritage is still predominantly considered as a
tangible evidence of the past, it constitutes the repository of memory, for it
legitimises memory, but as the same time, makes it the subject of appropriation and
reshaping by the dominant groups.
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The relation between heritage and collective memory in Hong Kong is addressed,
for our purpose, by Chu (2007) who analyses how the discourse of Hong Kong’s
success story has been reshaped under an ever-changing socio-political
environments. If her work partly relies on the preliminary version of what was to
become the current exhibition at Mei Ho House, a few years prior to the inclusion
of Mei Ho House in the Revitalisation Scheme, the scope of her analysis is larger
than that and depicts a mutation in the discourse about the past through heritage as
well as popular culture and political speech. Chu argues that the way the refugees
turned working-class (and later on middle-class) imagery was used to nurture a
Hong Kong identity, blending the said working-class and immigrants lives is central
to the narrative of Hong Kong as a modern city, even though this narrative remains
the product of constant negotiation. The colonial government relied on the
interpretation of public housing programs as a demonstration of “paternalistic
benevolence” (p. 53) after the Shek Kip Mei fire that, combined with a hardworking mindset of the Chinese population, allowed Hong Kong to enter
modernisation. This mindset, and the ensuing upward social mobility, is generally
coined the “Lion Rock spirit”, in reference to the popular representation of
working-class families immortalized by a 1970s TV show. Since the handover, the
SAR Government has adopted this discourse. Yet the motives are different. If the
British colonial administration’s purpose was to nurture an image of benevolence,
Chu (2007) suggests that the SAR Government, facing great uncertainty after the
Asian crisis in 1997 and the epidemic of severe acute respiratory syndrome in 2003,
aims at reviving memories of a more economically stable era, in order to make its
disappointed people concentrate on rediscovering its hard-working mindset. This
mindset, according to Hui (2002), is deeply embedded in the Hong Kong identity
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where multiple success story shape the ‘Hong Kong dream’. The practices of the
past, presented in the form of a utopia where hard work necessarily leads to upward
mobility, are being turned into collective memory to reach the entire Hong Kong
population.
This account draws a clear picture of how Shek Kip Mei, and especially Mei Ho
House as the only still standing block of the estate, can be turned into heritage. As
explained earlier, the relation between heritage and collective memory is one of
legitimation. Mei Ho House is a perfect example. Its tangibility offers a platform
for the Lion Rock spirit to be expressed as the origin of the memory of Shek Kip
Mei and legitimised amongst all social groups in Hong Kong, regardless of their
differences. And once the narrative is turned into a collective memory legitimised
by tangible heritage, it can be reshaped for modern-day purposes.

Conclusion
This chapter has explored the interconnections between heritage, class and
collective memory. The existence of an AHD implies the existence of subaltern
discourses. While the AHD revolves around greatness, tangibility and expertise,
these subaltern discourses produce a heritage from below. The vernacular and the
everyday are the principal objects of this heritage, while minorities or marginalised
groups, such as women, ethnic minorities, lower classes, or religious groups
constitute the producers of these unauthorized heritages. In particular, class and the
way it relates to heritage tend to be overlooked in the field of heritage studies. Yet,
heritage is very much about class, especially if we are to find alternatives to a AHD
that symbolises the values of the dominant elite group. There are many ways to look
at the heritage of the working classes - public housing is one of them. In spite of
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their bad reputation and minimal appreciation, public housing estates can be a rich
source of heritage, just as other, more glamourous form of dwelling are.
In Hong Kong, public housing occupies a specific position, both physically and in
the narrative of Hong Kong’s history. Physically, it houses almost half of the
population and the impact of the replication of public housing estates on the city is
undeniable, especially visually. As for history, public housing is considered a key
element in the economic development of Hong Kong, whose starting point is the
Shek Kip Mei fire. Although these elements can be contested, their adoption as
pillars of Hong Kong’s collective memory and narrative follows a logic of
legitimisation for a Government whose actions, in the face of significant social and
economic crises, have generated a high level of discontent and disappointment.
As I have now explored and set the complexity of the context in which the
revitalisation project of Mei Ho House took place, the next chapters will deal with
the different aspects of the revitalisation and what this revitalisation does in terms
of heritage production, starting with how visual and architectural elements play a
role in the way we represent and experience heritage. This will be the theme of the
following chapter.
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Chapter 3: The Heritage of Mei Ho House Museum

Introduction
As heritage studies shift from the purely material towards the intangible and the
discursive (Harrison, 2013), it has been acknowledged that the imagery of heritage
is, in part, contained in and embodied by museums and galleries through the display
objects and artefacts related to a particular culture. The exhibition at Mei Ho House,
named the Heritage of Mei Ho House, is not foreign to this state of fact. It relates a
specific aspect of Hong Kong’s history, on top of being the only direct link with the
past of Mei Ho House as a housing block. As such, its impact is not to be neglected.
Furthermore, it is one of the primary contact people, locals or tourists, establish
with Mei Ho House as it is open to the public and free of charge. The museum
features on the Hong Kong Tourism Board (HKTB) website, under the history
section of museum list in Hong Kong, along with other major institutions in Hong
Kong such as the Hong Kong museum of history and the Hong Kong Heritage
Museum.
At the initial stage of the revitalisation project, the Hong Kong Government
expressed its desire to create a public housing museum, through the provision of
specific guidelines. These guidelines specified that if none of the applications
contained a museum proposal, or if the museums proposals did not match the
requirements, the authorities would consider setting up a museum themselves. This,
in turn, would exclude the museum section from the tenancy (Mei Ho House
Resource Kit, n.d.). In such circumstances, the museum would have been
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considered a public one, but this scenario did not occur. The HKYHA’s application
turned to be successful and the association conceived the exhibition. Therefore, it
is branded as privately-run.
This configuration is not uncommon. As Timothy and Boyd (2003) note, tourist
attractions owned or run by non-profit organisations frequently take the form of
museums. The problem of fundraising usually results in the need for entrance fees,
but not so at Mei Ho House. The management costs and exploitation are supported
by the HKYHA through the income generated by the youth hostel. The decision to
make the museum free can only be assumed at this point, as neither HKYHA nor
the relevant governmental offices agreed to shed full light on this element for the
present research. Most likely, the free entrance for the exhibition at Mei Ho House
is in conformity with the often branded purpose of education and awareness raising
when it comes to heritage sites in Hong Kong. It is not so uncommon for heritage
buildings turned into museums to offer free entrance. The Dr. Sun-yat Sen museum
(Kom Tong Hall) located in the mid-levels is one example. Other revitalised
buildings included in the revitalisation scheme and comprising an exhibition are
also known for not charging entrance fees, such as the Hong Kong House of Stories
at the revitalised Blue House. Besides, most of Mei Ho House consists of a hostel,
which offers a good opportunity to generate income. It is not so surprising then that
the exhibition remains free in order to reach a larger public.
The “Heritage of Mei Ho House” exhibition opened along with the youth hostel in
2013, but a previous, temporary exhibition was launched from January to August
2005, as the latest of a series of events that had been organized to celebrate the 50th
anniversary of the “public-housing revolution” (Lee, 2005). Organised by the
Neighbourhood Advice-Action Council and the Sham Shui Po District Council, the
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exhibit previewed what was to become the current museum at Mei Ho House. The
exhibit was held at blocks 17 and 18 of the former Shek Kip Mei Estate (while Mei
Ho House remains known as block 41) under the name “People’s Museum at
Shekkipmei (sic)”. It consisted of four life-size replicas of homes from the post war
era in actual units destined for destruction. Each recreated unit displayed interiors
at a different stage, from the very tiny and cramped rooms of the initial settlement
to the improved flats with modern appliances after the units were revamped in the
1970s. The fourth unit consisted of an actual dilapidated flat as those who were still
occupied by the last elderly tenants of the estate. This showcase was coupled with
a photograph competition aiming at capturing the “memory of life at Shekkipmei”
(Chu, 2007).
Having a museum celebrating community life and retracing the history of public
housing, constitutes a particularly meaningful act, according to HKYHA (Hong
Kong Youth Hostel Association, 2014). As the rest of the building was turned into
a modern hostel, the exhibition is the only link with the past and the most tangible
way to keep it alive. In order to make it as accurate as possible, the public was
involved in setting up the exhibit, reflecting the participatory process advocated by
the Revitalisation Scheme. Former dwellers of the estate made donations to enrich
the display with dozens of everyday objects and artefacts, such as administrative
documents, personal photographs, furniture, clothes and utensils. The residents
were also invited to share their own stories related to life in Shek Kip Mei estate,
which provided a useful complement of information to the existing data and
archives. Indeed, oral history demonstrates a democratization of heritage in terms
of data collection, as it allows for a more nuanced depiction of the past (West,
2010).
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There is virtually no contribution focusing on the content of the exhibition itself, at
least in the English literature, besides a few descriptive mentions in news media
and travel blogs since its opening. The most relevant contribution otherwise is the
work of Chu (2007), already discussed in chapter 2, who analyses how the
representation of the working-class in post-handover Hong Kong is being reshaped
through the concept of collective memory and the changing meaning of public
housing in Hong Kong in the context of the forthcoming redevelopment of Shek
Kip Mei Estate. She draws on Abbas’ (1997) notion of disappearance to claim that
the reinterpretation of the collective memory of Shek Kip Mei sounds the death
knell of the Shek Kip Mei myth. As she concludes, this discourse is an ironic one,
as it keeps marginalizing the people it intends to celebrate through the exhibition.
The present chapter’s aim is twofold. Using critical discourse analysis, it intends
first to decipher the narrative of Mei Ho House, in order to explore how the said
narrative is produced and enters into dialogue with visitors, and how it carries an
AHD. This follows Watson and Waterton’s (2010) work which sees heritage tourist
attractions as a partial, possibly misleading, accumulation of representations that
hide the thought-through process leading to the selection of what is on display. This
might appear close to the aforementioned work of Chu (2007). Indeed, Chu
analyses a global shift in the discourse of a specific aspect of Hong Kong’s history,
and takes into account cultural elements such as songs, TV shows or political
speeches that contribute to make the aforementioned discourse. However, the focus
of this chapter is only on one particular narrative expression of the discourse studied
by Chu. The second objective, drawing on Rowe, Wertsch, and Kosyaeva (2002),
is to explore the dialectical process of narrative production by the museum, and
how official and vernacular narratives encounter, as the exhibition at Mei Ho House
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clearly constitutes a narrative with a beginning, a middle, and an end (it is called
“Story of Mei Ho House”). For that matter, this chapter discusses the finalized,
permanent museum, which contains more material and sections than the
preliminary version, adding to previous work by exploring the sensory experience
that is the tour of the exhibition as a finished product. If the official discourse of the
museum is one important aspect, empirical work about what the visitor sees, feels,
and experience, is no less significant in the process of reading, appreciating, and
deciphering this type of attraction.
In the next section, I will start with a discussion about nostalgia, as the major
underlying notion of the exhibition. This will be followed by a consideration of
museums as means of representation, as well as producers of both official and
vernacular narratives (Rowe, Wertsch, & Kosyaeva, 2002). A description of a walk
through the museum will be provided for a better understanding of what the
exhibition is like, followed by a discussion about my findings. For readability and
organisational purposes, the way visitors position themselves and their role as
producers of narratives, will be addressed in chapter 5.

Bittersweet nostalgia
Once regarded as an actual disease, nostalgia has its historical and semantic roots
in the concept of homesickness. Davis’ (1977) and Wilson’s (2015) discussions of
nostalgia indicate that the concept, through its evolution, has got to share major
characteristics with heritage regarding its relation to space and time. First, nostalgia,
as its origin suggests, is (negatively) linked to space. Yet, as Wilson (2015) notes,
this negative, spatial meaning has evolved towards a more positive, temporal one.
As Davis (1977) argues in his discussion on the relation between nostalgia and
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identity, nostalgia is triggered by the present, although its object is the past. Because
it is a particular way of remembering an experienced past, it also a constitutes a
pillar of one’s personal identity and sense of self. As such, any look back towards
the past tends to be coloured by positive feelings. However, when put in relation
with heritage, nostalgia is often reduced to an it-was-better-back-then ideology,
based on the idea of a selective memory where people only recall the pleasant times,
which neglects the understanding of nostalgia as also engaging with unpleasant,
painful, sometimes inhibited memories (Smith et al., 2011). Nostalgia is indeed
characterized by an ambivalent representation of the past and a complex
combination of contradictory feelings related to both gains and losses (Dicks,
2004).
Very often described as bittersweet, nostalgia is what makes people visit a heritage
site for which they have a particular attachment, or that makes them feel somehow
proud or respectful regarding an aspect of the past. It has contributed to make the
mundane as something commodifiable that now competes with the monumental
character of heritage. Ultimately, nostalgia is also linked to the future (Nawas &
Platt, 1965). It represents a source of stability and renewal specific to each
individual coping with an uncertain future (Wilson, 2015). However, Walsh (1992)
warns against a ‘second-hand’ nostalgia that is generated amongst those who cannot
remember, the children or grandchildren - those who do not have the ability to
contextualize the past and can only deal with passed-on memories. This involves,
according to Smith’s (2006, p.201) reading of Walsh, the risk of growing into a
depoliticized or uncritical nostalgia. Those with a second-hand, more distant
relation to the content of an exhibition are indeed most likely to be less critical
(Dicks, 2004), reinforcing the power of nostalgia as a de-legitimising tool that
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erases the “inherently dissonant nature and the links [working-class heritage]
maintains to social protest” (Smith et al., 2011, p.3).

Museums as systems of representation
The emergence of modern museums and galleries is usually attributed to the
obsession of modernity with order, progress and control over the past. This
translates into objects and artefacts being placed behind glass cases in a selected,
linear order, creating a detachment, a de-contextualisation of the representation of
the past (Walsh, 1992), leading, according to Kirshenblatt-Gimblet (1998) to a
paradox as objects who were not meant to be on display become the object of
attention. Museums and galleries participate in the building of a national pride and
identity, while they also provide people with an instruction about their own and
others’ pasts (Smith, [1993] 2008). In this regard, they play an important social and
educational role. As a consequence, if they are actually more subtly coercive in
Foucauldian terms than other forms of institutions (Rose, 2016), they are in fact
presumed to display and present an objective truth. Museums contribute to a
particular construction of the world, in the sense that they offer their own distinct
view of the past (Davison, 2005; Smith, 2006; Walsh, 1992). Their displays are
loaded with meaning and the views of heritage and identity they provide are
mediated. In other words, they reflect a hegemonic version of history by including
what they consider precious and excluding the ordinary. While sharing this view,
Walsh (1992) also offers a different perspective when he notes that museums,
besides their role as ideological authority over the past, have an emancipatory
function “which [open] people’s eyes to a world other than their own, and [help]
them make connections with those processes which had influenced their current
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position in the order of things” (p.38). In doing so, Walsh argues, museums
contribute to the shaping of a sense of place, in a similar fashion as heritage does.
In her detailed account of the politics of the museum, Lidchi (1997) refers to
museums and exhibitions as systems of representation, which subject the collecting
and displaying of objects to a classification and interpretation process, and reflect
specific forms of knowledge, so as to stand for the diversity of the world.
Ultimately, their specific educational motivation is to make the population share
their particular worldview. In order to impose a representation of the world,
museums rely on the physical presence of objects that, like that of built heritage,
offers the illusion of stability and objectivity. By materialising an official narrative
of the past, museums play a significant part of the shaping of collective memory
(Davison, 2005).
The role of representation has been at the core of discussions addressing the
production of meaning by museums and galleries through diverse types of visual
materials such as pictures, texts, and artefacts (Harrison, 2013). As a process that
produces meaning, representation is basically visual. It brings together language,
meaning and culture as part of a meaning production process that relies on the
utilization of cultural devices, namely language and images, as symbols (or
representations) of what these devices stand for. In short, it gives us the capacity to
attribute a meaning to concepts through language (Hall, 1997). According to Webb
(2009), representation is a twofold concept. First, it implies a rendering of presence,
that is to make visible “in the here and now, something that was (or might have
been) present in a different here and now” (p.8). Second, representation involves a
delegating of presence. Representation has the power to substitute something or
someone for another object or person that is not present. These features, sometimes
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subtly interwoven, are common in any museum that focuses on an aspect of
people’s culture. Objects are offered to the visitors’ gaze, giving a presence to what
is absent (Dicks, 2004). Overall, representation is central to our lives, as we see the
world “not first because of our direct experience, but through the representations
made of it, especially by authoritative institutions” (Schirato & Webb, 2010, p.35).
Ultimately, the danger here is to overlook the power of representations as devices
that establish a connection between people, meanings and the social contexts in
which the former construct the latter (Watson and Waterton, 2010). The mediation
of museums over the past, their will to provide an authorized narrative of yesterday,
as Davison (2005) sums up, translates into the crystallization of meaning into
material stability, which, in turn can only create tensions as meaning is by definition
unstable.

Museums as producers of narratives
Narratives have been explored, described, and classified in various ways. In their
discussion of museum as producers of narratives, Rowe, Wertsch, and Kosyaeva
(2002) refer to narratives as a form of speech, which serves communicative and
cognitive purposes. Narratives are a cultural tool used for mediation, or, as they put
it citing Bruner, a “way of knowing about the world” (p.98). In this regard, they
play an important role when it comes to remembering the past. As Brockmeirer
(2002) explains, narratives emerge from a twofold social and temporal structure
which sits at the base of the sense of coherence that sustain each culture. In other
words, narratives are part of a process that binds individuals from a culture together
by forging “a worldview rooted in a set of social rules and values as well as in the
shared memory of a commonly inhabited and similarly experienced past” (p. 18).
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Narratives become a practice of memory inasmuch as they give a meaning to the
past and allow the shaping of collective and public memory.
Although sometimes used interchangeably, collective memory and public memory
are not exactly the same thing. As seen in the previous chapter, collective memory
is the act of collective remembering amongst a group of people. it can happen
individually and at different times. It is an object of contestation and the result of
internal negotiation. Public memory, according to Phillips (2004) takes place in the
public realm and involves a simultaneous act of remembering at the same place,
such as commemorations. A history museum for instance, can be considered the
public memory (as in the public expression) of a certain collective memory, for it
is a public space where visitors remember at the same time during their visit.
In his exploration of the construction of public memory in the United States in the
post Vietnam War era, Bodnar (1992) identifies two different cultural realms:
official culture and vernacular culture. Official culture on the one hand arises from
the leaders’ care for social stability and cohesion, and, by extension, for the
permanence of the system. It usually translates into an ideal, non-conflicting
conception of reality where the past is static. On the other hand, vernacular culture
is the expression of the contradictions inherent to any society. It is fluid, dynamic,
and finds its roots in lived experiences. Public memory, Bodnar (1992) argues,
stands at the intersection of these two domains. Thus, public memory narratives
should be conceived as a dialectic process. Individual memory and collective
memory are interwoven. The former is part of the latter, while the latter also shapes
the former, creating a “symbolic space of remembering and forgetting” that brings
together the past (memory) and the present (where the acts of remembering and
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forgetting take place), and even the future (which in this view is apprehended in the
present) (Brockmeier, 2002, p. 37).
Building on this, Rowe, Wertsch, and Kosyaeva (2002) suggest to look at
narratives, official or vernacular, not as isolated communicative devices, but as in
dialogue with one another. For that matter, museums are particularly relevant as
they constitute a tangible expression of this symbolic space where official and
vernacular narratives enter into contact. One of the institutional roles of museums
as symbolic spaces, they argue, is to help visitors give a meaning to the present,
acting as a narrative producer. First, individual memories are put in connection with
a larger collective narrative, bringing some nuance to it but without challenging it.
Individual narratives are re-evaluated to be cast into the official narrative. Put
differently, it equals an incorporation of the vernacular within the official.
Traditional history museums represent a perfect example (see also Dimache,
Wondirad, and Agyeiwaah, 2017). Second, it may also redefine the official
narrative in consideration of the vernacular ones. For that purpose, voices of those
who are usually forgotten are used to validate the official narrative through the
connection with individual narratives, which, according to Rowe, Wertsch, and
Kosyaeva (2002), suggests a rewriting of the official narrative through the use of
dissonant voices. The goal is to make visitors take part in the negotiation of
collective memory. Indeed, as producers of narratives, museums can mediate these
vernacular stories for official cultural purposes, which echoes the above discussion
on museums and representation.
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Heritage and history museums in Hong Kong
Regarding their contents, there is a very thin body of literature addressing heritage
and history museums in Hong Kong. Most of the contributions in the field approach
heritage and museums in terms of the adaptive reuse of heritage buildings as will
be discussed in the next chapter. As we will see, Abbas’ (1997) analysis of the
Flagstaff Museum provides some interesting insight about the issue of
(post)colonialism. He explains how the content of this museum dedicated to tea
culture in China, although housed in a former military building and linked with
darker aspects of Hong Kong history and the Opium Wars, erases the horror of the
past with refinement and serenity. Yet, his contribution is also of great relevance
for this chapter, as the Flagstaff Museum is not a history museum per se. A recent
study of the Hong Kong Museum of History by Dimache, Wondirad, and
Agyeiwaah’s (2017) identifies a storyline of the history of Hong Kong, based on
the building-up of “socio-cultural similarities between Hong Kong and Mainland
China … whose ‘epilogue’ is the handover in 1997” (p. 297). If this article presents
little relevance in terms of urban regeneration – the Hong Kong Museum of History,
established in 1975, moved to its then newly built location in 1998 –, it sheds light
on how the narrative content of the exhibition, the story of Hong Kong’s past, can
be seen as an educational and political tool. They explore the museum’s narrative
in the light of political tensions between Hong Kong and Mainland China.
Therefore, their scope differs from the present one, as they try to identify how the
museum’s narrative works to enhance unity between Hong Kong and Mainland
China, and how it impacts visitors’ own sense of identity.
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A walk through the Story of Mei Ho House
Exhibition layout
Before proceeding with the content of the exhibition, a mapping out of the space is
necessary. To that end, multiple attentive walks through the museum were taken.
Occupying part of the right-hand-side of the building when facing the entrance, the
exhibition is split in three sections, using a variety of technologies of display and
interpretation devices (Timothy & Boyd, 2003, p.195f; Rose, 2016, p.233f): textual
and visual panels, used to provide wider contexts and guide interpretation; display
cases, that reflect a system of classification (analytical truth); reconstructions,
which are life-like settings, whose purpose is to make the display look truthful in
relation to the everyday (representational truth); immersive displays, that absorb
the visitor into a more sensory experience through the use of different lighting,
spatial configurations, textures or sounds; and finally, screens and video
projections, which can be included in the immersive category of technologies of
display. If space is to be considered as a narrative medium, the exhibition then
makes use of what Azaryahu and Foote (2008) call a “hybrid narrative strategy”.
According to their view, there are several spatial configurations of history, that is
“the way historical stories are arranged to be told in space” (p.180), based either on
temporality, spatiality, themes, or a mix of all (hybrid strategy). Telling a story
spanning over two decades, the exhibition is organised around thematic units, yet
also follows a temporal storyline with a beginning (the fire at Shek Kip Mei) and
an end (the renovation of Mei Ho House). The space symbolizes the events narrated,
although most of these events did not necessarily occur in that exact space.
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The museum can be explored either on one’s own, or through scheduled guided
tours provided by former residents, either in Chinese or English, lasting about 45
minutes. The tours take visitors, locals, foreigners, guests of the hostels, or simple
tourists alike through the whole exhibition. The tour guide emphasises how tough
life in the estate was, aided by documents and stories not displayed in the exhibit
itself. The visit is also supplemented with details about architectural details and
improvements. The tour ends in the backyard of Mei Ho House, where visitors can
either have a drink or a snack at the “House 41” café, or do a little bit of shopping
at the “Mini 41” convenience and souvenir store, both named after the original
address of Mei Ho House - block 41.

Figure 1. Exhibition layout as featured in the official brochure of the museum.
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The museum is divided into three sections (figure 1). On the ground floor thematic
units are showcased based on memories and testimonies of former residents. Next,
the permanent exhibition on the first floor recreates the interiors of flats, as in the
preliminary exhibition mentioned by Chu (2007). The last section, back on the
ground floor, is the smallest one. It presents the revitalisation projects, from the
rejuvenation to the integration of the local community in the process. Although only
the first floor section is meant to be permanent, the content of the entire exhibition
has not been modified since its opening in 2013.
The original units at Mei Ho House were set back to back with open-air corridors
for access, the other walls being enclosed. While this configuration has been kept
for the hostel part, the exhibition shows some modifications. The thematic units and
reconstructed flats are set in actual former units, but the central wall at the back of

Figure 2. The central wall separating units was removed. Visitors can access the
different units on each side.
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the units has been torn down (figure 2) so that visitors can remain inside the air
conditioned space, especially during the hot and humid Hong Kong summers.

Thematic exhibition
The exhibition begins with an immersive, life-size, black and white picture
covering the floor and walls of the entrance hall, showing impoverished children
sitting on the floor (figure 3). At the back of the entrance hall, the title “Story of
Mei Ho House” stands out, indicating that the following exhibition constitutes a
narrative with a beginning and an end, in a similar fashion to the Hong Kong
Museum of History (Dimache, Wondirad & Agyeiwaah’s, 2017). The kids in the
picture are sitting up against the walls in a line. Some of them are barefoot. All are
boys. They seem absorbed in what may be learning activities or some sort of
distraction. One person in the picture, a grown-up woman, directly stares at the
camera and, so too, the visitor. A little sign on the left-hand side invites the visitor

Figure 3. Entrance of the exhibition.
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to “experience the Hong Kong spirit”. The text states that visitors are standing
“amidst a treasure trove that exemplifies the spirit of Hong Kong”, inviting them
be part of the “golden years of [the] resettlement area”. A row of informative
introductory panels tells about poor housing conditions in informal settlement, as a
prelude to the narrative before the construction of Mei Ho house.
The first unit of the exhibition is about the Shek Kip Mei fire that broke out in an
informal settlement in Shek Kip Mei on Christmas night 1953, leaving more than
50,000 people homeless. This dramatic event, and the rehoming of the people, is
described as the trigger for the development of public housing in Hong Kong.
Archive video footage of media reports on the fire is shown on one side of the
showcase, along with sad, dramatic music, while the disastrous consequences of the
fire and the subsequent rehousing programme are described and depicted on the
other side. Here, the tour guide shows extracts of rehousing forms and explains that
the rent at Mei Ho House was as low as $10HKD per month, with $1HKD for
electricity and water supplies.
The next three units emphasise the life and living conditions in Shek Kip Mei from
1950s to 1970’s through the testimonies of former residents. First, the “Live in Shek
Kip Mei” unit, presents the “growth stories” of former dwellers of the squatter area,
who, in spite of harsh living conditions, succeeded in building a fruitful life through
hard work and study, and perseverance. The next unit, “Mei Ho House is my home”,
focuses on former tenants of Mei Ho House itself who share their memories of how
they managed to make a living, sometimes with the help of neighbours. This section
builds a bridge with the fourth unit, “Affection for Shek Kip Mei”, which addresses
the social networks and “human connections” that could be found in the early public
housing estates, such as conviviality amongst neighbours, the support of the local
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Church or the role of street life. The last unit of the section, called “Memories of
Shek Kip Mei”, features a model of a housing block representing a block in its
initial form. Some artefacts, objects, and old photos given by former tenants appear
behind a glass wall (figure 4). The last thing the visitor sees before leaving is a large
wall picture of what used to be a rooftop school – as the estate did not have
community services per se, school was usually simply attended on the rooftop of
tenement blocks.
The visitor then takes a staircase leading up to the first floor. This does not only
constitute a break in the narrative, but also announces a change in the display
strategy. Indeed, visitors can first see a life-size model of an old wooden cooker
dwellers would use in the estate. The lower part consists of a cabinet while the
upper part opens to the actual stove. The installation is separated from the visitors

Figure 4. Everyday objects belonging to former tenants in a glass case.
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by a waist-high glass fence, as are the rest of the displays on the floor. This is where
the tour guide makes a stop to explain that the corridor was generally used as a
kitchen and the cooking had to be performed outside due to the lack of ventilation
inside the units. A large picture showing an old woman cooking with kids supports
this information.

Permanent exhibition and reconstitutions
Further on, 5 residential units were preserved as sample rooms to provide the public
with a more immersive experience. They recreate typical units and shops from
before and after the revamp of Mei Ho House, showing an improvement in terms
of living conditions. The first generation of units were small – about 120 square
feet (around 11 square meters). A mezzanine would provide more space for the
family who could have a living area beneath the beds (figure 5). As the back of the
units did not have any window and the mezzanine took up a lot of space, it was
usually dark inside. Tiny holes in the wall near the ceiling worked as a (poor)

Figure 5. Reconstitution of a mezzanine inside an original unit.
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ventilation system. The most patent consequence of that configuration, was that
sound proofing was almost non-existent. As the guide says during the tour,
everything private became public. People could hear their neighbours as though
they were in the same flat.
Then follows the reconstitution of a grocery shop selling rice and oil as those which
could be found on the ground floor of some housing blocks in the estate, making
the place somewhat self-contained. According to the panel, these shops were
usually family businesses, originally run in the squatter areas, who had been
maintained after the resettlement in public estates. Across from that is a
reconstitution of the communal bathroom formerly located in the bar linking the
wings of the building together (figure 6). Gender specific sanitary facilities,
comprising only three toilet cubicles each, with no door and no floor-to-ceiling
separation, were shared amongst people of an entire floor. There was no water
supply in the bathroom, meaning that dwellers had to bring their own water.

Figure 6. Reconstitution of the communal bathrooms.
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Therefore, the place was extremely dirty. The reconstitution shows the cubicles but
obviously avoids reproducing the actual terrible sanitary conditions. Next to the
cubicles is the laundry area featuring a stool, a bucket and laundry implements. The
design and layout meant a notable lack of privacy.
During an English tour I took, the guide explained that female residents would
sometimes take showers together, in order to feel safer, especially because of other
male residents. Interestingly, this detail was not mentioned during a tour given in
Cantonese for secondary school students. Instead, the tour guide referred to the lack
of privacy as a relatively good thing, because, he said, since everyone knew each
other, it was easier to spot strangers in the estate. People were reportedly more
afraid of the police, inasmuch as it represents the authority, rather than of the triads
members, dealers or prostitutes, as they often knew their family members.
Afterwards comes an explanation of the revamp of Shek Kip Mei Estate in the
1970s where units were merged to form bigger ones with modern amenities. The
outdoor corridor was integrated to the units, in the form of a balcony to be generally
used as a kitchen by residents. The space becomes brighter than earlier. The display
shows that people could afford modern appliances, such as television (figure 7),
and units had actual windows to let the natural daylight in. In one of the settings, a
radio plays a nostalgic music that can be heard throughout the entire section of the
exhibition. At the very end of the section, a brief recap tells about the architectural
evolution of public housing over the years, bridging the narrative timeline to the
last section (located downstairs) about the revitalisation.
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Figure 7. Reconstitution of a unit after Shek Kip Mei’s first revamp in the 1970s.

Revitalisation unit
This final section is the smallest one. It only consists of an elongated room that
contains panels highlighting the architectural features that were preserved or
modernized. They explain the work that has been done to different elements such
as windows, staircases or external walls. The unit also tells the history of the Hong
Kong Youth Hostel Association and its achievements. A video report retraces the
renovation work in progress before showing the inauguration ceremony of Mei Ho
House. The music that is played along is joyful, with a touch of hope. The section
stresses again of the aims of the project, namely increasing job opportunities,
promoting local social values and enhance public participation, and gives the
narrative of the revitalisation a seemingly happy ending.
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A nostalgic narrative
As mentioned earlier, the example of the Flagstaff Museum in Hong Kong Park
shows an interesting discrepancy between what the building represents and its
content. Using this example for exploring the ‘disappearance’ of Hong Kong’s
culture, including through architecture, Abbas (1997) argues that

[t]his reincarnation of a British military establishment in the form of a
museum of Chinese tea ware skims over the monumental barbarisms of the
nineteenth century by aestheticizing them out of existence. Flagstaff House
could be read therefore as an example of the disappearance of history: not in
the sense of history having come to an end, but in the sense of its persistence
along certain ideological guidelines [emphasis in original]. Disappearance
here implies the substitution of one thing for another, a displacement of
attention from the sometimes conflictual colonial history of Hong Kong, to
the harmonious accommodation of Chinese culture in colonial architecture
(p.68).

At first glance, it seems that the Flagstaff House and Mei Ho House are fairly
different, although both have been turned, at least in part, into a museum. Unlike
the Flagstaff museum’s persistence of ideological guidelines, the exhibition at Mei
Ho House shows a shift in ideological guidelines, as discussed by Chu (2007) (see
chapter 2). Moreover, the content of the exhibition at Flagstaff House works in
order to draw attention away from the past of the building, while at Mei Ho House,
the past of the building is celebrated in its very own original space. However, that
particular notion of a “displacement of attention” turns out to be something of great
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relevance for the Mei Ho House exhibition, especially when put in relation with
nostalgia.
The Heritage of Mei Ho House museum heavily relies on nostalgia. It appears
relatively obvious throughout the entire exhibition, from the invitation at the
entrance to experience the “golden years” of the resettlement area, and the
abundance of black and white/sepia iconographic material, to the stories of former
dwellers telling about the “bittersweet of life” (“Live in Shek Kip Mei” section) of
a housing block that still “housed their best memories” (“Mei Ho House is my
home” section), and the sad/melancholic music played in the first two sections. The
names of thematic units in the first section reinforce this impression, going from
telling about simply “living” in Shek Kip Mei to making it one’s “home”, then
developing affection for the place, before turning it into “memories”. Here nostalgia
does not only settle upon the “golden days”, but offers a somehow conflicted, mixed
way to look back, with both a heavy heart and a feeling of relief. On one panel of
the “Mei Ho House is my home” unit, combining personal pictures and oral stories,
one former female resident remembers the nightmare that were the bathroom and
public toilets, while she also remembers Mei Ho House as a “community of love”.
On another panel, a male resident explains that he and his family were so poor that
he had to do all kinds of jobs, including collecting garbage and cleaning septic
tanks. Yet, the day his wife broke her legs, some neighbours offered to carry her
over to the nearest hospital. On a third panel, the story of the Fan family tells that
they were in such need that sometimes, they had to borrow money from neighbours,
money that they would always reimburse by working hard. But thanks to these
harsh conditions, they are now capable of enjoying “a cherished life”.
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In a similar fashion to what Walsh (1992) discusses about the Beamish Museum,
an open air museum in England presenting the rural everyday life in the early
twentieth century, the connection with the nostalgic feeling at Mei Ho House is
facilitated by the fact that some of the contents of the exhibition “were extant long
after the period in which the museum is supposedly set. The visitor participates and
promotes the nostalgia effect: ‘that’s just like the iron we used to have!’, or, ‘this
living room looks exactly the same as Grandma’s!’” (p.98). This can be seen in the
visitors’ attitude towards the different displaying. During one of the tours I took at
Mei Ho House, one man became emotional when he saw the life-size model of the
old wooden cooker, remembering that his mom used the same type of cooker.
According to Dicks (2004), this suggests a high level of detail and accuracy. In her
research, she concludes that people with the most intimate connection to the display
are “the most demanding and critical in terms of judging its authenticity” (p. 128).
Older visitors who seem to have a personal connection with the narrative walk
through the first section at a relatively slow pace. Their sight seems to be more
focused on pictures and artefacts, as they comment about their own memories.
Multiple times, elderly people visiting the exhibition with younger family members
pointed at objects that reminded them of those they possessed, like when an elderly
Hong Kong lady explains to a younger woman and her presumed daughter that her
own mother used to wear a dress with a similar pattern to that of a piece of fabric
displayed in a glass case. Younger crowds or foreigners either seem to go through
the section quicker or take significantly longer as they most likely need to read the
captions and panels in order to give meaning to what they are seeing, but move
away as soon as their reading is done. This suggests a second-hand, depoliticized
nostalgic narrative that does not carry the weight of first-hand memories.
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A nearly depoliticized narrative
Depoliticized progress
According to HKYHA, the use of “flexible display methods” and “interactive
devices” in the design of the exhibition aims at attracting younger visitors, students
in particular (Hong Kong Youth Hostel Association, 2014, p.35). With this in mind,
the generation of a second-hand, depoliticized nostalgia appears as an implied
objective of the museum. Depoliticization of collective memory is not an
uncommon process, as public memory is crucial in the formation of national, as
well as personal identity, as explored in chapter 2. It usually takes the form of a
displacement of attention, to use Abbas’ (1997) words. It draws the attention away
from what is problematic and contested. It is thus very often used for the sake of
reconciliation, for it minimizes the reminders of tensions (Kammen, 1991).
However, that displacement of attention does not necessarily only operate in
relation to the the past, as in the example of the Flagstaff museum discussed earlier.
It depends on the use of nostalgia or not. At Mei Ho House, because nostalgia is so
prevalent, it works in relation to the present. The exhibition about life in Shek Kip
Mei is an attempt to displace people’s attention away from the highly tense political
environment of contemporary Hong Kong, to make sure that “the populace, by
smiling on the past, has its back turned to the politics of the present” (Hewison cited
by Dicks, 2004, p. 130). In other words, it aims at smoothing the tensions in the
present-day context of Hong Kong.
This can be seen in the storyline of the exhibition. The lighting, the use of pictorial
material, and the layout work together to make the tour feel like it is a journey from
a dark, problematic past, to a bright, glorious, unproblematic present. The entrance
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feels relatively dark due to the life-size wall-paper picture, especially when coming
from outside on a bright sunny day (as seen in figure 3). The last section about the
revitalisation, although being small, feels somehow more cosy and luminous, not
only because of the lighting, but also because the explanative panels are themselves
backlit. The second section upstairs that connects the beginning to the end makes
that observation fairly obvious. The first reconstructed unit is dimmed, while the
end of the section about the newer types of units and public housing estates is
noticeably brighter. To sum up, the exhibition takes us from the darker unit
depicting poor living conditions of the past to the brighter unproblematic present
where the newly renovated youth hostel is a testimony of Hong Kong’s progress,
making use of the latest materials and environmental friendly technology in the
present. The problematic present is reduced to the depoliticized, hard-to-contest
evidence of materialistic progress.

Depoliticized post-colonialism
Depoliticization is also visible in the treatment of the shift from colonial to postcolonial. I have explained earlier that Hong Kong’s discourse on heritage has been
marked by a dichotomy between the British/colonial (elitist) and the
Chinese/traditional (religious), with a shift in the public discourse towards more
mundane forms of heritage in the first decade of the post-colonial era. As a public
housing block, Mei Ho House overcomes this opposition and generates a consensus
by responding to people’s concern. Many people in Hong Kong have lived, still
live, or have parents or relatives who have lived in a public housing estate (even
though those are not necessarily of the earlier types). As a result, a larger section of
the population can relate to it than to the colonial buildings, symbols of power and
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foreign elite. Yet, Mei Ho House’s architecture can be seen as an expression of the
colonial ideology (Ip, 2002), inasmuch as it embodies the ideas of social welfare
and planning policies that were implemented by the British Colonial Government.
This element is nonetheless blurred, if not obscured, by the fact that the exhibition
always refers to the colonial authorities as the “Hong Kong Government”. In doing
so, it allows the post-colonial government to be associated with colonial policies in
the eyes of the visitors (Chu, 2007). It makes them look at the welfare provision of
the authorities through the lens of continuity, therefore diminishing the
shortcomings of current policies, rather than highlighting the change of sovereignty
that cannot be ignored as soon as one thinks of Hong Kong. Furthermore, the very
object of the exhibition at Mei Ho House aims at depoliticizing heritage. As noted
earlier, class, whether social, economic or cultural, seems to have been relegated at
the bottom of the heritage and political agenda, even though class, no matter how
understood, still has an impact on our daily lives. In this regard, housing is
inexorably attached to the notion of class (West, 2010). As a matter of fact, housing
tends to be looked at as remote from politics, social movements and conflict,
although that statement is not necessarily true (Robertson, 2012). What I am
suggesting here is that the life of the working classes in early public housing estates
in Hong Kong, taken as an expression of heritage from below, is another attempt to
make heritage inclusive and free of any conflict in the present time. As a
representation of the “Hong Kong spirit”, linked to the idea of progress, it is meant
to be an expression of everyone’s heritage, in a city that still remains one of the
most unequal in the world (Yau & Zhou, 2017) and where housing issues remain
more acute than ever.
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Incomplete depoliticization
Depoliticization is not only noticeable from the historical or political points of view.
It operates at the socio-cultural level as well. West (2010) suggests that folks
museum dealing with oral (hi)stories constitute a good way to challenge the AHD
by also showing the worst. In the case of the “Housing in Glasgow” exhibition, an
exhibition also focused on the housing of the working class, she describes how
“objects and many oral history quotes are used to make its points, and the narrative
does not shy away from referring to domestic violence, drug use or current
unemployment statistics” (p.284). Unfortunately, this seems to not apply to Mei Ho
House. Indeed, in the vast majority of the depictions of the Shek Kip Mei myth, if
the focus is on the tough living conditions of the early public housing estates, the
narrative leaves social issues and other related difficulties out, confirming what Chu
(2007) already noted a decade ago about the preliminary exhibition. This strategy
naturally aims at sustaining the narrative of success of the “Lion Rock spirit”, and
presents the myth as more convincing and flawless. But it most likely overlooks the
social issues, again, for the purpose of reconciliation, especially after the peak of
tension that heritage drew with the Queen’s Pier/Star Ferry Pier protests. Let us
remember that Mei Ho House was included on the first batch of the Revitalisation
Scheme, just one year after these events. Therefore, it is conceivable that this
strategy may be a response to the criticism over CHM in Hong Kong, not by
addressing the different issues that a search for a Hong Kong identity had been
given rise to, but, on the contrary, by making visitors look away from it.
However, in spite of what precedes, the depoliticization process is, in my view,
incomplete. Rather, all of this is only an attempt to depoliticize. Some current
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tensions, such as gender inequalities and multiculturalism, remain visible even
through the smooth, depoliticizing veil of nostalgia being applied to the past.

Gender
At the museum, men and women, boys and girls, feature in the visual materials,
pictures, oral stories and testimonies. The point here is not to identify some malecentred representations of heritage, but rather to highlight how gendered
representations are being addressed. Most labels make use of gender neutral terms,
such as “the people”, “the local population”, “former residents” or “the students”.
In the “Memories of Shek Kip Mei” unit, a sewing machine, a device traditionally
associated with women, is on display in a glass case. The related caption reads
“most of the households … had sewing machines”. It seems, at first glance, that the
heritage of Mei Ho House is not necessarily concerned with gender, or that gender
did not appear as a significant issue back then. However, a closer look reveals some
biases.
First, the difference between the tours taken in English and Cantonese is interesting.
In the tour given in Cantonese, which allows one to assume that the participants
will essentially be local residents, the anecdote about the toilets skipped the genderrelated issue of lack of privacy and insecurity, to focus on nostalgia expressed
through the sense of solidarity amongst residents. In the tour given in English,
presumably catered for tourists and foreigners, the problem of security for female
residents using the bathroom is mentioned. Although it is impossible to tell if this
difference is constant in every Cantonese/English tour, this seems to suggest
nonetheless that nostalgia is used by the guide to displace the local visitor’s
attention from the gendered bathroom situation.
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Moreover, amongst the global number of shared stories, a short majority of them
are about male residents. But more significant is the content of these stories.
Women stories tend to revolve around themes such as cleanliness, clothing, and
security. The section about the bathroom briefly mentions that female residents
used to use it in groups, for safety concerns. In opposition, men stories are more
focused on work and education. In the section dedicated to upward mobility, the
three success stories told are that of men, one having become a lawyer, another one
a publisher and the third one a soccer player. The narrative of the exhibition seems
to implicitly suggest that the success story of the people at Shek Kip Mei
predominantly rests on men’s’ shoulders, while women were reduced to matters of
hearth and home.
Although gender is very often neglected in the field of heritage studies, gender and
heritage are far from being unrelated, as both fundamentally contribute to the
formation of identity. As Smith (2008) suggests, heritage’s AHD still favours
uncritical masculine representations and views of the past, as a consequence of its
roots in the nineteenth century where masculine elites’ values were predominant in
the way heritage was defined and preserved. Graham et al. (2000) note that, as a
consequence of the “essentially masculine gendering of modernity” (p.44),
femininity, when put in relation to heritage, tends to be assimilated to home,
tradition and pre-modernity. This holds true for Mei Ho House. The two examples
above reflect a recurrent gender bias, in heritage narratives and beyond, in a
modern-day Hong Kong that has yet much to do to improve gender equality (see
for instance Blundy, 2016; Lai, 2016).
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Multiculturalism
The issue of multiculturalism also calls for some remarks. As mentioned, the
exhibition’s aim is to “trace the footprints of the Hong Kong people” (introductory
panel). What is displayed belongs to Hong Kong’s history. Hong Kong is a
multicultural metropolis. Even if a very large majority of the population is
ethnically Chinese, minorities are and have been part of Hong Kong, and have
contributed to its growth, since the earliest days of colonisation (Sham, 2017).
Multiculturalism, Harrison (2008, 2013) explains, is tightly linked with
globalisation, and, as a consequence, linked with heritage as well in the
contemporary world, as all modern societies are formed of various groups claiming
their identity vis-à-vis other groups and the state. Interestingly, at the Mei Ho House
exhibition, a survey conducted in 1957 in the “Live in Shek Kip Mei” unit details
the nature of the population in three estates, including Shek Kip Mei. The survey
informs us that 62% of the people living in public housing in the district were born
in the neighbouring mainland province of Guangdong, against only 38% being born
in Hong Kong. Simply put, the majority of the people whose stories are presented
as the heritage of Hong Kong were born in mainland China. However, this remains
the only allusion to this issue throughout the entire exhibition. It is a particularly
interesting elements in the present context of the return of Hong Kong to China and
the tensions thereabout, where China and its people are often blamed on social
issues arising in the city, such as the high cost of real estate for instance. The
avoidance of such a topic is presumably meant to not arouse already existing
tensions regarding immigration from China. Again, instead of actively promoting
inclusion and overtly addressing the inevitable connection with Mainland China,
the discourse here, as with other aspects of the exhibition, chooses to circumvent
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the matter, as if such strategy was able to erase and depoliticize current challenges
and difficulties. It is a shame when it has been argued for more than a decade that
multicultural heritage leads to a more harmonious and inclusive society (Harrison,
2008).

An othering narrative
So far, I have discussed the depoliticization of the story of Mei Ho House and its
cracks from the point of view of nostalgia. Another particular effect of the museum
is distanciation. It is especially evident in the second section comprising the lifelike reconstructions, but I will come back to that point later. Before we get there,
let us have one more look at the first thematic section. I have mentioned multiple
times the oral stories of former dwellers used to supplement the content of the
museum and fills the gap when historical data was not available (Cheung, 2013;
Hong Kong Youth Hostel Association, 2014). As these stories come from the
people themselves – former residents were invited to take part in the setting of the
exhibition – they constitute a great source of autobiographical information.
Although autobiography is a somewhat contested source of data in the realm of
culture (Strangleman, 2011), it has also been acknowledged as offering different
views on what may be considered as pure facts. It surely does not stand for the truth,
but as Strangleman (2011) citing Jennings argues, its unreliability, its subjectivity,
its selectivity represents human experience in its full complexity. Unfortunately, at
Mei Ho House the autobiographical form has not been retained. The stories of
former residents are not just transcriptions of what they said, but take the form of
accounts told in the third person. These accounts are thus mediated, creating a
distance and, therefore, participating in the depoliticization of Mei Ho House.
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The second section comprising the life-like reconstruction carries on the effort of
depersonalisation and dehumanization of the space. Indeed, in spite of the will to
make the reconstructions look truthful, this section is strikingly empty of any form
of ‘life’. In that, it fails to completely achieve what Sandberg (1995) refers to as the
“functionalist display”. As he explains, towards the end of the nineteenth century,
folk museums began to use the functionalist display “which restored contexts to
objects by placing them in relation to a body, a scene, and a narrative anecdote or
description” (p.325). The goal was to counterbalance the distance between the
display and the visitors, a distance that had become more prevalent with traditional
classificatory modes of display, especially in the post-industrial era where people
were distancing themselves from traditional culture. Thanks to the use of
mannequin effigies, the artefacts lose their “object-ness” (p.331) and become more
connected to the body (of the mannequin, but also, by extension, of the visitors).
The setting of the objects in turn injects life into the display by granting the
mannequins a fully lifelike appearance. Moreover, Sandberg adds, this kind of
setting also needs additional description or caption in order to “ensure a satisfactory
narrative” (Ibid).
Yet, there are no mannequin bodies or human-like models at Mei Ho House.
Everyday objects and decoration are present in the reconstructed units, which
suggests an attempt to make the units look like inhabited homes, but the impression
is that the tenants suddenly disappeared. In one unit, a mah-jong game is left on a
table, as if the player had vanished mid-game. In another, a radio playing music is
left on, atop a fridge, as if the dwellers had precipitately gone without turning it off.
A clock on the wall remains frozen. Although the furniture and objects displayed
belonged to former residents, they are anonymized. Captions explain the evolution
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of the layout and the revamping, but no particular story is associated with the
objects who, unlike in the thematic section, retain their whole “object-ness”.
On top of that, the reconstructions lay behind a glass which, although only wastehigh, prevents the visitors from setting a foot in the reconstructed units. Visitors are
kept away from actually truly ‘experiencing’, from stepping into the setting, from
touching and feeling. Glass cases create a distanciation by placing what is displayed
in a neutral setting (Lidchi, 1997). This may appear as a paradox as life-like settings
actually call for a truthful experience (Rose, 2016), but it shows once more the
effort of depoliticization of the museum. Amongst the five units reconstructed,
three of them actually depict the newer, bigger, type of unit. Considering that these
units were bigger than many new flats built in Hong Kong over the past decades, it
is possible that the presence of bodies would make the experience too confused for
visitors who, instead of just being driven by a depoliticized nostalgia, would
actually look at the setting with conflicted feeling, maybe even envy. If this was the
case, it would jeopardize the strategy of making people look away from the present
and undermine the narrative based on progress and upwards mobility. Another
possibility is that the way these objects and furniture would be used are still obvious
for the visitors and do not need to be presented in such settings. But if this is the
case, it would call for a questioning of the legitimacy of the entire section, if not of
the museum itself.
As mentioned in the methodology part of this chapter, all senses are part of the
experiential, including the sense of smell. Yet, no particular smell is to be
experienced during the tour, which is a shame as it would enhance the visit,
especially around the stove/kitchen display. Of course it would be hard to actually
reproduce the smells of such areas, if not inappropriate in the example of the
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bathroom. But there is no testimony, no residents’ oral account, no additional
picture to stimulate the sense of smell at any point. And obviously, the dirt and
worn out aspect is not reproduced either, so as to create a completely sanitized
representation reinforcing the feeling of distanciation.
The distanciation is also expressed through an element to which probably most
visitor would not even pay attention to: air conditioning. This might not be as
striking in the cold months, but in the hot, humid Hong Kong summers, the contrast
between the outside and the inside cannot be missed. As mentioned, the layout of
the building has been modified for the exhibition area. By creating an inner corridor
between the units, it allows the visitors to stay in cool air conditioned air during the
entire tour, and not experience the actual living condition of the people at Shek Kip
Mei who did not benefit from such comfort.
Such distanciation was already noticed by Chu (2007) who argues that the
representation of “those who actually still live in the old housing estates … works
only to erase the actual historical conditions of working-class life [and] propagate
discrimination against the disadvantages” (p.53). If I somehow subscribe to this
view, the current exhibition leads me to push the argument further. I do not
necessarily believe that the result is an erasure. Instead, I would claim that this
actually constitutes an ‘othering’ of the working-class in Hong Kong. Othering is a
“discursive process by which a dominant in group (‘Us’, the Self) constructs one or
many dominated out groups (‘Them’, Other) by stigmatizing a difference – real or
imagined – presented as a negation of identity and thus a motive for potential
discrimination” (Staszak, 2009, p.43). There are different kinds of otherness such
as geographical otherness (West and East, the civilized and the savage) or spatial
otherness (the segregation of black people). The one I am interested in here is
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exoticism. I am not talking about the shock of discovering an unknown culture or
society for the first time in faraway places. I am here referring to, still according to
Staszak, the “superimposing [of] symbolic and material distance” (p.46) resulting
from a staged, commoditised ‘other’, and aiming at developing a sense of pride and
strengthen national or regional identity amongst visitors, while maintaining
tensions and distance between traditional lifestyles and modernity, as explored by
Yang, Wall and Smith (2008) in the context of ethnic tourism in China for instance.
This feeling of otherness starts with the entrance of the exhibition and the life-size
picture of kids sitting on the ground with a woman staring at the ‘camera’. It gives
the impression to the visitor, by being looked at this way, that they are some kind
of intruder, coming into a different world. The feeling does not leave throughout
the tour. It can be associated with what Lister and Wells (2001) call a “rupturing of
the documentary rhetoric” (p. 83), that is, a process that reveals the visitors’ position
as voyeur, for he can see without being actually seen in return. Moreover, I have
witnessed a certain amount of people, on the younger or middle-aged side, sitting
down on the ground in order to take a picture, pretending they are sitting with or
amongst the kids. It produces a striking contrast, especially because the décor is in
black and white, that again suggests ethnic tourism practices of people going to visit
minorities and tribes for instance. The picture taking mimicking an interaction
between the visitors and the décor can also be seen at other spots that feature a lifesize display or reconstruction. In sum, the historical conditions of the working class
are not erased but othered in the narrative of Mei Ho House; they still exist, but are
attributed to an ‘exotic’ social class that, even if still right there, seems to belong to
a parallel world.
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Linking official and vernacular narratives
After uncovering the underlying meanings of the narrative of the Mei Ho House
exhibition, the discussion will now shift to the way the official narrative and the
vernacular ones meet in this symbolic space. As mentioned earlier, in the
framework developed by Rowe, Wertsch, and Kosyaeva (2002), there are two ways
in which this can happen when considering the museum as a narrative producer: a
harmonious way where the vernacular is shaped according to the official view, and
another way where the official is reinterpreted in the light of the vernacular, even
though it may ultimately lead to make the official narrative durable. The exhibition
at Mei Ho House is hybrid, half-way between harmony and reinterpretation.
In the present context of Hong Kong, where political agitation has become more
common, one cannot help thinking that Mei Ho House is a response to the harsh
criticism the authorities faced after the demolition of the Queen’s Pier. The
demolition took place in 2007, while Mei Ho House was included in the first batch
of the Revitalisation Scheme the following year. In this regard, one can see the
creation of such a museum as a way to achieve harmony after the pier-related
protests. The well-known myth of Shek Kip Mei as a breeding ground of hardworking people doing their best to make their way upward socially (Chu, 2007)
constituted an adequate resource. In this regard, the public memory practice at work
here clearly aims at making the vernacular “resonate completely with the official to
the extent that even alternative official accounts are abandoned in favour of the one
in question. … The very meaning and purpose of recounting the vernacular … is
shaped by the goals of the official narrative” (Rowe, Wertsch, & Kosyaeva, 2002,
p. 101). The combination of nostalgia, depoliticization, and othering (creating a sort
of “us versus them”, even though the “them” is the “us” seen through the prism of
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social upward mobility) acts in symbiosis so that, no matter how different the
individuals’ narratives are, they can all fit in a way or another into the official
narrative. If this harmonious way may involve giving a new meaning to the official
narrative but without deeply challenging it, at Mei Ho House, it is rather meant to
revive, in times of social instability, an official narrative that somehow fell out of
use as the Hong Kong society went through deindustrialisation.
However, the use of left-out voices and the inclusion of former dwellers’
testimonies in the content of the exhibition reminds us more of the second way
explored by Rowe, Wertsch, and Kosyaeva (2002). As they explain, the purpose is
to revisit, if not to revise, the “big narrative in light of little ones” (p. 102). At first
glance, it could look like the exhibition at Mei Ho House fits that category. The
emphasis on poor living conditions and insalubrity may appear as a way to
reconsider the official narrative of Shek Kip Mei. Indeed, Shek Kip Mei is used as
the starting point of public housing programmes in Hong Kong, an expression of
progress and a positive aspect for the development of the city. Yet, by highlighting
the poor living conditions, the narrative of Mei Ho House seems to imply that public
housing was not necessarily an improvement. At least, it did not destroy the social
fabric and conviviality that could be found in informal settlements back in the days.
The problem is that by depoliticizing and living out the actual social issues dwellers
would encounter, the process of revisiting the myth is aborted. Moreover,
employing the voices of those who did not contribute to the construction of the
official narrative aims at providing visitors with an account of first-hand
experience, hoping that it will help them identify with the vernacular narrative and,
by extension, embrace the official one in which the vernacular is subsumed.
Unfortunately, these accounts do not take the form of autobiography. They have
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been mediated and presented according to the museum’s authority. Therefore, it
serves to bring visitors’ own narrative into the official one, instead of allowing room
for the reinterpretation of that official narrative through the lens of the vernacular.

Conclusion
The Heritage of Mei Ho House museum tells a complex story. The narrative of life
of people over two decades in the public housing estate is exposed through a variety
of display technologies, including modern and somewhat spectacular ones.
Pictures, décor, panels and captions, video shows, visual effects, reconstructions,
lightening and more contribute to make the visit of the museum entertaining and
immersive. The oral stories are touching, and call for the visitors’ sense of nostalgia,
even for those who have never lived in Shek Kip Mei Estate, or are foreign to Hong
Kong. The guided tours offer a nice complement of information, although not
necessarily essential to the good understanding of the exhibition. The story of Mei
Ho House as a public housing block, definitely belongs to an unpleasant past in
terms of comfort and living condition the past, but still sprinkled with good
memories of human warmth and community.
A closer reading of the exhibition, through the lens of critical discourse analysis,
shows that the layers of meaning are multiple. Chu’s (2007) argument that it
constitutes a shift in the rhetoric of collective memory, and that it nurtures the Shek
Kip Mei myth long after the economic, social, and political context has changed,
still holds true to this day. What she sees as a focus on housing and an absence of
dealing with social issues that works to strengthen the myth, is, I suggest, a strategy
of depoliticization of heritage, in order to ease minds and neutralize the ongoing
tensions related to class, gender or immigration in the current context of growing
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public dissatisfaction and political instability in Hong Kong. It nurtures an AHD
that sees working-class’ heritage through the lens of exoticism and progress.
It can be argued that the museum has the merit to offer visibility onto a category of
the population that is so far absent from heritage narratives in Hong Kong. It is true
that the exhibition is the only space in Hong Kong that directly addresses the local
grassroots culture. If the argument of visibility is sustainable though, we need to
ask ourselves what kind of representation of the working-class is offered. The
museum focuses on a period of roughly twenty years that is now long gone, and the
exhibition does not miss a chance to make the visitor realise, and even ‘feel’, that
that time is over. But what about the working-class now in the early twenty-first
century? Where do they live? What is their life like in one of the most expensive
and service-oriented city in the world? The preliminary version of the exhibition
presented an ironic conclusion, as it accentuated the marginalisation of the people
still living in Shek Kip Mei Estate, while celebrating their past. The current
exhibition simply remains quiet about that particular issue, an erasure presumably
coming from an umpteenth effort to maintain the narrative of Shek Kip Mei
depoliticized, which facilitates the dissolution of the vernacular into the official
narrative, and avoids any kind of dissonance.
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Chapter 4: The Imagery of Vernacular Heritage

Introduction: architecture and the city
In a globalized and highly competitive world, cities try to (re)brand themselves in
order to attract more visitors. Yet, the ubiquitous development of chains stores and
international brands has made it harder for cities to distinguish themselves in the
eyes of tourists looking for a unique and authentic experience to be consumed.
Therefore, the importance of adding a cultural dimension to urban revitalisation has
become crucial, although the integration of culture and, more specifically, of
heritage conservation, into urban planning practices in order to make city centres
more liveable and leisurely for locals and tourists alike, is a relatively recent
approach. Steinberg (1996) was among the first to address the creative re-use of
dilapidated city centres in developing countries. The economic aspect, he argues,
usually prevails in the rehabilitation process, as it brings an increase in land values
and revenues, but also nurtures further rehabilitation of heritage and other
infrastructures connected with conservation areas. Pendleburry et al. (2004)
demonstrate how the presence of heritage in urban areas in need of redevelopment
may improve the quality of said redevelopment, but does not necessarily constitute
an insurance against social exclusion. It is important to consider regeneration as
more than pure aestheticisation. The integration of culture in redevelopment makes
sense if it goes along with participation and the enhancement of the already existing
cultural image, not only for visitors but specifically in the eyes of the local
community.
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Hong Kong is no exception to this phenomenon. The city has been branding itself
as “Asia’s world city” for nearly two decades in a search to attract more tourists,
including through cultural and creative industries (Chu, 2010; “What is brand Hong
Kong?”, 2018). Culture has been progressively introduced in redevelopment
projects, including some large-scale ones (Yung & Chan, 2015). The problem with
such an approach is that it may result, as Dicks (2004) points out, in a form of
standardization (not to be equated with homogeneity) where distinctive cultural
displays aim at generating income rather than improving the local communities’
life. However, as Dicks (2004) suggests, this view should be nuanced by taking into
account the complex entanglement of local and global factors at work in urban
places. In this regard, architecture plays a crucial role. As noted by Stierli (2016),
architecture remains one of “the most public of all arts and constitutes a major factor
of how we perceive and inhabit the world” (p.2). Of course there is the iconic aspect
of architecture where cities engage in a race to have the most recognizable landmark
which is good for the city’s “imageability” (Lynch, cited by Stierli, 2016). But only
seeing architecture as an image comes down to a two-dimensional understanding
of the world. On the contrary, Stierli (2016) argues that architecture frames the
world, giving meaning to it, and actually creating a three-dimensional experience.
Architectural space, he suggests, is where the body evolves and enters in relation
with the visuality of the built world.
In his analysis of Hong Kong’s architecture, Abbas (1994;1997) notes that
preservation in Hong Kong is a selective process that leaves the pain and dirt aside
and “can only be a form of kitsch” (1997, p.66). Thus, he argues that a critique of
preservation necessarily involves the exploration of visual ideology (ibid.). Further
on, his work suggests a division of the urban fabric into three different spaces: the
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‘merely local’, that is constructions that belong to another era, such as testimonies
of indigenous and colonial architecture; the ‘placeless’ which consists of
skyscrapers and large office buildings, that one can see almost everywhere in the
world, with no specific link to the place; and finally, the ‘anonymous’ which is
symbolized by all the residential and commercial buildings. Because of its
seemingly endless replication throughout the city, a “visual anonymity” deprives
the city of its architectural character (1994, p.457). However, as Abbas (1994;
1997) points out, this anonymous space may be the most interesting and significant
one to explore, as it is the cause, the symptom and the answer to different problems
Hong Kong has faced for a long time, especially in terms of density, land use, and
cultural diversity. As interesting as this analysis is, it seems that it cannot fully grasp
the complexities of heritage. Indeed, where does heritage fit in this classification?
What about Mei Ho House? Is it merely local because it is colonial? Is it anonymous
because it is a residential building? Is it placeless because it resembles other
conservation projects elsewhere in the world? Plus, the architectural space does not
end at the threshold of the entrance. What about the inside of the building? As
Abbas (1997) himself points out about the renovation of the Flagstaff Museum, (see
chapter 2 and 3), there is an interesting irony between what the building represents
and its content. Indeed, the process of adaptive reuse, that is the restoration of a
heritage building for a new use that differs from its original one, may preserve the
outer architectural feature while it completely transforms the interior to fit the new
use.
This chapter aims at interrogating Abbas’ division of urban space and his view on
preservation and vernacular architecture as shown by the case of Mei Ho House. In
order to deal with such interrogation, I will explore vernacular architecture, which
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may be a more flexible term than previously thought. Then, I will scrutinize Mei
Ho House’s vernacularism through its adaptive reuse. Based on numerous visits,
thorough observation and a stay in the hostel, this chapter deals specifically with
the youth hostel part of the revitalisation of Mei Ho House. The cultural aspect of
this revitalisation, apart from the labelling of the building as heritage, is expressed
through multiple elements, from the conservation or renovation of architectural
features to the use of specific decor and furniture. The next section will discuss the
concept of vernacular architecture as a fluid concept, sometimes considered as
anonymous as it is not monumental, and how it is approached in Hong Kong.
Further on, I will explore the notion of adaptive reuse because it is the heritage
practice chosen for Mei Ho House. It is a tricky exercise and there are multiple
ways to implement it. The adaptive reuse of Mei Ho House gave birth to a youth
hostel. But since there is little literature linking heritage and youth hostels in
particular, I will draw upon contributions about boutique hotels and heritage in
Singapore to explore the youth hostel, as boutique hotels and Mei Ho House have
certain similarities. Adaptive reuse examples in Hong Kong will then be examined
in order to draw a local picture of the practice. Based on this, the discussion will
address the revitalisation of the youth hostel under its multiple aspects: the rooms,
the café and the different spaces Mei Ho House offers.

Vernacular architecture
Pushing the boundaries
The concept of vernacular, originally used in linguistics to call the indigenous
language of a particular place or region, is now used in multiple cultural realms,
including architecture. Vernacular architecture has come a long way in the
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academic field, thanks to the recent movement of everyday studies, bringing
mundane built spaces to light as an object of study. The traditional definition of the
vernacular architecture involves references to a specific form of housing
“developed by people in a particular place using indigenous resources and
knowledge to meet local needs, climates and topographies” (Chang & Teo, 2009,
p.343). Excluded from the AHD for its presumed lack of monumentality and
greatness, the vernacular has been associated for a very long time with non-urban
exotic settings, often seen as traditional or ‘primitive’ and pre-dating the modern
times (Wright, 2003). Even as the vernacular expanded to encompass the urban
context to be qualified as an expression of the everyday, it was still conceived as a
fixed notion embedded in a specific time and space, nurturing a ‘narrative of loss
and decline’ (Vellinga, 2006) that only works to romanticize the vernacular. As
Vellinga (2006) notes, “in most … cases the vernacular is defined as a separate
category consisting of traditional buildings that may be opposed to modern ones
and that are in danger of losing their authenticity and integrity when confronted
with the impacts of modernity” (p.86).
As the connection between the vernacular and the everyday strengthened, it became
evident that the concept had to be revisited. Considering the vernacular as “the
architectural language of the people”, Maudlin (2010, p.13) suggests to rethink, if
not abolish, the boundaries of vernacular architecture regarding three aspects:
status, place and time. First, the status of vernacular architecture, usually put in
opposition to monumental or ‘polite’ architecture, should not be regarded as
necessarily small-scale or from below, but integrated into a bigger picture where
the vernacular and the monumental are “part of an interdependent totality” (citing
Oliver, p.12). Second, because of its linguistic roots, vernacular architecture is very
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much seen as the unique product of a specific place. Yet this view is reductive as
not all traditional architectures are the fruit of clearly delimited places. The
shophouse, for instance, as discussed below, can be found in various places in
Southeast Asia as the result of cultural and commercial exchanges between
different locations. Finally, the relation between time and the vernacular needs
rethinking. Because vernacular architecture is seen as the expression of tradition,
its temporal threshold lies at the border between modern and pre-modern times. But
if the vernacular is the expression of the ordinary, temporal as well as spatial
limitations make no sense. For Maudlin (2010), hybridity is what defines the
vernacular. Everyday architecture may include all kinds of spaces that belong to or
result from modern and contemporary building production.
In the same vein, Vellinga (2006) opposes a conservative view of the vernacular
and calls for an approach that acknowledges the dynamism of vernacular
architecture. Traditions – and this includes the vernacular – are not frozen in time,
but alive. It results from multiple exchanges between populations and communities.
It adapts and evolves to match new needs and environments in the present. To
overcome a static vision of tradition, Vellinga suggests to de-reify the vernacular,
to view it not in opposition to the modern, but as the merging of tradition and
modernity that creates “new manifestations of tradition or localized hybrid forms
that better suit current circumstances and requirements” (p.88). The vernacular is
subject to cultural (ex)change in a continuous creation and negotiation process.
With this in mind, contemporary buildings can be considered vernacular
architecture inasmuch as they constitute “authentic cultural expressions in
themselves” (p.90).
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Vernacular architecture in Hong Kong
In Southeast Asia and Southern China, including Hong Kong, one the most obvious
expression of local vernacular architecture in the colonial era is the shophouse. As
a traditional form of mixed-use building emerging when China was opening to
world trade in the 19th century, and designed to cater to business and housing needs
in a dense urban environment, the shophouse features typical western-inspired
architectural elements such as verandas and balconies, as well as a frontage that
covers part of the pavement in order to enhance its use in the hot humid Southeast
Asian climate (Yung et al., 2014). Businesses would be found on the ground floor,
while the people and families running said businesses would live upstairs, allowing
them to make a living out of their own home (Leeming, 1977).
Built between the 1840s and the 1960s, the style of the shophouse in Hong Kong
has evolved over the colonial era, as in Singapore (Chang & Teo, 2009), but has
acquired its own particularities due to local factors. For instance, Lee and DiStefano
(2016) note that the high price of land and density in Hong Kong made the local
shophouse more compact than their counterparts elsewhere. Successive generations
of shophouses saw their characteristics adjusted to new sanitary regulations,
especially after epidemic outbreaks, and the arrival of new construction
technologies and materials. However, if the size and structure of shophouses
increased over decades, the mix of commercial and residential activities remained
a common feature (Wai, 2014), even in the post-war era where the modern
shophouse-inspired composite building became the new vernacular form of urban
development (Lee & DiStefano, 2011b).
As other kinds of colonial architecture, shophouses have become the subject of
conservation debates in the recent years. In spite of having been subject to massive125

scale demolition, the shophouse remains an essential urban feature of Hong Kong’s
identity. Yet the way it relates to identity is a contested one. As Chu (2012) argues,
the inclusion of the shophouse in heritage conservation debates serves to reinforce
the narrative of modernity and progress. Shophouses are a testimony of a backward
time where diseases and poor sanitary conditions were common in regular urban
settlement. Moreover, they send back to an ambiguous social and spatial division
between Chinese and Europeans. A significant portion of shophouses owners
belonged to the Chinese elite who wanted to distinguish themselves from the poorer
Chinese population, while at the same time embraced a European lifestyle as a way
to signify their equality with the colonial elites (some lived in modern mansions in
the Mid-levels). However, they would also distance themselves from the Western
elites in other ways, especially through religion and traditions. As Chu (2012) sums
up, the shophouse reveals a “complex history, one shaped by continuous
contestations between different constituencies under colonial rule” that produced a
fertile ground for “new discourses and representations that solidified a dualism
between ‘European’ and ‘Chinese’ cultures” (p.278). The Chinese/British
dichotomy tied to heritage already mentioned (Cody, 2002; Leung & Soyez, 2009)
once more reveals itself vivid, even in the realm of the vernacular.

Adaptive reuse
Heritage as a resource
As one of the ways of regenerating urban areas through their heritage, adaptive
reuse is generally approached from the fields of architecture or urban planning,
where it has become the object of a critical focus at the turn of the twenty-first
century. Adaptive reuse consists of the integration of an old building into
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contemporary life through a multitude of adjustments, modifications or upgrades in
order to adapt the building to a new usage different from its original purpose
(Douglas, [2002] 2006). From the sustainability point of view, adaptive reuse of
heritage presents many environmental benefits such as the reduction of construction
waste and carbon emissions. On top of that, it helps extend the building’s life and
provides better chances of maintaining the urban social fabric (Yung & Chan,
2012). Choay ([1992] 2007) describes adaptive reuse (réemploi) as one of the most
audacious, paradoxical and difficult ways of preserving and bringing out the value
of heritage. Adaptive reuse, she argues, while it offers a new life to a building or a
monument, also exposes it to further deterioration because of its new usage.
Therefore, the adaptation of heritage requires a thorough assessment of the
materials of the building, future uses and potential amounts of new patrons, and
should try to comply with its original use, while remaining place-specific (see also
Yung et al., 2014). This latter argument is part of a greater debate aiming at
reinterpreting the notion of sustainable development, (Auclair & Fairclough, 2015)
and constitutes a reminder for planners, architects and adaptive reuse advocates that
culture is equally important as other dimensions in heritage rehabilitation projects.
Yet, when considering rehabilitation, the financial viability remains one of, if not
‘the’ major criterion. It is indeed admitted that heritage has an economic value,
although that view was not widespread until recently. As Graham et al. (2000) point
out, “few historic buildings have actually been saved from demolition by
dominantly economic arguments”, while “moral-aesthetic or socio-cultural motives
rather than the search for economic gains” (p.129) were actually prevalent in the
eyes of heritage professionals and planners. Yet, Graham et al. insist that heritage
is definitely an “economic phenomenon” (p. 130), a view shared by Greffe (2000,
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2004, 2011). There are two reasons for this. First, conserving heritage is costly. It
sometimes requires massive investments to repair, restore, and adapt urban heritage
to a new usage. Moreover, it may also hinder more profitable, larger-scale
redevelopments that would necessitate the destruction of heritage. Second, heritage
represents an economic capital and a source of income. The conservation of heritage
can indeed produce wealth in various ways. The regeneration process itself is a
generator of employment and may induce an increase in land value, while the reuse
of heritage, especially if oriented towards cultural tourism, is a generator of income
and helps the local economy grow.
However, to view heritage simply as a regular economic resource may be
problematic. Indeed, basic economic components, such as market, value or price,
cannot be directly applied to heritage. The determination of the value of heritage is
a complex process that requires some important considerations. As Graham et al.
(2000, p.131-132) explain, heritage does not have a proper, systematic, automated
production system. It can be owned and managed by various actors, be they
individuals, public or private institutions, or joint-ventures between the latter. This
configuration may change over time. Additionally, if for regular goods and services
the price is calculated according to specific rules regarding demand, in the case of
heritage, demand can be very different for each and every person. Whether it is a
museum or a church, visitors will have different expectations in terms of experience
and various attitudes in terms of consumption. Interpretation by the public is part
of what constitutes heritage (Dicks, 2004). Visitors are both producers and
consumers of heritage, making it a complex product.
Moreover, heritage is an intergenerational public good (Ma, 2010). It is
intergenerational obviously because it comes from previous generations, but also
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because the benefits of revitalisation will benefit and be assessed by the present and
future generations. It is a public good because it is normally made available to
everyone, locals and tourists alike, proving somewhat inadequate to fit within the
regular market. As such, the state generally replaces the market as the provider of
heritage as a public good (Cheng & Ma, 2009). Additionally, because of the values
each actor of the society attaches to heritage, it can be considered as a commons, a
resource that is managed and used collectively. As Gonzalez (2014) points out,
heritage is a common possession (not to be understood as property) for it is shared
by multiple actors, although that does not mean that there is a consensus about its
meaning. Heritage is a commons in the sense that it sets up a sense of belonging
amongst the community through references to a shared past and identity.

The practice of adaptive reuse in Hong Kong
As discussed in chapter 1, there is a relatively rich body of literature about the
politics of heritage conservation in Hong Kong dealing with specific case studies.
However, not all of it addresses the problematic of adaptive reuse. A large part
focuses on the loss of heritage or the failure to maintain heritage related values after
conservation took place (Cody, 2002; Henderson, 2008; Ku, 2012; Lu, 2016;
Nicolson, 2016). Other works address the struggle to achieve preservation in Hong
Kong (Cheung, 1999), the lack of public participation in the process (Yung & Chan,
2011), or the lack of integration of heritage into its surrounding environment
(Nicholson, 2016). Finding a new use to a building is a complex process and in
many cases the new usage is limited to one particular aspect.
One of the earliest examples of adaptive reuse in Hong Kong is the Flagstaff
Museum, located in Hong Kong Park, next to the business district in Central. Built
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in the 1840s, it is one of the oldest colonial buildings in Hong Kong. It used to be
the residence of the commander of the British forces. When the British military
withdrew from Hong Kong, the building was handed to the Hong Kong
Government by the British Crown. After a few years of discussion, it was decided
to turn it into a museum dedicated to a specific aspect of Chinese culture: tea. The
permanent exhibition showcases different techniques of brewing and serving tea
within different Chinese ethnic groups, while some temporary exhibitions offer a
more artistic approach, displaying tea ware designed by contemporary artists for
instance. The museum opened in 1984 and was declared a monument in 1989. In
his exploration of Hong Kong’s disappearing culture discussed earlier, Abbas
(1997) identifies a “win-win” situation where a piece of heritage is saved from
demolition while offering an educative view to the population over a specific aspect
of Chinese culture. However, he also detects a “presumably unintended irony”
(p.68) regarding the content of the exhibition, highlighting the historical bond
between tea and the Opium wars that allowed the British to take over Hong Kong.
The external architecture has been renovated according to its original design
(Cavaliero, 1997), but inside the monument, the only elements that have survived
the transformation, according to a documentary shown in the permanent exhibition,
are the fireplaces. Even the staircases were displaced in order to facilitate the flow
of visitors. In spite of being the oldest remaining colonial building in Hong Kong,
the Flagstaff Museum does not seem to constitute one of the highlights of Hong
Kong in terms of both local and international tourism. As McKercher et al. (2005)
note, the Flagstaff museum does not work closely with the Hong Kong Tourism
Board for its own promotion and marketing, and simply lives a ‘parallel existence’
to the tourism sector.
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Although this example dates back to the 1980s, the conversion of heritage into
museums as an adaptive reuse method has been carried on until recently. In her
discussion of heritage conservation in post-colonial Hong Kong, Lu (2009) uses the
example of the Kom Tong Hall, a Declared Monument. Built in 1914 as the
residence of a wealthy Euro-Chinese merchant in the Mid-levels, an expensive
neighbourhood halfway up Victoria Peak for affluent local personalities and
expatriates, the house was later sold to a church in the 1960s and faced demolition
at the beginning of the twenty-first century. The Government acquired the hall.
Thanks to a somewhat unusual convergence of interests (Lu, 2009), it was
converted into a museum dedicated to Dr. Sun Yat-sen, the founding father of the
Republic of China, in 2006. The richly decorated interiors have been preserved and
restored in order to house the exhibition. Although Sun Yat-sen never set a foot in
the mansion, he and the former owner of the house used to be acquaintances, which,
in the eyes of the government was enough to set a museum retracing his life. The
Kom Tong Hall constitutes one of the latest examples of the conversion of heritage
into a museum in Hong Kong.
More recently, the trend has been to turn historic buildings into purely commercial
venues. In Wan Chai, a row of shophouses has been acquired by the URA and
turned into an upscale restaurant in 2003, which drew criticism because of the
alleged dilution of the heritage value and social fabric (Yung et al., 2014). The
Former Marine Police Headquarters built in 1884 in Tsim Sha Tsui, has also
triggered a lot of criticism after its reopening in 2009 as an upscale-shoppingvenue-cum-five-star-hotel. Although located in a major tourist area, the project was
contested on the grounds of the mercantile and the inauthentic aspects of its
conservation (Yung & Chan, 2015). In 2014, the former Police Married Quarter
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compound built in 1951 on Hollywood in Soho opened as a new design hub branded
as a ground to nurture Hong Kong’s creative talents. Again, the project triggered
discontent because of its commercial orientation. While the hub is supposed to
support local designers, the high rents and tenants’ selection standards see a strong
presence of international and foreign brands, to the detriment of local actors (Chow,
2015; Lai, 2016).

The boutique hotel
There are many ways to reuse heritage buildings, accommodation being one of
them. More specifically, a recent trend is to turn such buildings into a boutique
hotel. Boutique hotels usually distinguish themselves from bigger or chain hotels
by promoting and offering a unique experience to their guests with more
personalised service, a stylish design and decoration, and sometimes, in the case of
heritage, a reinterpretation of the past of the building (Henderson, 2011). Because
of these attributes, boutique hotels represent a good opportunity for smaller
vernacular heritage buildings who may not be considered ‘monumental’. As Keeps
(2006) notes, greatness cannot be faked; emphasising the cultural past and trying to
connect the guest to it is a crucial part of the process.
Mei Ho House was not transformed into a boutique hotel but into a youth hostel.
According to Cambridge dictionary, a youth hostel is a place where people,
especially young people, can stay cheaply for short periods when they are
travelling. The Wikipedia entry for hostel states that it provides “budget-oriented,
sociable accommodation where guests can rent a bed, usually a bunk bed, in a
dormitory and share a bathroom, lounge and sometimes a kitchen” (accessed 10
September 2018). On International Hostelling website, an international federation
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of more than 70 national youth hostel associations operating in more than 80
countries, and of which HKYAH is a member, it is claimed that “hostelling is not
just about having a place to stay; it is about having fun, experiencing different
cultures and meeting new people”. We can see from these definitions that youth
hostels are meant to be cheaper than other forms of accommodation for travellers,
target younger guests, and are supposed to enhance social interaction amongst
travellers.
On the other hand, there is no specific definition of the boutique hotel. Generally,
it is admitted that boutique hotels have less than 100 rooms, are not part of a larger
international hotel chain, and, as stated above, rely on individualisation in terms of
service and design (Chang & Teo, 2009; Henderson, 2011). Yet as Henderson
(2011) notes, these elements are not set in stone. Some large hotels operated by
chains have branded themselves as ‘boutique’. The social aspect is completely
absent, as the idea is rather to treat guests as unique and special, as if they were the
only customers in the establishment.
However, the concept may apply to Mei Ho house for two reasons. First, there is
an absence of literature linking youth hostels and heritage. I know from experience
that Mei Ho House is not so unique in this regard. I myself have stayed in what
would be called a hostel-in-heritage-buildings in historic town centres in Asia and
elsewhere. My guess is that, due to its supposed cheap character, not only in terms
of pricing but also in terms of decoration and arrangement (it is more difficult to
give character to a room full of bunk beds than to a classic double bedroom), youth
hostels are not the main focus of attention, as it does not fit with the ‘greatness’ of
heritage that pervades the AHD. Second, Mei Ho House shares some attributes with
boutique hotels, enough so that this discussion remains relevant. It has more than
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100 rooms, the vast majority of them being double rooms, while dormitories only
represent a small part. It offers themed rooms, which constitutes a form of design
individualisation. Finally, except for the dormitories, Mei Ho House’s pricing is
closer to a mid-range hotel than a youth hostel2.
Henderson (2011, p.221) argues that, if the heritage aspect is often considered as
an asset and a source of distinctiveness by boutique hotel operators, in reality it is
most of the time ‘peripheral’. References to the past are generally limited to the
exterior and the neighbourhood in which the hotel is located, and to some decorative
elements of the interior design. However, Chang and Teo (2009) claim that the
boutique hotel is a way for the vernacular to express and reveal its dynamism. As
the latter is used as a tool to promote and celebrate local culture, it creates new
spaces of identification, consumption, and contestation.
The boutique hotel allows the vernacular of the past to still meet younger
generations’ needs, constituting a significant act of creativity. Mei Ho House has
129 rooms, but offers some private, nostalgia-themed rooms, with particular
decorations that remind guests of the building’s past. It is also the only building of
that kind in Hong Kong (that is a former public housing block turned into a hostel).
This way of promoting uniqueness, along with the price range for private rooms
that comes closer to other mid-range hotels in the city is similar to what can be seen
in the boutique hotel industry.

2

Although prices may be subject variations due to promotions, peak season, or availability,
the cost for one bed in a dormitory room starts from 499HKD, up to 2449HKD for a family
room on HKYHA’s website when accessed on 6 August 2018.
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The imagery of Mei Ho House
Mei Ho House as an icon
When various way of approaching a heritage site coexist, the visitor needs to make
a choice. As Timothy and Boyd (2003) point out, the perception tourists have of the
surroundings before reaching a heritage site may have an impact on the overall
visitor’s attitude and experience. With that in mind, I will start the discussion with
the effect that the approach to Mei Ho House creates. In this regard, information
given by tourism information centres or brochures is part of a well-thought-out
process. Sometimes, when several possibilities coexist, only one will be
purposefully provided, as it is considered the best approach for the tourist
experience.
Mei Ho house is located in the district of Sham Shui Po, in the northern part of
Kowloon. The site is fairly easily accessible by different modes of transportation,
including subway and bus. In the case of Mei Ho House, the HKTB’s website only
advises to access the site by taking the underground train to Sham Shui Po metro
station and walk from there, whereas it is also as conveniently accessible from Shek
Kip Mei metro station, and by multiple bus lines. This option is the one that comes
first on HKYHA’s website, although the other options are also listed. So why is this
approach favoured?
The approach from Sham Shui Po station involves a short walk through the busy
streets of Sham Shui Po, which can help the visitor get a sense of the
neighbourhood. It is clearly not as glitzy as other parts of the city, such as Central
or Causeway Bay. Street markets, electronic shops, and cheap local eateries
constitute the most significant part of the landscape. After passing a few blocks and
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walking up a slope, the visitor arrives at a large intersection that requires crossing
a few roads. There appears Mei Ho House, slightly uphill, and just beyond the
intersection. The building emerges from the surrounding landscape made mostly of
decayed tenement buildings and the newer, high-rise redevelopment phases of Shek
Kip Mei Estate. Mei Ho House’s fresh aspect, architecture, and colours stand out
not only compared to the urban landscape, but also in contrast with the green hill
against which the former housing block is built. No other construction around looks
similar to Mei Ho House.
The number “41”, along with the name in Chinese characters and English, have
been repainted on the external walls according to the original writing, and
contribute to make the building identifiable from a distance. The fact that Mei Ho
House was built a little uphill, and is separated from the dense urban fabric of Sham
Shui Po by a large intersection, enhances the impression of the building being on a

Figure 8. View of Mei Ho House when coming from Sham Shui Po MTR station.
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pedestal (figure 8). This surely attempts to make Mei Ho House an ‘iconic’
building. Its physical presence easily catches the gaze, and such a configuration is
beneficial for the production of the city’s “imageability” (Lynch, cited by Stierli,
2016). The imageability is the potential to remain memorable in the visitors’ mind
in as many ways as there are visitors. Mei Ho House almost disappeared, but the
impression provided by this approach indicates that it is now here to stay, and will
proudly serve as an iconic piece of Hong Kong’s heritage and Hong Kong’s
capacity to take care of its past and culture. This is probably why the route from
Sham Shui Po metro station is the one that is the most advertised. If coming from
Shek Kip Mei station or other bus stops, Mei Ho House only becomes visible when
one reaches the front yard, leaving a much less powerful impression on the visitors.

Beyond architectural dichotomy?
As highlighted in chapter 1, what is considered as heritage in Hong Kong and
protected under the Antiquities and Monuments Ordinance has long been divided
between the local and the colonial (Cody, 2002; Leung & Soyez, 2009). The local
consists of traditional expression of indigenous architecture in Hong Kong usually
seen in temples, graves or rural settlements, while the colonial consists of
representations of the former colonial authorities. It is not so much about the
vernacular shophouse as it is about official monuments, statues and symbols of
power. As a testimony to collective memory, Mei Ho House seems to overcome
this duality, as it is neither traditional nor monumental – but does it really?
As noted earlier, the shophouse is linked with the negotiation around Hong Kong’s
identity. One of the characteristics of the shophouse is its mixed usage, both
residential and commercial. In her study of the architectural origins of Hong Kong's
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public housing, Wai (2014) explains that mixed use was accepted by the local
grassroots as a way of life since the early days of colonization. As the museum and
documentation of the history of Mei Ho House tell us, the ground floor used to
house shops and community service providers for the residents (Hong Kong Youth
Hostel Association, 2014). The fact that the colonial authority used this
configuration to design the first generation of public housing is “an
acknowledgement of the way of life associated with this local socio-culture of the
Chinese shophouses and composite buildings” (Wai, 2014, p.301). Following
Chu’s (2012) argument that the shophouse crystallizes the dichotomy between the
colonial and the local, one can see here that by re-appropriating the mixed
configuration of the shophouse, and employing it in the provision of public housing,
the colonial authorities actually found a way to bring both sides of the dichotomy
together.
Yet, as Ip (2002) argues, the design of Mei Ho House also reflects the British
obsession with health and sanitation in the post-war era, which, following Smart’s
(1992, 2006) argument, goes hand in hand with maintaining public order. Although
it is not necessarily obvious, some architectural features of the block were meant to
overcome the lack of ventilation and light that prevailed in traditional Chinese
dwellings. For instance, the outdoor corridor was not just meant for circulation.
According to Wai (2014), it was implicitly accepted that the corridor space would
be used for cooking and drying clothes, as it had access to better ventilation and
sunlight than the inside of the units; it also contributed to build a stronger sense of
community within the block.
Interestingly, the mixed use of Mei Ho House has been maintained. The reception
of the hostel and the museum can be found on the left-hand side and right-hand side
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of the front yard respectively (figure 9). In the back yard, besides the addition of a
multipurpose room to accommodate various events, visitors and guests can find
Café 41, the eatery of the hostel and its outdoor sitting area, as well as a gift shop,
a laundry an a lounge area. In accordance with their original use, the upper floors
are only meant for guests. The outdoor corridors still exist, a quite rare feature in
Hong Kong’s modern built landscape, and constitute the only way to access the
rooms. However, the hostels rules state that, unlike when Mei Ho House was a
public housing block and these corridors were part of the residents’ life, no clothes
hanging or gathering is allowed in order to respect guests’ comfort and tranquility.
In addition, the windows in the rooms cannot be opened, for safety reasons, and
guests need to rely on air conditioning to cool off the room. Overall, the use of
space respects the original use of the building, although the adaptive reuse of Mei
Ho House required some modern adjustments to fit its new life as a hostel.

Figure 9. Front yard of Mei Ho House. The outdoor corridors are visible on each
side.
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Mei Ho House: aestheticising the past
When it comes to the hostel itself, two different kinds of interiors can be identified:
the modern and the retro. The modern occupies most of the building, as it is present
in the reception area, the multipurpose room, the majority of the guestrooms, and
the hallways, with bright spaces, light coloured furniture and flooring that feature a
contemporary design, and all the modern facilities usually found in this type of
establishment. The staircases and parts of the hallways display some graffiti style
paintings that feature some of the most famous landmarks of Hong Kong, such as
the Bank of China Tower or the Peak Galleria, the building atop Victoria Peak, a
major touristic attraction that offers splendid views over the city. There is not much
to say about the style itself, as it can be found in many other hotels and hostels
across the world (figure 10).

Figure 10. A modern style private guestroom (Source: hotels.com)
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The retro style areas undoubtedly show the same glossing over of the past, but call
for more remarks. The most expensive type of room offered by the hostel is labelled
as ‘nostalgic themed room’, while the café is ‘retro-styled’ according to HKYHA.
For the nostalgic rooms, the differences with other regular rooms are in the style
and decoration (figure 11). While having the same size and modern facilities such
as flat television screen, air conditioning, and private bathroom, the interior design
is meant to recreate a nostalgic atmosphere. The floor is made of tiles that recall

Figure 11. Nostalgia-themed private room.

older style housing flooring, contrasted with the grey modern style floor of the
regular rooms and dorms. The furniture is inspired from the past as well, with
wooden chairs, tables, and nightstands. In one of the upper corners next to the
window hangs a row of framed old black and white photographs of people,
representing everyday life scenes and memories. A retro-style calendar with the
current date and plastic toys completes the decoration.
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As explained in the previous chapter, in the museum, visitors can see reconstitutions
of former residential units with preserved elements, such as the original tiled
flooring and verandas, along with furniture that actually belonged to former
residents. However, the decor of the themed rooms does not match that of the
reconstituted units. Rather, it shows a nostalgic aestheticisation, a pure visual
reference without any actual grounding in the working class past. Indeed, nostalgia
is a complex concept that relates to the meaning of the past and causes ambivalent
emotions, such as sadness and pain, but also relief or kindliness (Dicks, 2004; Smith
et al., 2011. See chapter 3). In the room, none of the elements seems really capable
of triggering such feelings. There is no indication that the furniture is actually from
the era of the early public housing, such as a label or manufacturer’s name, or a
statement from the hostel as to the sourcing of the furniture. Even the size of the
furniture can hardly be associated with the past it is supposed to symbolize. Kingsized beds were never part of the working-class life. The units were too small to
have a western style living area with chairs and a table by the window. As for the
other decorative elements, they appear purely tokenistic, considering the fact that
the calendar and the toys are sold in quantities at the gift shop on the ground floor.
The most interesting detail is the framed pictures. They seem authentically old and
worn out. Some are family pictures, some feature what looks like groups of friends,
some feature young children. However, the question remains of the link between
the people in the pictures and Mei Ho House. There is no label or interpretative
device to help the guest understand their significance. They could have been given
by former residents, as other personal objects displayed in the museum. Or they
could have been gathered in a flea market or in an antique shop. Their presence
only works to sustain nostalgic aesthetics.
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After a closer look, the life of the people represented in the pictures does not seem
to fit with that of people in early public housing as depicted in the narrative of Shek
Kip Mei Estate. A significant number of these pictures represent people involved
in outdoor leisure activities such as the beach where some wear a swimsuit or in
hiking trails in Hong Kong or abroad – one picture was clearly taken in Thailand.
Another group of photographs show ladies (alone and in groups) wearing rather
nice traditional outfits, or more contemporary coats and heels. One picture was
taken during a mass at church, while another one shows about ten people eating at
the restaurant. I could go on with the descriptions, but the point here is that these
images appear more as a representation of a middle-class lifestyle, with the capacity
to consume and enjoy leisure time, rather than a tough hard working life of former
squatters. The same applies to “House41”, the retro-styled café of the hostel (figure
12). The décor is nostalgic looking, with some old-school accessories as decoration,

Figure 12. Example of contemporary art on the walls of House41.
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such as note books and stationary. But it also features modern Japanese anime
inspired toys and contemporary art paintings on the walls. A look at the menu will
quickly show an array of dishes that do not sound very retro or nostalgic, or even
local for that matter. Besides a couple of Chinese dishes, a vast majority of the
menu is of international influence. One can order a variety of pasta dishes, pizzas,
burgers, smoked salmon, and salads that clearly target an international middle-class
crowd accustomed to the latest food trends and not necessarily looking for a typical
local grassroots kind of cuisine. As for the gift shop, “Mini41”, it simply sells
drinks, a few snacks, and an array of toys and decorative elements typical of
souvenir shops. Again, the emphasis is on the souvenir as an evidence of
consumption, which is one of the major characteristics of the middle-class, rather
than a concern for the spread of local crafts.

The colonial as the local: blending spaces
As exposed earlier, Chu (2012) argues that the shop house symbolises an opposition
between the European and the Chinese, due to its architecture, mixed use, residents
and owners. The discussion also highlighted how the first generation of public
housing drew on the mixed use of the shophouse in some kind of validation as part
of the lifestyle of the grassroots. Therefore, because of its original and postrevitalisation mixed use, and because its architectural design that symbolises the
colonial obsession with building a sanitary city, I argue that Mei Ho House’s
architecture, although deriving from the dichotomous shophouse, does not
symbolize an opposition. On the contrary, it embodies the collaboration of the
colonial government and the grassroots that made the development of Hong Kong
thrive (see chapter 2). It allows the colonial to be seen as the local and vice-versa,
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in a blend of Abbas’ (1997) ‘merely local’ and ‘anonymous’ spaces. Abbas also
argues that Hong Kong’s architecture is not concerned about defining it own
identity but keeps on demonstrating a false image of power (p.89). This is not the
case here. Mei Ho House actually constitutes an act of self-identification and an
affirmation of the working-class life in the past and present of Hong Kong. The
combination of mixed use, outdoor corridors that can almost only be found in MarkI blocks and the H-shape, is specific of a particular era in Hong Kong, and works
to reaffirm Hong Kong’s identity, even if it is at the smallest scale. It is a constant
dialogue between the local and the colonial, proving that the heritagisation of Mei
Ho House excludes it from Abbas’ classification of placeless, merely local or
anonymous. This can also be seen in the way Mei Ho House, an expression of the
vernacular, is tentatively turned into an icon for the neighbourhood, through its
architectural differentiation from the rest of the urban fabric, but also through the
way access to Mei Ho House is being promoted. From this angle, the anonymous
becomes iconic, and could therefore also fit in the placeless (along with other iconic
construction such as the tallest skyscrapers) or the merely local (such as iconic
colonial or Chinese buildings). Mei Ho House represents a blend of these spaces.
The interior also shows a mix of spaces but without necessarily blending them. Let
us think of the modern space in the context of traveling and tourism. Although
traveling has been made more accessible over the past decades in terms of price and
possibilities, such activity remains perceived as essentially middle-class, and it
might be even truer for cultural tourism (West, 2010). The rooms and other modern
areas are clean, well designed and spacious, the latter aspect being a rarity in nonupscale accommodation in Hong Kong. The modernity of the rejuvenation of Mei
Ho House illustrates a glossing-over of the prior public housing life, now covered
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in contemporary style and comfort with global references meant to accommodate
travellers from all over the world who can afford to come to Hong Kong and stay
in an accommodation that, if advertised as a youth hostel, is closer to a mid-range
hotel in terms of costs. There is little, if any, about the past in the modern aspect of
Mei Ho House. It simply represents an erasure of the past seen through the prism
of progress and upward social mobility, in a way that could easily be paralleled with
gentrification or, in Abbas’ (1997) terms, ‘placeless’ space.
As for the nostalgic experience provided by the themed room and the café, it has
actually very little to do with nostalgia. Rather, it constitutes a misunderstanding
between nostalgia and aestheticisation. The past is used because if offers ‘colours’
to the hostel (Chang & Teo, 2009), not for its cultural values. It is all the more ironic
that the 8-guest rooms, or dorms, are only offered in modern style. Considering that
8 people living together was a common thing in the original units, it would have
taken the revitalisation to its logical conclusion. I am not saying that sleeping in a
bunk bed from the 1960s would provide a more nostalgic experience to guests, but
it is clear from what precedes that this purely ornamental nostalgia responds to a
demand from the public in terms of consumption, and by extension, of tourism, that
has been long identified (Boyer, 1988). Yet, in spite of this common glossing over,
it also appears that these two types of interiors, the modern and the retro, are very
much disconnected from one another. Walking through the hostel, there is no
transition between the two spaces. It is either the modern or the retro where guests
just switch from one type of area to another. This element is particularly visible at
Café 41 where the food on the menu is a typical blend of international cuisine served
in a retro-style decor with a total disconnection between the two. Overall, the
process can be summed up by the presence of the paintings described above
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representing the most iconic buildings of the city in the hallway of a former public
housing block. Rather than being unique, it constitutes a complete “dedifferentiation of the local and global” (Mordue, 2010, p.175) as the dual presence
of the local (retro) and the global (modern), instead of highlighting their respective
specificities, sit next to each other in a sort of mutual ignorance that actually tries
to blend these two spaces into a typical ‘glocal’ (Chu, 2010) product, without the
glue to maintain these pieces together. The interior shows a mix of placeless, merely
local and anonymous design that, if it does not combine the three spaces, still shows
that this categorisation turns out to be inadequate when it comes to heritage, at least
in the case of Mei Ho House.

Conclusion
This chapter has examined the revitalisation of Mei Ho House under its visual and
architectural aspect in interrogation of Abbas’ (1997) classification of Hong Kong’s
architecture as either placeless, merely local or anonymous. As an expression of
modern vernacular architecture, Mei Ho House works to help extend the boundaries
of the vernacular and challenge such rigid classification. As an embodiment of the
coming together of the former colonial authorities and the hard-working grassroots
population, the building has retained most of its typical architectural features, even
though it had to undergo some modifications and adjustments to fit its new use as
a youth hostel. When looking at the use of space of the building, one can see that
the original repartition of public commercial space on the ground floor and private
residential space on the upper floors has been maintained. This mixed type of use
originates in the shophouse, which is an urban emblem of Hong Kong’s past and
identity. Moreover, the outdoor corridors, a very typical feature, still exist. In a city
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that lives in air conditioning for most of the year, this element could have been
easily erased. The interior of Mei Ho House presents two different kinds of decors,
a modern one and a nostalgic one, that both show a glossing over of the past that is
meant to be the target of a middle-class gaze and express the recurrent idea of
upward social mobility and progress that underlies the revitalisation project, in line
with an AHD that promotes a view of the past based on upward social mobility. On
top of that, the nostalgic décor, branded as a nostalgic experience to visitors,
appears as a simple aestheticisation of the past, with no real connection to it. The
style and design recall the past, but when compared with actual former units, there
is no clear evidence that the relation is anything more than aesthetic. Overall
though, Mei Ho House combines all these different spaces. Its external architecture
brings together the local and the colonial in a unique combination in Hong Kong,
while its interior, if it does not necessarily harmoniously blend the modern and the
retro, still accommodates a glocal design, mixing international, placeless elements
on the one hand with aestheticised local ones on the other.
In his conclusion about Hong Kong’s architecture, Abbas (1997) predicts that if the
issues encountered were to be overcome, it would result in a paradoxical result, as
the identity established would then not be fixed. The revitalisation of Mei Ho House
could indeed appear as paradoxical, as the idea of glocal, a mix of local and global,
suggests. It can be argued that, even though significant original architectural
features are still there, they have undergone a commodification and sanitisation
process, and only represent cosmetic elements. But such a remark would call into
the question of the authenticity of heritage. Authenticity is an intricate concept, and
I will not open such discussion here, but will simply refer to Silverman (2014) who
wrote about contemporary authenticity that it “recognizes forces such as
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globalization, commercialization, mass communication and tourism” as
“generating new cultural manifestations … which may be brand new or revisions
but are embedded in active situations” (p.85). Mei Ho House’s transformation into
a youth hostel has allowed the conservation of its most significant macro
architectural features (the H shape, the corridors), as well as space use, while it
responds to a contemporary demand in terms of tourism. This is not to deny that
there is a commercialization aspect to it, but if we are to consider the heritage and
the vernacular as evolving and dynamic concepts, the revitalisation of Mei Ho
house sure constitutes a good test. As imperfect as it is, the new life of Mei Ho
House does not leave the building to a fossilisation that other heritage assets have
suffered after being turned into mere museums (merely local), nor does it leave Mei
Ho House to the pure mercantilism seen in other revitalisation projects (placeless
or anonymous). Heritage is a constantly evolving process. Therefore, if the result is
a lack of fixity, it does not constitute a paradox, as Abbas (1997) argues. As a youth
hostel, it still houses everyday life activities such as dwelling, eating, relaxing, and
so on, for both locals and foreign visitors. From a progressive point of view, the
new Mei Ho House, as it deals with the aforementioned contemporary forces, does
not lack of authenticity.
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Chapter 5: Interpreting and performing heritage at Mei
Ho House

Introduction
In the first two chapters, I established that there is an AHD at work in Hong Kong,
not only within the legal and administrative framework, but also in the realm of
collective memory, where heritage and public housing are brought together, the
former legitimising the latter. In the next two chapters, I looked at Mei Ho House
as a hostel and a museum, to see how the AHD translates into a tangible form. It is
now time to turn to an actor that has been too long overlooked in heritage research:
the people. People have been the focus of research in tourism studies for a while
with tourists’ practices and behaviours being scrutinized in cultural studies or ethnic
tourism studies. However, most the time visitors are being considered as one body
to be researched for its whole. Moreover, the usage of the word ‘tourist’ generally
implies that there is a disconnection between heritage sites and visitors. As Smith
(2006) argues, the word suggests that visitors simply pass through, without
establishing any personal ties with heritage, while the real access to and
understanding of heritage remains in the hand of experts and professionals as the
producers of the AHD.
These misconceptions can be circumvented. First, the idea of a community, of a
group of people to be taken together as a whole is flawed. In heritage studies,
communities tend indeed to be reduced to a fixed entity, seeing their powergeometry ignored, inducing misrecognition and discrimination. This pattern deeply
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rooted within the AHD maintains the power gap between communities and experts
and thus, prevents a real evolution in heritage conservation practices to occur. Yet,
as Waterton and Smith (2010) argue, communities are organic: they experience
internal conflicts and disagreement. The vision of community as a homogenous
block fails to draw a comprehensive picture of the complex reality.
Second, research methodologies have been little analysed in heritage studies.
Rather, they have simply been borrowed from multiple neighbouring disciplines
without further questioning. Yet, according to Waterton and Watson (2015), there
is a ‘dark figure’ in the heritage field, an element that is strikingly absent: the
individual. The individual, they suggest, is central to heritage research. Not only
can the individual be an object of research but it can also be used as a method in
order to “gather a sense of relating to the world, rather than just knowing it” (p.25).
Building on the idea that heritage is a performance since it is produced by
individuals, they call for a more-than-representational way of researching heritage
that embraces affect and sensuous experiences (p.30).
Building on this, the present chapter explores the visitors of Mei Ho House and how
they receive, perceive and negotiate heritage, through qualitative interviews, but
also participant observation of visitors’ behaviours and comments. Throughout her
extensive work, Smith has conducted a multitude of interviews (over 4,500) with
visitors at different heritage sites and museums in Australia, England, and the
United States. This vast amount of data has allowed her to identify performative
patterns, that is certain ways of performing or making heritage – sometimes
uniquely, sometimes in association (for the full list, see Smith, 2017, p.29). Due to
the small scale of the present research, it would be somewhat inadequate to simply
transpose this framework. Moreover, her work is only based on Western
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experiences and may not be necessarily applicable in an Asian context. However,
through the qualitative interviews of 15 people at Mei Ho House, I have been able
to identify certain recurrences in the way heritage is negotiated.
In the next section, I will discuss heritage interpretation as the first step in the way
people deal with heritage. Most of the time, CHM practitioners offer ways of
exploring and enjoying heritage, such as specific routes or informative panels and
exhibitions in order to provide visitors with what they consider the appropriate
knowledge to make sense of what they are seeing. However, this educative
dimension has become a too prevalent evidence of the authoritative character of the
AHD and the assumption that people passively receive heritage. I will then turn to
the idea of a performative heritage, as it claims that visitors actively take part in
heritage making, using their senses, but also their bodies and emotions to make
heritage. If it usually begins with the visual, the whole body also plays a role in this
process, as well as emotions and feelings. I will return to the question of
methodology and provide a reflexive discussion about the present work, as it needs,
in my opinion, to be addressed separately from the previous chapters for better
coherence. After discussing my findings, I will give some thoughts to the individual
as a method to study heritage. Amongst my informants, some were local and some
were from abroad. Yet, this chapter does not aim at identifying divergence between
local and international visitors in terms of heritage making, but through my research
I was able to catch sight of a certain difference between local and international
visitors in terms of response, an issue that remains little explored in heritage studies.
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Heritage interpretation
As we have seen in the previous chapters, heritage is a communicative device. It
has values attached to it. These values are meant to be communicated to heritage
sites’ visitors. Heritage interpretation is the way these values are transmitted. It can
be defined as a process of communication that aims at not only explaining the
meaning and the significance of heritage to visitors (Puczko, 2006), but also
‘revealing’ it (Tilden, 1977). The purpose behind this is to make visitors experience
heritage in a way they would probably not without interpretation, by increasing
their knowledge and understanding of a cultural site and by providing a form of
entertainment at the same time. In his book Interpreting our Heritage, considered
as milestone in the field, Freeman Tilden (1977, p.9) claims that interpretation is an
art. It consists of more than just information, it provokes a reaction and presents the
whole in lieu of just parts.
As Melanie Smith (2003, p.83) points out, the educational and entertainment
dimensions of interpretation are the centre of attention most of the time. It is true
that gaining knowledge about a place will make the visiting experience more
enjoyable for visitors but it is not simply about providing facts and numbers.
Education means helping visitors make better sense of and appreciate what they are
seeing and experiencing, sometimes because it might be difficult for them to
comprehend the history, social complexity or the relevance of a heritage site
(Timothy & Boyd, 2003). Consider the Châteaux of the Loire Valley in France for
instance. More than a hundred of these castles are open to the public, while the rest
of the castles are privately owned or unsuitable for public access. Except for a few
who are outstanding because of their scale, gardens or architecture, the vast
majority of them share similar sizes and features. Interpretation can therefore
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translate into highlighting the uniqueness of a heritage site compared to others, even
though such uniqueness is not necessarily obvious.
However, interpretation should not be reduced to just its educational part (Puczko,
2006). If it sometimes shares the same tools to transmit knowledge, interpretation
also carries an entertaining aspect. If education and entertainment have been seen
as antagonists, with entertainment “drowning out” education (Walsh, 1992, p.105),
they are not necessarily in opposition, although a balance is of course needed.
Timothy and Boyd (2003) argue that interpretation can also play other roles, such
as raising awareness about (cultural and environmental) sustainability for instance.
They also point out the risks of excessive or inappropriate interpretation which may
result in propaganda or oversimplification.
One of the strongest reactions against the domination of education in interpretation
and (re)presentation of heritage is that of Russell Staiff (2014). Lamenting the fact
that such an approach has become outdated, he takes Tilden’s principles off their
pedestal and stresses that the focus on educational purpose, sepcifically the idea
that some hidden truth needs to be revealed, “maintains a hierarchical power
relationship between the ‘expert’ and the non-expert” (p.37), echoing Smith’s
(2006) notion of AHD. He suggests looking at heritage interpretation from the point
of view of an embodied experience, as there is no heritage site without visitors, and
meaning is derived from interactions between people and material things, as well
as interpersonal experiences. He does so “through his own body, his own
recollections, without rendering either himself or ‘heritage’ an abstract object”
(Waterton & Watson, 2015, p.33). However, Staiff (2014) wonders how such
bodily experience can be shared and communicated, and what actually constitutes
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the heritage experience. Part of the answer is that it may not just be an experience,
but a performance.

Heritage as performance
Interpretation, especially if equated with education, often assumes the passivity of
visitors of heritage sites. In response to this presumption, one of Smith’s (2006,
2017) main argument is that heritage is a performance. Performativity at heritage
sites was first researched at open-air museums, festivals or ancient towns where
local communities, tour guides or even actors turn the local culture into a
performance to satisfy the eyes of visitors and make it more ‘real’ (see for instance
Dicks, 2004, p.60f; 2008). This, as Haldrup and Boerenholdt (2015) coin it, is the
performance ‘of’ heritage, where performance is meant to explain, provide an
interpretation and recreate heritage. I will not address this issue here, as this
chapter’s focus is on visitors of Mei Ho House, those who perform ‘at’ heritage
sites (ibid.), who are on the receiving end of the interpretation. Smith’s (2006, 2017)
claim is an extension of previous work in the fields of memory, tourism and
museum studies. In tourism studies, the movement, following debates about
memory and remembering, was initiated by John Urry (1990) and his notion of a
‘tourist gaze’. Borrowing from Foucault’s idea of gaze, the tourist gaze suggests
that, when visiting a heritage site, tourists have specific expectations, sometimes
nurtured by tourism agencies and advertising. This gaze somewhat isolates the
tourists from the heritage place, so that the experience is felt as more exotic and, by
extension, more authentic. The concept of the ‘tourist gaze’ constitutes an answer
to the body of literature led by Lowenthal (1985) and Hewison (1987) who
criticised CHM practices in the late 1980s in Britain for luring tourists into an
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industry based on commodification of culture. Indeed, such criticism seemed to
imply that tourists passively and uncritically enjoyed heritage sites as mere
consumers. Even Walsh’s (1992) critique of museums as provider of selective and
depoliticised nostalgia “makes a range of assumptions about what it is audiences
‘do’ or do not ‘do’ at these sites” (Smith, 2006, p.201). However, the tourist gaze
is based on the claim that visitors play a role in the heritage-making process.
Heritage is, “to a large extent, co-created by its consumers” (Harrison, 2013, p.107)
who are not just necessarily satisfied with top-down heritage management products
but also seek for a particular experience based upon their own expectations.
Initially, the research on performance in the field of tourism focused on the bodyspace relationship, and social interaction to highlight mundane embodied practices
(Haldrup & Boerenholdt, 2015). For instance, Crouch (2000) argues that the
leisure/tourism experience is multi-sensual. The ‘gaze’ is only one way of engaging
with the material world. Other senses play a role in how the body engages with the
place and how individuals express themselves through space. Embodiment
represents the way people make sense of the world around them through mind and
body operations. Edensor (2001) identifies three types of tourist performances: the
directed performance where visitors have little freedom to go off-path; the identityoriented performance, where visitors aim at distinguishing themselves from others
by having more ‘local’ experiences; and the non-conformist experience which can
be cynical, resistant or involuntary, where tourists deliberately challenge the
directed performance organisation of heritage sites.
Later on, research on heritage took the debate further by looking beyond the visual
and the body/space relation to explore other senses and in what is coined a nonrepresentational shift (Selby, 2010). Bagnall (2003) for instance explored visitors’
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contribution as producers of performance at a museum and a heritage site in
England. Not only does she argue that visitors are both consumers and producers
of meaning at heritage sites, but her work also points out that this process is
underpinned by emotions and imagination. Visitors do not passively receive
heritage, but engage with it emotionally, resulting in either an acceptance or a
rejection of what the heritage site proposes. People perform their own heritage, as
their interpretation is produced by them, and this process is being made easier by
being on site (Haldrup & Boerenholdt, 2015). Smith’s (2006) work about visiting
English country houses suggests that a heritage site will be perceived as authentic
if it induces an emotional reaction which essentially works to reaffirm visitors’
identity. Even though Smith identifies an undercurrent of dissonance, she argues
that overall, visitors seem to accept the AHD as the latter remains powerful when
it comes to resisting such dissonance.
Heritage generates a meaning about the past which needs to be mediated. This has
consequences for the present, as it impacts the identity building process, as well as
the way people feel and remember. Staiff (2014) stresses the fact that the dominant
view of heritage as an educational tool completely overlooks the emotional and
affective aspects of the visitors’ experience. Twenty years ago, Uzzel and
Ballantyne ([1999] 2008) rightly argued that emotions and instinct influence our
decisions and the way we process information. The role of the affect is however not
incompatible with interpretation. Indeed, there is room for an interpretation that
“appreciates the need for and injects an affective component into its subject matter”
(p.503), or what they coin ‘hot interpretation’. Hot interpretation acknowledges that
we are sensitive beings subject to a wide spectrum of emotional responses, an idea
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usually rejected by the scientific world as emotions by nature are in opposition with
rationality and objectivity.
The

specific

connection

between

memories,

emotions,

and

identity

construction/expression is something that remains relatively unexplored in heritage
studies (Smith & Campbell, 2011; Smith 2017). Inspired by the politics of (self)
recognition, Smith and Campbell (2011) point out that the role of heritage
performance is not about preserving or reviving the past through mere nostalgia,
but rather to re-create “both historical and contemporary social meaning and
values” (p.101) and help “make sense of and contextualize contemporary life and
work” (Smith, 2006, p.235). For instance, In the case of labour heritage studied by
Smith (2006) at the Beamish Museum, an open-air museum in Britain which
recreates urban and rural life at the peak of the industrial era, performance on the
part of visitors generates an awareness of class identity, a grounding of people’s
sense of place and belonging within the society, and also induces a critical reflection
on social issues in the past, as well as in the present.
However, Selby (2010) warns against the risk of elevating the non-representational
above everything else. The exploration of people’s feelings and emotions sure
offers a challenge to the AHD, as it turns away from the visual and the pure aesthetic
characteristics of heritage that have been at the centre of attention for too long. Yet,
as Nash (2000) reminds us, performances at heritage sites remain mediated by
visual and textual arrangements. Overall, the point of focus should always be the
visitor’s perspective.
Such perspective has not really been a focus of research in Hong Kong in the field
of heritage. There is indeed a very thin body of literature about performing at
heritage sites in Hong Kong. Du Cros et al. (2007) use the procession of the Bun
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Festival in Cheung Chau, one of Hong Kong’s outlying islands, as an example to
highlight the fact that CHM focuses on economic priorities and treats tangible and
intangible heritage indifferently, but the focal point is not those who perform at the
festival. In tourism and museum studies, one recent study by Dimache et al. (2017)
explores the identity and ideological process that occurs amongst Hong Kong
millenials (people born and raised in Hong Kong, aged 35 or under) when visiting
the Hong Kong Museum of History. Their contribution first reveals the existence
of a selective historiography in the museum narrative that attempts to create ties
between Hong Kong and China, using patriotic rhetoric and solidarity between the
two places. The aim, according to them, is to develop within the younger generation
a collective identity of both Hong Kong and China. Their findings show that place
identity is a fluid construction, with interviewees admitting cultural affinity for both
Hong Kong and China, while plainly differentiating the two entities. If this
contribution is insightful, it remains focused on a more macro, historical-political
aspect, that of the relation between and integration of Hong Kong and Mainland
China, and does not address the heritage making process occurring within
individuals.

Reflexive methodological note
Before discussing my findings, I would like to share some methodological
reflections here, as this chapter uses a fairly different approach from the previous
ones, and relies on a more autobiographical reflection. To explore the visitors’
response to the revitalisation of Mei Ho House, 15 people were interviewed on site
between September 2017 and July 2018 (see table 1). They were told what the
discussion would be about and the purpose of the project. Interviews were
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Table 1. Profile of the Respondents.
The * above the age section indicates an estimation as, in some cases, informants
did not or would not share their age, or I did not ask because I felt the link
established would not allow me to ask for such information.

conducted in English, French, as well as in Cantonese and Mandarin with the help
of an interpreter. Open-ended questions were aimed at exploring the visitors’
experience at Mei Ho House, and inquire what kind of emotional process it
triggered. Interviews lasted between 20 and 60 minutes. They took place at the café,
in the backyard, or in front of the museum. While all informants visited the Heritage
of Mei Ho House museum, only some of them were guests at the hostel or visited
the hostel rooms during public events, such as open days. When possible, the
interviews were recorded, with the informants’ consent. But sometimes, due to
external factors, the recording was not very audible because of ambient noise or
disruptions. In other cases, recording was not possible (especially in front of the
museum), because of the more informal setting. In all interviews, verbatim notes
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were taken to compensate for the potential absence of recording or its poor quality.
When required, confidentiality about informants’ identity or personal information
was guaranteed.
When I undertook this research, I was aware that doing interviews would be the
most challenging part for several reasons. First, I am an outsider, as I am not from
Hong Kong and do not speak Cantonese. This could be alleviated with the help of
an interpreter. On the downside, I was dependent from my interpreter. In my
opinion, it is important to work with someone you trust for this specific task. Not
only are linguistic skills important, but a certain awareness of the topic and
vocabulary used is as well. Therefore, I preferred to work with the same interpreter
throughout my fieldwork. Consequently, I relied on my interpreter’s availability.
She was mostly available on weekends, which seemed to be busier days at Mei Ho
House, but we also did interviews on weekdays. However, on many occasion, our
schedules would not match, which led me to postpone the fieldwork or do it on my
own, with little results due to the linguistic barrier.
Another obstacle that I did not necessarily expect was that of access. As mentioned
in the introduction, the management of Mei Ho house refused my requests for
interviews. As they were opposed to collaboration, I did not mention that I was
going to do interviews at Mei Ho House. Later on, I went to the museum multiple
times, observing people and assessing who would be suitable for an interview
before asking them. One day, as I was staying longer in an exhibition unit because
I was having a brief informal conversation with a teacher on a school trip about the
museum and its role in the curriculum, a volunteer of HKYHA came to me and my
interpreter and asked if we needed help. After telling him that we were simply
discussing the exhibition, he informed us that if we had questions, we could send
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an email to HKYHA in order to receive “an official response”. He then cunningly
suggested that we move on with the visit and avoid disturbing other visitors.
Although we argued that we were doing nothing wrong, we agreed and left the
museum in order to avoid confrontation. After that, I decided to a keep low profile
and not come as often, at least for a while, which consequently extended my period
of fieldwork. The next time I went to the museum, another volunteer was walking
around the exhibition and watching, something I had never seen since the beginning
of my research. If this little incident did not really jeopardise my work, it shows the
complexity of heritage management. As argued in chapter 4, heritage is a commons,
something that belongs to everyone. As a source of education, knowledge and
culture, it should be accessible to everyone. But I ignore what the legal regime is in
this case. Mei Ho House is publicly-owned, but run by a private association.
Whether they were allowed to ask me to leave or not remains unknown. But it seems
to indicate that the management would have a preference for more passive visitors,
rather than for those who more actively engage with the exhibition.
Positionality also played a role as the issues of ethnicity, gender, and class need to
be taken into account (Byrne, 2012) in the relation between the researcher and the
respondents. I cannot really say much about gender as it did not strike me as the
biggest issue, although I could be wrong. I did not perceive major differences in
terms of attitude amongst my informants, but I could have missed some hints.
However, it is one of the reason why I choose a female interpreter. I hoped that her
presence would mitigate the fact that I am a man and generate more trust from
informants, in case they were more inclined to talk to a woman. The biggest issue,
I believe, was the ethnicity-class combination, especially as Hong Kong is a postcolonial place. I am not saying that being a foreign researcher was necessarily an
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obstacle. Actually, it may have been helpful in some situations, especially when
visiting the exhibition, where a few times local visitors would explain certain
aspects of the content, making me part of the heritage performance. But there were
difficulties. The first one is of course language, but also potential assumptions about
my social status. Beyond the fact that I am Caucasian, it is indeed possible that, as
I told I was an international postgraduate student, they assumed that I was at least
middle-class, which could have had an intimidating effects, particularly on less
talkative informants. Moreover, I sometimes shared some information about myself
to try to make some informants more comfortable, but it may also have been
counterproductive. I am a French-Swiss, and both countries are considered wealthy
and culturally rich in most people’s mind. Let us keep in mind that one of the major
topics related to Mei Ho House is that of class, whereas during interviews, gender
or racial issues were not the main focus. I believe ethnicity and social status were
all the more important that informants with whom I connected best, who asked
about my background, and with whom I had longer discussions were either students
(like me) or from the West, with one noticeable exception. It might be also why
some informants would not share some of their personal information, or why, in
some cases I did not ask, as I felt it would be overstepping a boundary. As
suggested, heritage and identity are closely connected. From the researcher’s point
of view, this may only make sense once the data is processed and put in words. But
the identity making process is already at work while doing research. Therefore, the
respect of one’s identity or will to (not) share thereabout is a fundamental ethic
requirement in conducting such fieldwork. The following section will discuss my
findings in the light of this reflexive analysis.
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Discussion
An educational resource
As identified above, education is one of the main aspects of heritage interpretation
and it can be seen at Mei Ho House. People were asked about the purpose of their
visit and, if education was not systematically mentioned, a significant part of
informants referred to it more or less directly. One of the major point raised was
that Mei Ho House, and especially the museum, was a useful device to make them
and other people aware of Hong Kong’s past. A foreign respondent (R4) said he
saw the building as a point of entry to the local culture. Mei Ho House represents a
way to approach Hong Kong’s culture that is different from the usual track
(modernity and shopping) and is more centred around people. For him, it is a good
way to learn about Hong Kong’s past and its present. Another foreign respondent
(R5) said the exhibition made her aware of the Shek Kip Mei fire and the squatter
situation in pre-war Hong Kong. It helped her realise how important public housing
was for the former colony at that time, even though she was aware that it is a hot
topic in the present time. Another (R11) had no idea about the cramped living
condition and overcrowding in early public housing estates before her visit. Two
young local informants (R9, R10) said they came to Mei Ho House because they
wanted to learn more about the history of Hong Kong, with one adding that the
museum was very informative and the guided tour made it more interactive.
Most of these comments on Mei Ho House as an educational resource are about
self-learning. For other informants, the emphasis was more on transmitting to the
next generation, rather than learning for themselves. A couple of local respondents
(R2, R3) with two young daughters said that they came for their kids to know about
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public housing and how difficult life was. Living in a private estate, they did not
seem to have learnt a lot themselves but argued that their daughters would have no
other way to know about this side of Hong Kong’s history. In the same vein, another
middle-aged respondent (R11) who had never lived in public housing said she
visited the place because she wants her son to know about this specific past. For
her, Mei Ho House is useful for the next generation to be aware of that once all the
people who knew such living conditions are gone. Likewise, an older foreign
respondent (R7) enjoyed the museum as for him, it allows visitors to go back up the
track of history. It is important, he said, because the next generation who will have
never experienced this lifestyle will not remember.
From the examples above, a few remarks can be made. First, none of the informants
questioned or challenged the fact that public housing was a pillar of in the history
of Hong Kong. For locals, it is widely accepted that public housing played a major
role in the Hong Kong narrative, as they came to Mei Ho House to either learn more
about it or to pass on history to their children. It is also visible from observation
made on site, where groups of visitors including the elderly, the middle-aged people
and the young were seen exploring the exhibition together and sharing memories.
As for foreign visitors, they did not seem to have any preconceptions or knowledge
about this topic. For them, it was especially informative. Overall, the point here is
the role played by heritage in learning about the past and keeping it ‘alive’,
including for future generations. We can see that the idea of heritage as a
transmission device, a link between the past, the present and the future is not dying
anytime soon, including, and especially in, Hong Kong.
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Performing identity
The link between heritage and identity has been long established and acknowledged
(Graham et al. 2000; Harrison, 2013; Henderson, 2001b; Smith, 2006), but little has
been done, in the field of heritage studies, as to how this connection is constructed,
how heritage is used to reaffirm the self, and what kind of personal resources it
mobilizes (Smith, 2017). One of the ways it is done is through the establishment of
a mental connection with people who used to live at Mei Ho House. When asked
about how they felt after visiting the site and if the visit had changed anything in
their appreciation of Mei Ho House, some informants admitted that it was a nice
place with character because of the fact that it used to be inhabited. One foreign
respondent (R1) said that when he saw the reconstructions of former flats, he
projected himself living in such an environment and felt sympathy for the people
who used to live in these units. Sometimes, their rather negative first impression of
the place changed when they realised that people had lived, grown up, made a
living, built a family, and so on, right where they were standing. These people had
tough lives in earlier times, but ultimately their lives, struggles, and aspirations
were not so different from now. A respondent from China (R4) said the
reconstructions of the flats reminded him of many of the flats in the mainland, while
another Western respondent (R7) told me the reconstructions of the cramped living
conditions reminded him of the living conditions of migrants in Shenzhen he had
seen in a television report before coming to Hong Kong.
Sometimes, the connection was more direct as some objects and artefacts would
serve as a direct link between the people of Shek Kip Mei and the visitors. A local
respondent (R11) said she enjoyed seeing an old school typewriter exposed in a
glass case as it reminded her when she used to have one when she was younger. For
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another older Western informant (R6), the poor sanitation reminded her of her
childhood. During one of my visits, as I was looking at a paper-folding artefact
without being able to identify what it was, a man standing next to me explained that
it was meant to represent a gun, a common toy kids would have back in the days as
their families did not have enough money to buy actual manufactured toys. By
telling me this without me asking, this man (re)expressed his identity by connecting
with the toy that he presumably used himself as a child. Another time, while I was
attending a guided tour, a man who told the crowd he used to live in Shek Kip Mei
and became a little emotional as the tour stopped by the reconstitution of the
outdoor ovens. He replaced the guide in telling how the device was used and
remembered how his mother used to cook for the entire family. Again, this shows
an affirmation, maybe a reinforcement, of identity by linking the display with
memories and sharing it with other visitors. I also experienced this process with one
of the respondents (R13) who used to live in a similar estate in Diamond Hill. I will
return in more detail to his specific case later, but he said he liked the reconstitutions
and all the everyday objects, especially the bunk beds, as it awoke strong memories
of his younger years.
An interesting case was that of two informants from Hong Kong (R9, R10) who
said coming to Mei Ho House on a regular basis. It was essentially for the purpose
of taking pictures, mostly of themselves. Even if they mentioned being somehow
interested in the historical part, the activity of picture taking was prevalent in their
discourse. They said Mei Ho House was very photogenic, and when asked what
part of the museum they preferred, they mentioned the reconstruction part because
it is the best spot to take pictures, showing that visuality remains an important part
of heritage performance. For them, this section is like the set of a photo shoot. This
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may appear disconnected from an interest in the history of Mei Ho House and from
other visitors’ discourse. However, this focus on taking pictures is related to
identity. It has been argued in the field of psychology that photography can be a
tool to discover and affirm the self (Pomeroy, 2014). These two informants come
to Mei Ho House and perform an identity making activity at a heritage site by taking
photographs. I am not saying that only heritage can trigger such a process, and I
know these two informants have various picture spots in the city. But it shows that
Mei Ho House, as a photogenic place for them, participates in their identity
formation and expression, as it is likely that some of their pictures appear on social
media.
Identity can also be asserted through the notion of ‘comfort’ (Smith, 2006), not
necessarily in terms of physical comfort but as in a sense of “social and cultural
sense of security” (p.159). Behind this lays the idea that being confronted to another
culture, especially if this culture is considered as more ‘backward’ or ‘basic’,
strengthens a sense of pride and identity. This has been explored in the field of
ethnic tourism where tourists go visit indigenous ethnic groups, in Southeast Asia
or China for instance. The confrontation to such culture reinforces the sense of self
as being more advanced, modern and civilised. In the context of Hong Kong, Chu
(2007) noted that the evocation of the working-class as collective memory does not
really revive a sense of hard work and sacrifice, but is rather “a source of pride and
confirmation of their success in leaving that life behind” (p.49). One elderly
respondent from Mainland China (R8) lamented the lack of ‘local culture’ at Mei
Ho House, especially at the café where she would have liked to see more typical
Hong Kong working-class food on the menu. Being from a rather wealthy family,
she said that if she were to stay at the hostel, she would want to experience more
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local food and local cultural practices. What she meant by local practices remains
unclear, but it shows a similar attitude to that of ethnic tourism. Not being workingclass herself, the experience would feel more ‘authentic’ if she could enjoy ‘being
like’ the working-class, at least for a meal, without leaving the comfort of her social
status. Such experience would comfort her social and cultural sense of security, her
social status as middle-class or upper middle class, knowing that this is not her own
traditional type of food.
Even though the individual is at the centre, heritage has an impact at multiple scales.
As Harvey (2015) argues, heritage is multi-scalar and its implications can have an
impact at the local, regional or national levels. This can be seen in respondents’
comments about the sense of community. Some of them (R6, R7, R11) said that
they enjoyed learning about the sense of community people at Shek Kip Mei must
have experienced compared to today where people, the respondents and Hong Kong
people, barely interact with their neighbours. Here, the identity is not only
expressed at the individual level, but in placing the individual within a community,
expanding the scale of identity making. Another respondent from China (R8)
argued that the exhibition lacked highlights of Hong Kong’s place in Mainland
China, making it somewhat shallow. With this remark, the sense of identity
generated by heritage takes a national (and more political) scale, as she referred to
her national identity in her negotiation of working-class heritage. Another foreign
respondent (R4) said that Mei Ho House, the hostel and the museum, were a good
place to bring locals, mainlanders and foreigners together. As we can see from what
precedes, identity and heritage are clearly connected. The way this connection
occurs at heritage sites can take multiple forms and operates at the local, national
and even international levels, to create more cosmopolitan identities. Heritage, as a
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cultural product, does not escape the phenomenon of globalisation and Mei Ho
House, as a hostel aiming at attracting foreign visitors, confirms this view.

Dissonance
Dissonance, as exposed in the introduction, is a disagreement about the nature of
heritage. It may arise from the way heritage is conceived amongst different
stakeholders, or from the way it is preserved and moulded to fit the desired purpose.
It follows the previous discussion on identity performance, as the dissonance arises
when the stakeholders express a different sense of identity based on heritage. The
major way dissonance is expressed at Mei Ho House by visitors is when they were
asked what message they would take away from the site after their visit. Indeed,
even though the majority of informants learnt something or saw in Mei Ho House
an educational device, frustration was sometimes palpable. This can be seen in three
different ways. The first one relates to absence. When asked about what what was
missing, according to the informants, or what they wished they would have seen,
one of the most recurrent element was the time gap between the second part and the
last part of the exhibition. Indeed, the main body of the museum retraces working
class life in public housing from 1950s to 1970s, while the last section is about the
renovation of Mei Ho House which was undertook in 2010s. One foreign
respondent (R7) wondered what happened after 1970s. He said that if, according to
his understanding, this period corresponded with Hong Kong’s economic boom, it
would be useful to have an explanation as to why public housing is still such an
issue nowadays. This was echoed by another respondent from overseas (R5) who
lamented the lack of information about public housing today. The small scale of the
museum was also criticised (R2) because of its lack of insight about Hong Kong’s
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general history compared to other museums in the city. The section about
communal bathrooms also raised some interrogations as one local female
respondent (R11) noticed that if there were mentions of issues for female residents,
nothing informed her about what was it like for male residents. Moreover, for her,
the focus on living conditions resulted in a very descriptive exhibition that does not
trigger strong engagement from the visitors. Likewise, an older foreign respondent
(I8) argued that the exhibition was mostly decorative and did not make visitors
reflect enough on the issues highlighted. However, this was expected for her as, in
her opinion, culture is not taken seriously enough in Hong Kong and the Heritage
Museum at Mei Ho House is not different from other local museum institutions. In
fairness, the lack of information about current public housing and Hong Kong’s
history at large at Mei Ho House can be explained by the fact that other museums
cover these topics, such as the Hong Kong’s museum of History and the Hong Kong
Housing Authority Exhibition Centre. Since the exhibition at Mei Ho House is run
by a NPO and its scale is small by nature, such redundancy was probably
purposefully avoided by the curators, but visitors may not necessarily be aware of
that.
My observations of other visitors also confirm the existence of such dissonance.
Some appeared unconvinced by some part of the narrative. For instance, one
woman commented on a family picture on display, wondering if it was an authentic
picture as, in her memories, people did not dress so well because they could not
afford such nice clothes. During a guided tour in Cantonese, the tour guide
mentioned that prostitutes and drug dealers lived in Shek Kip Mei Estate, but people
were more afraid of the police. The sense of community made that everybody knew
who everybody was, so that even residents had good relations with members of the
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mafia. This statement made a man question the absence of stories about crime and
violence. If there were illegal activities in the estate, was it really so safe? Again,
not all visitors simply accepted the discourse. If they did not necessarily reject it,
they at least questioned it. According to Smith (2006), it demonstrates that visitors
actively engage with a sense of place. Knowing or becoming aware of the
importance of public housing in Hong Kong, they feel a certain frustration due to
the lack of information thereabout after 1970s. Even the more severe critics calling
the museum “decorative” highlight an envy to know more about Hong Kong. They
not only build, but also negotiate a sense of place, even if they are not from Hong
Kong, as Hong Kong is the place they are staying at the moment. It shows that
heritage can generate a connection to the place, and this connection may occur even
with foreigners.
The second way dissonance arises is in the way visitors receive the discourse that
underpins the exhibition. As shown above, when engaging with heritage, visitors
can either accept or reject what is offered. A significant part of my informants did
not identify a particular discourse. But for the others, they revealed a sometimes
fairly strong dissonance with the message. As argued in chapter 3, the discourse of
the museum points out, through the use of nostalgia, to the idea of material and
economic progress that constitutes an important part of Hong Kong’s narrative.
From some informants, the discourse about progress can be easily identified,
especially through the layout of the exhibition with the last section about the
renovation of Mei Ho House, but the message about a benevolent government
providing public housing contrasted with the revitalisation. One visiting respondent
(R4) said that Mei Ho House represents a promotion of culture through the lens of
touristification. The modernity of the hostel contrasts with the past of the buildings
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which is used as a cultural alibi for commodification. Sometimes, respondents
would express dissonance with both positive and negative comments. A couple of
foreign elderly informants (R6, R7) felt that the museum reflects well the living
conditions of the early public housing estates, but the whole lacks humanity as it
looks like an excuse to just show the last section about the revitalisation of Mei Ho
House into a hostel. For instance, they wished the exhibition made more use of
sound, especially in the section where original units were preserved to recreate the
noise of everyday life and bring a livelier atmosphere to a place that is deprived of
its human aspect. Even though the museum is about people, they argued, it makes
use of real people’s life for the sake of self-glorification. Yet, Mei Ho House gave
them a rather good impression. In the same vein, another older respondent (R8) also
pointed to the lack of humanity by asking about people who had not necessarily
experienced upward social mobility, or not as much as the stories offered. She said
the message was too black and white, and most likely there was much more to dig
out. More moderately, a younger respondent from abroad (R5) said the last section
about the revitalisation was of little interest as the result of the renovation could be
witnessed on site.
The accounts above reveal a strong engagement and a strong dissonance with the
message conveyed and the way it is conveyed by the exhibition. More importantly,
it shows an emotional discomfort with the AHD perceived as dehumanised and
sanitised. Such discomfort indicates a form of empathy with the people at Shek Kip
Mei. As Smith (2017) argues, it constitutes a way to recognise the self and extend
that recognition to other groups. Indeed, as human beings, visitors can relate to
other human being’s life, in many ways. A significant and challenging part of Shek
Kip Mei people’ life is on display for everyone to see and it cannot be reduced to a
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discourse based on material progress. Their life is valuable and treating it as an
artefact is dehumanising. This way of seeing dehumanisation somehow echoes
what I argued in chapter 3, and is not without recalling Chu’s (2007) argument that,
while the exhibition seeks to celebrate the working class, it actually constitutes an
abstraction of their reality.
The third way in which dissonance is patent is in the body performance of visitors.
As discussed above, performing heritage involves all senses but also the body as it
is the tool through which we apprehend and make sense of space. The way people
go through the exhibition speaks to the way they received it. They may spend more
or less time in one section or part of the exhibition. They may share thoughts or
memories in front of an object on display instead of another. They may follow the
regular route or make their own way through the museum when it is possible. In
general, people spend little time in the last section about the revitalisation,
compared to the other sections. It is not only because this section is the smallest.
Their body language suggests that they were not really engaging with this part of
the narrative. They walk faster, barely stop in front of explanatory panels, rarely
exchange a word for those who are in groups. But the disengagement does not stop
here. During one of my visits, in the section about reconstructed units, a trio of
women, a grandmother, her daughter and her granddaughter according to the way
they talked to and called each other, was also exploring this part of the museum.
The granddaughter appeared excited by the life-size reconstitutions, while the
grandmother was walking ahead, paying little attention. When the grand daughter
called her grand mother to look at some artefact, the grand mother shrugged and
said there was nothing interesting here, as it was just the way she used to live. It
seems that this woman felt her past life was not worth such a display, which
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indicates a disengagement and maybe a lack of self-recognition. Another example
is that of an elderly couple visiting the first part of the museum. Arriving at the end
of the section, where the exhibition is about the rooftop schools, the man told his
wife that there was a second floor to visit. She said she could not remember if she
attended a rooftop school or not, then simply turned around and walked away
towards the entrance (the actual exit being only reachable after visiting the second
floor). She may have felt upset about not being able to remember, or the first section
of the museum may have generated enough emotional reaction for her. The way
she performed heritage made her skip the second and third sections.
This analysis of dissonance highlights that visitors do not passively and uncritically
receive what is offered by CHM. Quite the opposite, they actually emotionally
engage with heritage. By mobilising mind and body, they construct a dissonance
that leads to an emotional reaction. That is not to say that every single visitor
necessarily challenges the AHD, but taking into account comments, emotions and
embodied reaction reveals a potential greater dissonance than one may expect at
first glance. It is not merely in terms of the amount of people producing dissonance,
but in the way this dissonance is experienced, performed, and felt.

The individual as method
As exposed in the introduction, the individual as been widely overlooked in the
heritage field, not only as an object of study, but also as a way to study heritage.
This, according to Waterton and Watson (2015), has led research in heritage to
perpetuate assumptions and overarching discourse, in spite of a will to move
beyond. This is not to dismiss the usual ways of researching heritage, but rather to
suggest a new lens through which heritage may be scrutinised (p.29). Therefore,
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my attempt here is not to challenge the traditional way of studying heritage, as it is
what I have done in the previous chapters, but to carry on reflection on the role of
the individual when conducting such research.
When I did the qualitative interviews, some informants were more responsive than
others. If this was expected, as everyone is different, it was the source of some
frustration as to the apparent lack of data this meant. However, this lack of
responsiveness does not automatically constitute a lack of data. Rather, it says
something else, but something that is not what is necessarily being researched. As
I was trying to make sense of this, it occurred to me that, although my sample of
respondents is rather small, there was a differentiation between two groups: the
respondents from Hong Kong, and the others. Respondents from abroad, be they
from Asia or the West, tended to be more talkative and critically engaged than Hong
Kong people. I believe this element is worth being explored, with caution, and I can
see three potential reasons that could explain such difference, which, I hope, will
also be useful to rethink doing similar empirical work in a place like Hong Kong.
The first reason may reside in the Hong Kong education system. Hong Kong is
(in)famous for its education system based on competitiveness, long hours,
accumulating knowledge, and academic performance (Chiu, 2018). It is not rare to
find media headlines calling for a rethinking of the curriculum which “has long
been notorious for stifling students' creativity and independent thinking” (Wong,
2014). The system lacks incentives for students to develop critical thinking and
assess a situation based on their own capacities. It is not uncommon for teachers to
see students struggle as soon as they need to look beyond their textbooks. The
school system is often invoked as one of the major cause of suicide amongst young
people in Hong Kong (Ng, 2017). This lack of personal development in the
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curriculum impacts the way people see themselves. I could see it during my
experience as teaching assistant. Once in a class, at the beginning of the semester,
the professor and I handed questionnaires to students in order to assess their
expectations about the class, but also their aspirations for after graduation. Not only
did we receive very few questionnaires back, but under the question about life
aspiration, a significant amount of respondents admitted just wanting to be a “small
potato”, which in local culture means someone of little importance, someone not
outstanding. It struck me how students would hold themselves in such low esteem.
When transposing this to my Hong Kong informants, I cannot help but think that
part of why they were not more talkative or even denied my requests for interview
is that they may not see themselves as a valuable source of data. They may have not
considered the fact that they could have a critical opinion about Mei Ho House, one
that they could share. I believe the way the grandmother, in the observation
described above, did not respond to her granddaughter’s invitation to enjoy the
reconstructed units, is symptomatic of that. This could also be seen in the way some
refused to be interviewed arguing that they had nothing interesting to say, or that
there was nothing to talk about as the museum was ‘just’ the way they used to live,
or that they did not think ‘much’ about it.
Another reason could be the relationship between heritage and identity. As Smith
(2006, p.72) argues, international visitors are often assumed to have greater
emotional distance to local heritage than local communities. Geographical
proximity involves closer ties. This could be, in part, true. If heritage is closely
linked with identity, and if it deals with a problematic or painful past, then people
may not want to talk about such issues. Memory is selective, and it is likely that
some local informants did not want to take the risk of reviving painful memories.
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As one of my respondents told me (I13), when asked if he had any critical
comments to share about Mei Ho House, it is hard to get a full picture. There is
often a lot of struggle, as in his case when his father went bankrupt and he and his
family had to move to public housing. Therefore, it is understandable that some
people do not want to talk about it. The case of this respondent is yet particular. He
is from Hong Kong, used to live in public housing, and then moved to Canada when
he retired to join the rest of his family. This raises the question of the diaspora. In
her discussion about heritage as a performance, Smith (2006) points out to the
specificity of the diaspora. In explaining that geographical distance does not
necessarily have an impact on cultural and emotional bonds people have with
heritage, she points out to the fact that ‘local’ may involve displaced people and
expatriates. To come back to my informant, his contribution was more about
memories of his childhood and life in public housing than about providing a critical
opinion about the revitalisation of Mei Ho House. If he demonstrated some
dissonance as to what had been done to the building, such as a disappointment with
the reorganisation of the units in the second part of the exhibition, his discourse
emphasised his emotional attachment to the place and his gratitude to the colonial
government for providing housing to those in need and managing to build up a
middle-class in a former third-world colony.
A third reason may be the motives of the visitors combined with the fact that all the
common areas of Mei Ho House, the yards, the museum, the café, and the souvenir
shop are free of charge and freely accessible. As Francis et al. (2011) argue, the
identity of the visitors impacts their motivation which, in turn, impacts their
behaviour. They identify different types of visitors, one of them being the sociallymotivated visitors, that is, people who are spending a day out and come to the
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museum to use it as a social space. This can be transposed to heritage sites as well,
particularly for local visitors. When asked about the motive of their presence at Mei
Ho House, international respondents usually invoked the will to learn and explore,
while for Hong Kong respondents, it was more about socialising and enjoying time
off. The two aforementioned respondents (I9, I10) who usually come to Mei Ho
House take pictures is one example. Another case is that of respondents who come
to the café to have afternoon tea (I14, I15). They confessed having never been to
the museum, but coming to Mei Ho House to enjoy their afternoon tea in a quieter
environment than most food and beverage establishments in Hong Kong. There is
often the assumption that respondents at heritage sites are intellectually,
emotionally, or spiritually motivated, but as this tends to show, some visitors simply
use heritage as the “backdrop for their social interactions” (Francis et al., 2011,
p.155), like any other public space, such as parks, plazas or shopping malls.

Conclusion
In this chapter, I have tried to look at individuals as producers of heritage, and at
the way the heritage-making process works. It shows that visitors actively
contribute to the construction of heritage, unlike what has been often assumed in
heritage studies. Visitors learn at heritage sites, as education remains one of the
most important aspects of heritage interpretation. But they also perform at heritage
site, through emotional mechanisms and their own body. Heritage offers an
interpretation, a view of the past that triggers a response in visitors’ mind and body.
This response may be positive or negative, and may address the AHD or move
beyond, but it is clearly part of the heritage-making process, and highlight the fact
that heritage is a dialogue. It is likely that this dialogue continues beyond the visit,
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as people may rethink about it and keep engaging, or even come back for another
visit.
In the discussion, I have identified three kinds of broad patterns. The first one is
related to education. As mentioned above, visitors learn from Mei Ho House and
are provided with a different view of Hong Kong from what usual tourist attractions
offer. But if they receive that information, they also question it and ask for more.
In doing so, they do not remain passive but actively engage in the heritage making
process. This is even more obvious in the second pattern which is about identity.
The link between heritage and identity has long been established but it is interesting
to explore the way this connection works and how visitors build, express, and
reaffirm their identity at Mei Ho House. It is done by the activation of emotions,
such as sympathy and empathy for the people who used to live there, but also
through an identification with them. The third pattern is that of dissonance. It is
visible in the educational dimension, when visitors require more information, but
also in the way the AHD is received. Some respondents are very critical of the
AHD, especially when they perceive that the life of people is being used for
promotion and commodification. As they express identity, their dissonance
becomes even stronger. The human dimension is an essential one when researching
heritage, and Mei Ho House is evidence of that.
But since the individual is at the core, it can also be seen as a way to explore
heritage, as a research method. What visitors say is important, as is who is saying
it and what they are saying. Moreover, the act of not saying also constitutes data.
This allowed me to reflect on my informants not as a whole, but as distinctive
individuals. Respondents from abroad tend to be more talkative and visibly
engaging than Hong Kong respondents, but it does not mean that the latter is not
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actively engaging either. The cultural context and personal motivations to visit
heritage matter. If Hong Kong’s education does not work to develop critical
thinking amongst students, it is not so surprising that Hong Kong respondents have
less to say. Again, I am not saying that they do less in the heritage making process
than international respondents, but rather that they may not have the awareness and
the tools to communicate thereabout. Besides, it is also often assumed that visitors
of heritage sites have an active interest in it, but heritage sites can also simply act
as a social space especially for local visitors.
However, the present account shows some limitations. It is based on a rather smallscale sample of respondents, and the patterns identified are fairly broad and need to
be further explored and refined. More research can be done to identify and refine
more patterns, and see how Smith’s (2017) framework is transposable to Hong
Kong for instance. Moreover, there are also other aspects of the specific case
heritage making at Mei Ho House that the present study does not address. Unlike
many other heritage sites, Mei Ho House is managed by HKYHA, a non-profit
association. If the relation between heritage and the non-profit sector in Hong Kong
has been explored, there is still a complete lack of research on the relation between
heritage and voluntarism from the volunteers’ point of view. On top of that, the
individual as a method also needs further investigation, at least in the field of
heritage. Characteristics such as gender, age or social status would most likely
impact the responses given, as individual motives and identity play a significant
role in the way heritage is performed.
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Conclusion

This dissertation started with the assessment that the revitalisation of Mei Ho House
in Hong Kong was not controversial. Such analysis is particularly significant in the
context in which the revitalisation took place. In the years preceding the launch of
the Revitalisation Scheme, the urban redevelopment practices in Hong Kong
revealed a dissonance in how heritage was understood by the authorities and the
population, and triggered public demonstrations and protests never seen before for
a topic like heritage. Included in the first batch of the scheme, the preservation
project of Mei Ho House is a prompt response from the Government to public
dissatisfaction. Even if some criticism occurred, the project gained wide public
support and seems to show positive outcome in terms of visits and feedback, having
even received a UNESCO award. The initial aim of the present work was to assess
this apparent success and to look at what makes Mei Ho House stand out in the
heritage conservation landscape in Hong Kong, and what could possibly be learnt
from that case study.
For this purpose, I drew on Laurajane Smith’s (2006) notion of AHD and her
argument that heritage is a complex cultural process and is produced by the people.
However, I do not completely subscribe to her view that heritage is inherently
intangible, as I believe that the material world matters and impacts our lives.
Therefore, I also borrowed Harrison’s (2013) concept of dialogical heritage, that is
that heritage is both tangible and intangible, for it is a dialogue between the material
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world and the people. Such interaction naturally occurs at heritage sites, but does
not have to end there, as people may carry on the dialogue far beyond their visit.
The first part of the present study, comprising the first two chapters, aimed at setting
the context in which this heritage dialogue takes place. In chapter 1, I reviewed the
legal and administrative framework about CHM practises in Hong Kong and argued
that it shows a rather weak and outdated framework, compared to many other
places, with a focus on the British-versus-Chinese dichotomy, a nebulous network
of administrative departments, and a lack of global vision for and integration of
heritage in broader urban practices. The Revitalisation Scheme is a step forward in
terms of conservation but the fact that the inclusion of potential heritage sites
remains at the discretion of the authorities makes it difficult to see real, definitive
progress. The combination of local and global factors in the way CHM operates in
Hong Kong allowed me to identify an AHD similar to that described by Smith in a
Western context. However, the ad-hoc nature of heritage conservation in Hong
Kong makes the AHD somewhat inconsistent, and shows that the AHD is not
necessarily homogeneous and set in stone. The consideration of Mei Ho House as
a heritage site supports this view, inasmuch as the AHD is usually elite focused,
while Mei Ho House is basically about the working class. The role played by the
non-profit sector is an interesting feature as it paves the way for more creativity in
the CHM, and perhaps to more bottom-up practices.
In chapter 2, I investigated the existence of subaltern discourses within the AHD
that explain the heritagisation of Mei Ho House, including the relations between
heritage, class and collective memory. As a particular form of housing, public
housing is intrinsically connected with class. In Hong Kong, public housing
represents almost half of the housing market and constitutes a pillar in the narrative
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of Hong Kong as a modern city. The Shek Kip Mei fire served as the starting point
of the development of public housing in Hong Kong, as such a dramatic event
facilitates the creation of more convincing narratives to be turned into collective
memory. Within this dynamic, heritage operates as a legitimising tool for such
collective memory. Mei Ho House represents the memory of all these people who
were relocated in public housing after losing everything they had in the fire, and
who worked very hard to make a living, move upwards socially, and participate in
the making of Hong Kong an international, globalised city. In other words,
tangibility gives heritage an authoritative role in the confirmation of collective
memory, allowing the erection of a culture ‘from below’ as heritage.
In the second part of the study, the focus was on Mei Ho House itself. In chapter 3,
an analysis of the discourse of the Heritage at Mei Ho House museum reveals a
heavy use of nostalgia with a mix of pleasant and less pleasant memories. The
exhibition insists on the tough living conditions back in the day, but also highlights
the sense of community and the residents’ attachment to Shek Kip Mei. By
colouring the display with nostalgia, the narrative of the exhibition results in a
depoliticised vision of the past, a fusion of official and vernacular narratives, where
social issues remain overlooked. The depiction of the working-class at Mei Ho
House is based on upward social mobility and serves the broader message of
materialistic progress so important to Hong Kong’s public memory. Yet, there are
some cracks in the discourse and the museum has the merit of shedding light onto
a layer of the population that is still too absent in heritage discourses, even though
such representation is questionable.
Chapter 4 offered a closer look at the adaptive reuse of Mei Ho House and its
architecture in interrogation of Abbas’ (1997) division of Hong Kong’s urban space
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into three different spaces: the merely local, the placeless and the anonymous. As a
residential block, Mei Ho House would most likely fit in the anonymous space.
However, an exploration of the concept of vernacular architecture shows that the
boundaries are not so clearly defined. As the product of the colonial authorities, but
with a use of space inspired by the vernacular shophouse, and a renovation
involving a globalised design, Mei Ho House’s place in Hong Kong’s urban space
is hybrid. Inside, modern and retro spaces cohabitate without any real connection
between the two. The modern space is, I argue, a glossing over of the past that
targets a middle-class gaze and carries an expression of upward social. The retro
themed space constitutes a mere aestheticisation of the past, with no real connection
to it. In spite of what precedes, Mei Ho House is being kept alive through the youth
hostel and the common areas. The adaptive reuse of the building avoids pure
museumisation or commodification too often seen in heritage conservation projects
in Hong Kong.
In the last part comprising chapter 5, I looked at what has been long ignored in
heritage studies: the individual. If people have been the object of study in
neighbouring fields such as tourism studies or cultural studies, the situation is
different in heritage studies. When taken into account, individuals tend to be seen
as one body, usually put under the term of ‘community’ which overlooks the inner
complexity of the group. Moreover, it has long been assumed that visitors received
heritage passively and do not really engage with it – this has been proven wrong.
In the heritage making process, each and every person performs heritage in a
multitude of ways. Three patterns were identified amongst the visitors interviewed
at Mei Ho House. The first one is linked with the educational way of interpreting
heritage. Cultural heritage managers provide visitors with an educative
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interpretation so as to help people better understand and make sense of the meaning
of heritage. The second pattern is linked with identity and we could see that people
not only express but perform their identity at Mei Ho House in various ways. The
third pattern is that of dissonance. Visitors at Mei Ho House received the heritage
presented, but also questioned it and engaged with it in sometimes dissenting ways.
As their identity is being performed and connects with heritage, people engage in
an emotional process that may lead them to reject certain discourses, or ask for
more in terms of knowledge about the place. The chapter also addressed the
individual as a way to study heritage. Even with the small scale of the informants’
sample, a distinction could be drawn between local and international informants in
terms of responsiveness. Hong Kong people tended to be less talkative and critical
than other respondents. This could be explained by the person’s character, but also
by their background as having grown up in Hong Kong’s education system; the fact
that since heritage mobilises identity, it may revive unpleasant memories that
informants were not willing to share; or the fact that people just use Mei Ho House
as a place to socialize, without any particular interest for its heritage dimension,
such interest being often assumed when interviewing heritage sites visitors.
So why is Mei Ho House not so controversial? The first reason is probably linked
with the rationale behind the Revitalisation Scheme, that it only deals with
government-owned buildings. In many other cases of urban redevelopment led by
the URA for instance, the acquisition of private buildings was necessary to carry
on with urban regeneration. Expropriating people carries a greater risk of
discontent, a risk that the Revitalisation Scheme does not pose. Naturally, the last
residents before the revitalisation had to be relocated and whether it was
problematic or not remains unknown. But people are aware that public housing
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estates belong to the Government. In this case, relocating people can be perceived
as less unjust than interfering on the private market and offering a compensation
some may see as too little.
The major point that, in my view, explains the lack of controversy is that unlike
various conservation projects the revitalisation of Mei Ho House is not about pure
consumption or celebrating the elite – it is about everyday life memories of ordinary
people. It is about preserving a place that used to be a home for many people over
several decades. It provides accommodation to people who visit Hong Kong, in the
hope of bringing together people from different places. It offers a social space
where people can interact and mingle, or enjoy an afternoon tea. Mei Ho House has
retained a link to its own past, and allows different people from different places and
backgrounds to connect. It is this human dimension that is too often lacking in
heritage conservation projects in Hong Kong, which tends to create tension.
Visitors to the site not only reacted intellectually but also emotionally, taking an
active part in the heritage making process. Even though there might be a dissonance,
Mei Ho House allows people to feel, remember and make heritage in various ways.
If people can give meaning to the way heritage is preserved and if they can take
part in the heritage-making process, they can then create their own heritage,
allowing all kinds of heritage to coexist without colliding. That heritage is about
identity, memory, or sense of belonging is understood, but very often these concepts
are detached from the persons that engender and experience them. Heritage is a
social process precisely because it is a driving force of all sorts of emotions that
contribute to the reinforcement of these concepts, and Mei Ho House constitutes a
vivid illustration of that.
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The project is naturally not flawless and does not avoid the reproduction of a certain
form of AHD. The idea of materialistic progress is omnipresent in every aspect of
the revitalisation. The interior design of the hostel, and the pricing, clearly targets
the middle-class, and if it is meant to bring people together, its size and style may
work against that goal. Indeed, Mei Ho House somehow ironically lacks character,
providing an aestheticized yet impersonal depiction of the past and present. As for
the museum, it focuses on the terrible living conditions to better show how clean
and modern Mei Ho House is now, implying that it reflects the progress of Hong
Kong having gone from a place with squatter areas to a wealthy, cosmopolitan
metropolis. Interestingly, a certain ambivalence can be seen in the AHD at Mei Ho
House in spite of a glossing over. The architecture of the building has retained its
inspiration from the shophouse, a culturally ambiguous symbol at least in Hong
Kong. The museum tries its best to avoid addressing social issues and depoliticises
the past. Yet, it cannot completely avoid references to gender or immigration.
Overall, Mei Ho House is a very complex case, because it is hybrid. As exposed
above, it offers multiple experiences at the same place: a hostel, a museum, and a
social space. Most heritage conservation cases, at least in Hong Kong, focus on
providing one type of experience, be it cultural, commercial or hotel. Looking at all
these different aspects is a challenging task, and, as Staiff (2014) rightfully
suggests, “the question about how we connect to heritage places is to entertain
extreme complexity” (p.45). As a consequence, the present thesis shows limitations.
First, a research of a larger scale, such as interviewing more people over a longer
period for instance, would be needed to refine and develop the patterns identified
by the qualitative interviews. Identity, sense of place or dissonance can be
expressed in so many ways, and constitute only one part of the emotional spectrum
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heritage can trigger. Moreover, there are some aspects the present work has not
covered that would add to the understanding of heritage in Hong Kong, especially
the relation between heritage and the voluntary sector, not from the side of CHM,
as this has already been explored, but from the embodied experience point of view.
It would be interesting to explore the connection between heritage and the
volunteers, their motivations and how volunteering at Mei Ho House participates
in the heritage and identity making processes.
Through its revitalisation, Mei Ho House is being kept alive and may even evolve
in the near future. Shortly before the end of this project, the vice-chairman of
HKYHA, whom I met by accident, told me that the committee in charge of Mei Ho
House was planning on a new temporary exhibition for the ground floor of the
museum. If executed, the new exhibition would distance itself from the mere public
housing topic to take a more people-oriented focus, with thematic units revolving
around the kind of education or healthcare the people of Shek Kip Mei received, or
specific jobs commonly found in the estate that do not exist anymore. With such
themes, it would be likely be one of the most individual-focused heritage sites in
Hong Kong.
In May 2018, the Tai Kwun Centre for Heritage and Arts opened in the heart of
Central. It is the largest heritage conservation projects ever undertaken in Hong
Kong. Like Mei Ho House, it is a collaboration between the Government and the
non-profit sector, although it does not come under the Revitalisation Scheme, and
people were also invited in the conception phase to share stories and memories. It
is now too early to claim that heritage conservation in Hong Kong has taken a new
turn, but there seem to be some promising signs of progress. The Tai Kwun Centre
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for Heritage and Arts could constitute another significant object of research for the
field of heritage conservation in Hong Kong.
Mei Ho House is fairly unique in the heritage landscape of Hong Kong, or even
beyond, and I have enjoyed exploring it as a visitor myself. One day, the people
who once lived there will be gone. But their legacy, through the revitalisation of
Mei Ho House, will continue to serve as a tool to help create other people's heritage,
so long as the focus remains on humans.
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